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ALBUQUERQUE MOENIN
Albuquerque,

VlH.. I'LX.VV. No. 5.

GIANTSDEFEAT

H(U,

3-- 2,

ARZDNA OPENS

If
1

II

FIRST CINE OF
WORLDTS SERIES

Scoring a Trio.
SINGLE ISTIT RUTH
IS ABLETO REGISTER

Fans to the Number of
36,514 Attend the Game
and Pay $119,036 to
See the Teams in Battle.
Now Tork. Oct. 4. The unconquerable spirit to keep on trying
when success doesn't come at first,
carried the New York Nationals to
a smashing victory this afternoon
in their first clash with the New

Tork Americans for the 1922 tale
of world baseball champions. The
score was 3 to 2.
lead that
To overcome a
had acquired, the
the Yankees
Giants turned back in all their previous assaults upon the American
leaguer's defense, crashed out four
in
dingles, one right after another,
the eighth limine and then crownsaced their furious attack with a
rifice fly. The four hits crushed
Joe Bush, the Yankee speed ball
pitcher, and tied the score. Waite

RELIEVE
CATTLEMEN

5, 1922.

rmcK five cents.

T BRITAIN

Queen Marie of Roumania Sees
Another Daughter Ascend Throne

DEMOCRATIC

AT

Thursday, October

COUNTY MEETING

TK'Z

t

That Felipe Zamora Gets Nomi-- j
Recommends
nation for Sheriff; Speech
the Quarantine Law Be
Modified to Admit Cattle
by Bryan a Feature of
;
Convention.
Without Being Dipped.

Board

AriThoenlx, Ariz., Oct. 4. The
board
zona State Livestock sanitary
the
today recommended that law be
zona livestock
o
tn nermii cunm
New Mexico to be admitted
.nt of Arizona without
the process
having to go through such
cattle
of dipping, provided
by
have been properly inspected
Arior
a federal veterinarian andthepassed
zona state veterinarian
from infecby either one as free
l nc
tious or contagious diseases, form
was in the
recommendation
at
of a resolution adopted todaystate
the regular meeting
livestock sanitary board and was
.forwarded at once to Governor
Thomas K. Campbell. The state
hoard also had prepared, under the
direction of Ed W. Stephens, secretary, an amended proclamation
of quarantine containing the
This proclasuggested.
mation also has been forwarded to
tho governor and it was announced
late today that it is expected he
will approve and sign the proclamation within the next two or
three days.
This action by the Arizona state
livestock Bnnitary board opens up
a way whereby New Mexico's cattlemen may save thousands of dollars by shipping their stock
through Arizona into Old Mexico
where they will have plenty of
range. It was reported by New
Mexico authorities that thousands
of cattle in New Mexico were dying because of the drought and
consequent lack of feed.
Heretofore it was held that New
Mexico cattle could not be shipped
through Arizona, unless they went
through without being unloaded,
and New Mexico authorities hnve
maintained that the cattle from
that state were in such a weakened
condition that they could not stand
dipping, tho only other alternative
under tho present law.
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SETTLEMENT OF

WILL PAY DEBT

STRIKE OF SHOP

KENNA STATES

GRAFTS IS MADE

1

Definite

RAILWA IS

Postponement of
Payment of the Bills

Owed by Other European
Carriers Involved Represent
Nations Is Advocated.
About 65,000 Miles of
New Tork, Oct. 4. Definite
Line and Between 125,-00- 0
of
of
postponement
any payment
the debts owed the United States
and 130,000 Men,

J

JlcGrawites Crash Out Four
Singles, One Right After
Another, in the Eighth,

ORTIZ DEFEATED

New Mexico,

T

iTl TrurTTOTW A

The democratic county ticket:
disCounty commissioner,
trict No. 1, Manuel SediHo. discommissioner,
County
trict No. 2, James Bezemek.discommissioner,
County
trict No. 3, Frank Butt.A.
D.
assessor,
County
Sheriff, Felipe Zamora.
Treasurer, K. B. Swope. Har-riCounty clerk. Miss Lucy

by Kuropean nations, with the exception of England until the actual
amount which such nations could
ultimately pay has been determined
by conferences between the creditor
and the debtors was suggested by
tho Right Hnnorabln Reginald
former chancellor of the
British exchequer, in an address
before the American Bankers' association hero today.
Mr. McICenna also gave as his
opinion that Germany might be
aide to pay as reparations in the
Immediate future about one billion
dollars, derived from her foreign
balances and the sale of foreign
securities, such a payment only being possible, if all oilier demand:!
are postponed fur a definite period
to stabilize the mark, Future demands at the expiration of that
period, ho said, mu-s- t bo limited lo
the annual amount of Germany's,
exportable surplus at. that time.

n.

s.

Ata-nas- io

County superintendent,
Montoya.
Probate judge, W. W.
County surveyor, Pitt Ross.
Representatives in the legisDenlature, Atanasio Griego,
nis Chavez, Jose Jordi.

SPECIAL BULLETIN
ISSUED BY JEWELL
Special Circular Is Issued
Containing Interpretation
of Judge's Decision on
Injunction Bill.
Chicago,

Oct.

4.

Eighty-thre-

e

railroads of the Cntted States, operating approximately 65,000 miles
ot line and employing botween

123,000 and 1 30.000 members of
the federated shoo crafts have settled the shop crafts strike with
their system federations, according
to a special bulletin sent today t"
all members of the organization
over the signature of B. M. Jewell,
The latest additions to
president.
the settling roads were the Fort
Smith & Western, the Georgia,
Florida & Alabama and the Chicago Great Western.
Ueplylng to numerous requests
for an interpretation of tho Baltimore plan, upon which the strike
loaders claim the settlements have
been made, the circular states three
reasons actuated the executives in
accepting this agreement basis. It
gives, first, a split in the Association of Hallway Executives one
grout) agreeable to a settlement and
the "other bent on destroying these
organizations"; second, willingness
of the liberal group to negotiate
national agreements and lay down
a basis for settlements on other
roads; third, that no Justification
could bo found for keeping 125,000
men on strike who could return to
work and assist In financing thosH
who remained Idle.
Justification for the sctlnn of
the policy committee, it said, is
seen in the fact that thlrty-on- n
other curriers, in addition to the
have asreed to
original fifty-tw- o
tho Baltimore plan.
A second special circular tn the
membership contained in detail an
interpretation ot Federal Judge
.lames H. Wilkerson's decision on
the injunction bill filed against the
organization by Attorney General
it was supplied by
Daugheriy.
Donald H. Kichberg, attorney for
'.ho shoo era f la, ,
"We cuntiot Interpret the temporary injunction, draMie. ns its
terms sre," said Mr. Klohberg's
opinion in part, 'In any way restraining or preventing the officers
and other representatives of the
shop crafts organizations from doing all In their power to maintain
an orderly discipline and conduct
of the lawful work of the organizations, to continue to call for and
to expect loyal service of each and
every member and to continue to
work in harmony and with a common lawful purpose to advance the
common interests of the organized
shop craft employes."
Mr. Jewell, accompanied by Mr.
arrived
Rlchberg,
today from
Washington, where they conferred
with Attorney General Daugherty
regarding the submission of Judge
Wilkerson's
decision to a higher
court for review. Attorney General
assured
them of his coDaugherty
operation Insofar ns It is possible
for him to net.

nullum nf Sheriff Antonio C. Or
the nomination to
succeed himself, the unexpected
nomination of D. A. Macpherson
for assessor, and a brief address
were
by William Jennings Bryan
The speaker, who Is chairman
the oustanding features of the
of the London's Joint City and Middemocratic county convention yesAlbuland Bank, Ltd., said to bo tho
terday in Society hall, Old
Britain, gave
largest bank in Great
querque.
his views on the economic aspects
The convention was attended by
international
and
of reparations
190 delegates, who cast 137 votes.
how they are payable, the
.V.Aw;
ftM)MIIVT'
attended
debts,
most
was
the
largely
It
Hoyt succeeded Bush and on his
general capacity of a debtor coungathering of democrats held in
fourth delivery gave the sacrifice
try to pay, and the effect of paytho county in several years.
run
which
the
deciding
scored
fly
The temporary officers selected Left, Queen Marie of Roumania, and, right, Queer. Elizabeth of Greece, her daughter. Inset. Kine George. ment.
of the game.
While he stated that he was
by the county committee and afterClimb nt If) Slcl.
in politics and did not appear In
W.
were
made
wards
more
Onc
of
bepermanent,
the
K'.lzabeth.
Just
has
Another
climbed
Princess
daughter,
reputation
machine
up
The winning
Marie, any representative character, ns a
daughter.
C. Oustreieh, chairman; Leonardo Queen
an come queen of Greece with the is now queen of
Mario ot Roumania,
Marie
the tilll in low speed. Early in the.
he argued that
K.
Mrs.
Sanchez,
of
tho
the Bal accession of her husband, former- and her daughters are noted liritish banker,
Huning, Clpriano
"qnecnniaker
same, when Bush and Art Nehf,
Mrs.
England has the capacity to pay
and
E.
vice
been
vindicated.
Her
has
chairmen,
Booth,
to
kans,"
Prince
ly
the throne. beauties.
George,
the Giant southpaw, were fighting
States and,
United
the
to
debt
her
Earl Kowdich. secretary.
a scorelers duel, the Nationals
he continued. "I can unhesitatingBusiness Men Hecoiiuncnded.
couldn't acore with two successive
ly asserther determination to honor
R. McClughan, acting as spokes-- 1
In the seventh inning
jingles.
lier bond in full."
man of a committee appointed by, ALLIED-TURKIS- H
PLAYS HER ROLE IN
singles in a
they banged out three score.
The question to be Investigated
DEMAND
Business Men s
the Albuquerquo
The
row and couldn't
In connection with tho German reCOMEDY FOLLOWING
association, declared that the bus
Giants eimply went back in the
iness men, feeling that tho coun
parations, is not Germany's capaceighthjnning and kept on pounding
HER MOTHER'S DEATH
but her caity to produce wealth, debts.
ty's affairs should be administered
out singles until it was impossible
to pay foreign
men
who
would
of
pacity
put
by
to
defense
E
Yankee
ability
OF "Nobody has ever doubted Gerfor the stubborn
New Tork.
Oct. 4. Miss
the county's welfare above political
prevent them from crossing the
Florence Shirley watched
man's immense power to produce,'
at
considerations, had named a complate.
by
ho continued, "but production must
tho bedside of her mother unmittee of six to call on the two
Babe Ruth, the celebrated home SANTA
til sho died yesterday morning,
itself is not enough. She
county conventions. "The business'
run swatter, swung violently at the
BY
exports.
her
for
WAGES
find a market
then arranged for burial servmen feel that the time has come
tall all afternoon. Nothing that
inWe must remember that an
ices and less than an hour aftfor a, business administration of
even left the Impression that he
in her exports will only find
crease
onto
erward
walked
the stage
county affairs," said Mr. Clughmi,
could hit a home run came from
no
is
of the Morosco theater find defunds for reparations It there imand they will vote for men who
his heavy bat, but lie did bank out
in
increase
Angora' Government Accepts lighted a matinee audience by Also Want the Six-Howill give such an administration,
i a single that broke the monotony
corresponding
her light hearted interpretaof the early scoreless innings which
regardless of party lines."
the Allied Proposals in tion
Day, Five-Da- y
Week, ports."
The committee was assured by
of the role of tho frivoiVehf and Bush imposed upon the
Germany has no present capacity
from the export
Chairman Oestreich, that the only
In
wife
Batters.
That lous, profligate
the
Time and Half Overtime, to obtain a surplus
Principle;
Requests
Mr.
aim of tho democratic, party ia
Men
of goods, ho nrgucd.
Ruth's timely bit came in the
leave
comedy,
"Why
failed to see
be.
Be
Freed.
Wxth
Double Time on Sundays.
. . ..
Thrace
also said
inninsr. Whitey Witt, the
was to
Home."
convention
yesterday's
indd.tiu.ial MrjilW.n
' 1.1
Yankee's center fielder. lad slnm-me- d
how
uqmiiiiitc ttm hep t juor pussibK
todiiy f.at
and
'
trade
'
a. triple; into left fits!
foreign
4'
the
itml VIMl Vice President
4
Germany's
Oct.
(by
crease
Miss Shirley refused lo allow
candidates known to bo
Cleveland, Ohio, October
Constantinople,
(by
Says Noth- choosing
had been run down when he tried
Mr. Oestreich also was Associated
an understudy to take her role
qualified.Conciliation
the Associated Prera.) The policy provide a largo exportable foreign
Press.)
possess
for homo on a blow to abort from
a
member
of
tho
business
both
matiBe
men's
und
Gained
Could
Many . Germans
played
through
confering
by
committee- - of the United Mine
marked tho
..m Thev have invest- the bat of Joe Dugan. As Witt lost
nee and evening performances.
committee, which was composed thus far has
of
allied
Workers
In
session
mTn
the
generals
Conference
in
botween
ence
in his chase to the plate, Dugan
America,
a
foreign banks,
s'or
of
balances
Mr. McClughan. Raymond Ar
Holding
here today, reaffirmed the demands the proceeds of the sale of marks
galloped on to second base and
chuleta and himself. It Is under- and the Turkish representative at
Union
With
Leaders.
from there he was sent In with the
stood that tho other three mem- Mudania.
of the February, 3922, convention which have been flung on foreign
Ismet Pasha, who
first run of the series when Ruth
bers of the committee, who are
markets when tho mark depreci-of
ot union in Indianapolis, demandKemal
OF
Chicago, Oct. 4. The following republicans, will carry an identical speaks for Mustapha
punched a short single into right
in vuluo under pressure
ated
the
continuance
of
ing
the
present
statement was given out today nt message to the
field.
Pasha, leader of the nationalists
payments.
in
republican county and
reparation
coal
miners
wages
195
until
governIn the next Inning the Yankees the general offices of the Atchison convention.
-he salil,
also for the Angora
Relieve this pressure,
in addition, tho
and,
govday
tho
ot their second run. Bob Meusel Topeka & Santa Fe railway:
that
announced
ment, has
The Resolution.
"and tho murk would immediately
and five-da- y
time
and
week,
Mr. A. If. Norris. signing himself
allied
prou far
the
has
ernment
ningled past Heinle Groh. Wallis
The
mark
accepted
BANKING
Following are tho 'resolutions
for overtime work and double
ocFehang laid down a bunt to push chairman of the executive commit adopted by tho convention:
value in Germany than it,.
posals in princlplo and he took
greater
time
on
and
Sundays
sent
holidays.
of
October 2,
Meusel. along to second, but before tee, under date
the German hold-"Tho democratic party of Ber- casion to explain ut the opening
These demands will be presented to has outside and assets
the Giants got through playing the following letter to Mr. A. G nalillo county
tho Turks "had
would have
that
of
sessions
the
nf
foreign
reaffirms
its
the next scale conference of miners
allegiwith the bunt he had reached third. Wells, vice president of the A. T, ance to the fundamental
in selling them
no Intention or creating incidents
a
advantage
clear
and
to
principles
tho
& 8. F. Uy. Co.:
expiraoperators prior
Nehf Thrown Willi.
own government.
of democracy and pledges itself with the English."
tion March 31, next, of tho Cleve- to their
"In order to bring to an end-thNehf. in picking tip the soft tap
r helieve it would pe s.ae 10
The absence of the Greek repre
and its candidates to stand for the
land
here
las'
agreement,
signed
that Sehnng laid in front of the existing strike of employes on the
value of these assets
timo honored principles of honesty sentatives from Tuesday's meeting
August, which practically settled put the total
because the
jilate, decided to try to catch Santa Fe railway system and re- in public office,
noiiat".
for which it has mado little difference
tho soft coal strike and which now at not less than a billion
Meusel at second Instead of being lieve the shippers and general
of Bankers Will Seek a Fed
were
discussion
under
matters
More than that 1 don t irunii
sioocl.
is in force.
satisfied with the out at first. He public from the adverse effects aitvuyg
im
no
had
and
at anv
nature
a
to
find,
"We
tho
call
has
general
ability
upon all citizens of this
eral Statute Prohibiting
Today' decision by the policy sho
threw wild and the ball went past thereof, Mr. Personett and the county to unite
mediate connection with tne attia long time to come,"
on their old tle- - rato for
to
committee
stand
the second baseman and into right writer are in Chicago authorized to clean up thewith us in an effort tude which the Greeks might asthe Practice; Wisconsin mnnds makes it unnecessary for the he said.
affairs of this
field. There it was fumbled by to arrange a conference between
French debt
county and state, and to repudiate sume.
miners' union to hold a convention to Touching upon the
This lapse permitted the Santa Fe management and the the
(Young.
asked
Man New President.
Ismet
At
meeting
inefficient
United Staves In which Great
today's
the
and
governcorrupt
of
now
between
committee
next
executive
the
to
reach
and
John
while
adSchang
striking
April.
second,
ns a
for a settlement of tho Turkish
L.
Meusel went to third. Aaron Ward employes for the purpose of effect ment which the republican party ministration
of tho United Britain is also interested,
of Thrace and asked
New Tork, Oct. 4. The Ameri MineLewis, president
French creditor. Mr. McKenna
upon US.
anthen lifted a fly almost to the cen- - ing a settlement of the matters in ..ao ittBieneu
of
America,
Workerg
111
allied
confrom
be
freed
B
can Bankers association,
DAMAGE
that France's external debt
ior the election to that Thrace
'ter field bleachers and Meusel controversy.
nounced. Tho old schedule of de- stated
Awaiting .an early public mami
office of men and women control, but he felt that at least vention here, went on record to- mands
is far too great in excess of inter7'Jrotted home.
never
to
was
the
reply. I am.
presented
to
one
be
would
vote
The
month
of
who
a
will
approximately
required
trade
national
To which Mr. Wells made the
regard office as a public effect the transfer. He also sug- day byto
Neither Nehf nor Bush was able
operators because tho producers' mere endeavor of possibilities.
three
France to extend
one, as being opposed to associations
Job begun. Each was following reply under date of Octo num.; o aemana elTlcieney in the
in the old central con.
.ti finish the
should be an al-- i branch banking or the establish
that
there
gested
her foreign sales to the required
public
a
service,
and
3:
to
ber
stone
the
stop
bruise on
iiem-u- nio
uffcring from a
nu
.live
in,ma.ana,
,
rorco
on
Maritza
both
lied
coveriiTR
offices
the
of
ment
branch
by
rtiHOrBllniM tno trade
"In acknowledgment of yours of criminal waste of m.hiie
the heel. For six innings it apWe regard school fnnH.
river and that a neutral zone state and national 'janks in any
world, he maintained.
peared that like Achilles, they had October 2 bee to advise that the
should be created went of tho river form.
Iiallonal
only this one vulnerable spot. But subject referred to in your letter ularly, sacred, and tho waste of
Tho allied generals explained
After the passage of a resolu- the miners' strike began April 1,
"Inevitable conclusion is," be
these appearances did not deceive was discussed by me- - in my office w.c, as Bn outrage upon our tax
last.
tion
that
the
this
administrative
BY DRY
opposition,
proposed
SCTlOOi
expressing
continued, "that these internationw
rhlMrnn
the men hired to hit for John
Saturday morning, September 16, hqjciu una
Day laborers' wages In bituminwere taken by hankers
are far too great for the
1922, with Mr. Newell at his request promise all citizens that if ou'r can- - measures must all, be subject to steps
and Miller Hugglns.
ous mines Is $7.50. and this has al debts of
Wisconfrom
Illinois.
of
the
the
coun-trieMissouri,
governments
debtor
of
the
are
approval
any
u.uLes
Nehf, mixing his slow ball with and definitely disposed of. The
capacity
elected, they will strict- - concerned. Ismet then
expressed a sin, New Jersey and Connecticut been the scale since the summer of
his speedier service in a blaffllng strike has long since been settled
except Knglatid. Tho whole
IUW wunouc rear or
o,,
willingness to meet the Greek dele to form an association nt national 1920.
Are
mm will P VP trt hnUt
J.nvui
requires a rational recon- Late Growing Crops
subject
medley, had the Yankees fairly insofar as this company is con and
The
committee's
comtrust
meeting
state
banks
and
and
policy
low
gates.
sideration by tho creditors who
the same fair, courteous
well subjugated until Witt broke ccrned. Therefore, nothing could
of a must
followed
session
bankfinal
the
branch
to
and
Affected
of
At
the
panies
the
opposed
Imand
In
efficient
proceed
opening
view
Adversely
be
the
steadily
gained by a conference with you
throuch with his triple. MeGraw
service, and that no
to undertake a campaign for joint conference of operators and mediatekeepeffect
of the payment of
removed him in the seventh for ft and Mr. Personett for the purpose man or group of men shall have lngs on Tuesday General Ilaring ing
Lack of Moisture Has
the passage of a federal statute miners meeting here since Monday these debts on the general
pinch-hitte- r.
trade
preferential treatment in public allied
Earl Smith, went to you suggest."
to
toward
take
banks
from
national
steps
said
prohibiting1
that
preliminary
matters
the objects
forces,
of the world."
Fall Seeding.
Slowed
cat after the Giants, with one out
or tne conierence were three-folhaving branches or more than wage negotiations next January.
Mr. McKenna stated as his conhad filled the bases on successive AN ENORMOUS TOLL OF
one office in any state.
The joint conference, represent- clusion that England has tho ca
to
obtain
a
Murry
hos
cessation
of
First,
4.
Oct.
singles by Kelly, Stengel and SnyDrought
iVntit
occupied the time tilities; second to fix a line in MoLeod,
Washington,
of the Ir- ing all important union bituminpacity to pay the United States Inoer.
LIFE HAS BEEN TAKEN vetitionwell past? nnnn anrt h
threaten serious damage
Thrace behind which the Greek ving Park National bank. Chi- ous coal producing districts in tht terest and sinking fund on her conditions
until
adjourned
Mates,
of
united
In
Big Movement of the Game.
the
many parts
ot nation, agreed today upon a method debt but that none of the other
troops would be invited to with- cago, was elected chairman
BY FLOODS IN BENGAL o clock. Jt was after 2 o'clock l;30
At this point came one of the
beto the weekly weather
the
conferaccording
of
a
to
organization.
to
details
delegates
draw,
evacua
of
selecting
fore
it
in
a
arrange
is
creditors
to
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to
meet
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business. Manhig movements of the game. Smith,
A committee
of three ence to meet In Chicago November more than a smallpositionof tho ex- and crop review of the weather
4.
Calcutta.
Oct.
Floods in uel Sedillo was nominated for com- tion andto to transfer the adtnlnis delegates from composed
part
which reported that
crouching down like a golfer about
bureau
each of the 18 14, to formulate a metlfod of pro- ternal liabilities,
the Turks, the plans of
over Oregorio Durand by tration
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meet
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Warm and sunshiny weather charbecome effective April 1,
The Turks at first showed nnn- - paign.
the parties, he said. The actual acterized
James Bezemek. a Air
days.
the week in most secfrom President Hardstraight over. Smith hit to Scott at eight
The setting up of tills committee amount which tho other debtors
It is impossible to estimate the resides on North Fourth street, tny with regard to the details of ingMessages
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until
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Mann of Old
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from this setback that McGraw's several thousand persons have been Charlos
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eighth inning and pounded out the The floods are said to be destroyed.
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that
business
hits and a sacrifice fly that brought in
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Ismet Pasha declared definitely treasury
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term notes issued during tho last conference,
victory.
"Drought conditions prevailed 1n
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RIVER PITCHERS WHO 'STARTED' IN
FIRST GAME OF WORLD SERIES
ELECTRIG

POWER FE USB
Meeting of American Society of Civil Engineers Discusses Problem; Boulder
Canyon Dam Favored.
Francisco. Calif., Oct. 4.
.Problems relating to the development of the Colorado river for
o
power and other
purposes were outstanding themes
of
today in the opening session
the fall meeting of the American
Society of Civil Engineers here.
One of the most remarkable
characteristics of the Colorado
river is its great power possibilities," said Arthur P. Davis, WashUnited
ington, D. C, director of theand
past
states reclamation service
American
Society
president of the
of Civil Engineers.
"Rising on the summit of the
Kocky mountains at an altitude

iff
hi

fib?

San

r

'J

fvttwxm

hydro-electri-

!

'

exceeding 14,000 feet, it falls rapidly through canons abounding with
rapids. It drains about 244,000
areas
(square miles, including large
of heavy snow fall, and discharges
about
of
an annual average
acre feet of water.
"This large volume of water with
Its immense fall, indicates a total
of 8,000,000 horse power, of which
may be develfully three-fourtoped.
"The Gulf of California formerly
extended nearly 150 miles farther
and
north than its present head,
its eastthe Colorado emptied into
ern margin, 10 miles or so south of
the head, carrying into it overSome
acre feet of silt annually.
that the sediengineers have held Colorado
is so
ment carried by the
' voluminous that storage reservoirs
in the lower basin should not be
reservoirs
attempted, but thatin the
upper
should be built only
found
v.i if oil thethereservoirs
canyon region
feasible above
i
nun
more
tnan
were constructed
the drainage area would still do
80,-0-

:

unregulated.

Moulder Canyon Warn.

-

"Fortunately, it has been disclosed th it a dam can feasibly be
built in the granite gorge of Boulder canyon that will intercept practically all the drainage above the
Gila and form a reservoir of any
desired capacity, sufficient to regu-to
late the entire flow of the river
any desired regime of discharge.
only
Such a reservoir would not flood
eliminate the
completely
menace of the river, but would
and the
furniKh the regulation
600.00U
'head' necessary to develop
name
regulathe
horse power, and
tion would fill the requirements of

irigatlon in California and Arizona.
can"Even should the Boulder sediyon reservoir entirely fill with 'head
ment, it will leave the power
Thus, happily, naunimpaired.
for reture has provided means interests
moving any conflict of
between the upper and the lower
v,A cninmAn nnd the wayi
mo
IJtLBiua
is open for an amicable agreement
upon a division or us waters, wmu
are ample for all feasible uses in
all the states concerned.
"There are now about 1,526,000
acres of land irrigated in the upof
per basin. There is a possibility to
bringing this development up
The lower
over 4,000,000 acres.
basin, exclusive of the Gila basin,
acres
510,000
about
now irrigates
and this can be Increased to about
1,250,000."

Doclinc of Taper Making.
John T. Ilogan. consulting engineer of New York, told the convention that his state could supply
about 13 per cent of the potential
in the
23,000,000 horse power
c
United States from
projects. The expected decline of
paper making, he said, would have
an appreciable effect on the electric power supply as this industry
of the available
uses
hydro-electri-

three-quarte-

rs

power. Development has lagged In
the state, he naid. in spite of the
great amount of study that is being
given to It.
sessions of the
The business
meeting will end tomorrow and will
be followed by a series of excury
sions to the
valley,
Yosemlte valley and elsewhere.
Hetch-Hetch-

The largest locomotives in the
world are those used on American
railways. Some of these have h
weight, Including tender, of 400
tons, while the heaviest British locomotive weighs. In working order,

tjnly

140

tons.

Proctor, Vt., has the largest
marble quarry In the world.
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The Morning Journal office
wag unable yesterday to answer all of the dozens of telephone calls from baseball fans
who wanted to know the results of the game between the
Howtwo New York teams.
ever, beginning today and continuing throughout the rest of
the series, The Journal will
gladly give information over
the telephone to anyone who
is unablo to witness the games
as they are played on the elec.
trie score board.
who doubled Pipp at first. Schang
up. Strike one. Foul, strike two.
Ball one. Ball two. Foul. Frisch
threw out Schang.
No runs, one lilt, no errors.
The cold figures of the attached
official box score shows how the
Giants
their American
spilled
league foemen In tho first game:
Yankees.
Ali. K. H. PO. A. E.
4
0
1
(I
1
0
Witt, cf
4
3b
Dugan,
4
0
1
1
0
0
Ruth, rf
4
1 10
0
0
0
Pipp,
4
1
0
R. Meusel, If . . .
2
0
0
1
0
3
7
0
0
Schang, c
C
1
0
0
4
2b
0
Ward,
3
0
0
0
4
0
Scott, ss
3
0
0
0
0
0
Bush,
0
0 0 0 0 0
Hoyt, p

110 10

lb.......

V

r i

ART NEHE
JOE lllSU
Art Nehf lor the Gianla and "Bullet" Joe Bush for the Yankees
seven
pitched the first
Innings of the opening game of the world's
39 2 7 24 9 0
Totals
series Wednesday.
Nehf was relieved by Rosey Ryan and Bush by
Giants.
Waite Hoyt in the eighth Inning. McOraw paid $55,000 for Nehf.
Bush enmo to the Yankees from Boston. Ho was considered a has
Ali, R. H. PO. A. E.
been. He came back with his famous fork ball.
Bancroft, ss.... 4 1 1 3 1 0
1
2
3
3
0
3b
Groh,
1
0
4
4
2
2
Frisch, 2b
led over the middle bag. Ruth up. E. Meusel, If... 4 0 1 0 0 0
GIANTS DEFEAT
1
1
2
0
3
0
Ruth forced Dugan, Frisch to Ban- Young, rf
4
0
2
0
9
IN
0
croft. Pipp up. Ball one. Strike Kelly, lb
HUGMEN, 3-1
4
4
0
0
0
Strike two. Ball two. Foul. Stengel, cf
THE FIRST GAME one.
ti
1
0
1
3
6
Ball three. Pipp fanned and Ruth Snyder, c
0
1
2
1
0
0
was out stealing, Snyder to Ban- Nehf, p
Continued from Page One.
1
0
0
0
0
0
a nice double xSmlth
croft, completing
0
0
0
0
0
0
Ryan, p
Young made two errors, one of play.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
won the
them costly, but he
8
32
3 11 27 11
Totals
cheers of the crowd for his catch
Giants.
x Batted for Nehf in seventh.
Meusel up. Strike one. Scott
and throw of Scott's hard liner thm
By innings:
caine in the fifth Inning ith Yan- threw out Meusel. Young up. Ball
000 001 100 2
kees on first and second. Young one. Ball two. Strike one. Foul, Yankees
000 000 03x 3
Giants
slid to the ground as ha caught the strike two. Ball t hree. Young
Three-bas- e
hltB
Summmy:
drive at his shoo tops, but, risr.ig struck out. Kelly up. Kelly singled
Sacrifices Schang,
Witt.
quickly, he threw it to .iccond, past Dugan. Stengel up. Sengle Groh,' Ward.
Double plays SnySmith,
where a touch of Frisch's foot to sent up a high fly to Ward.
der and Bancroft;
Young and
the bag was enough to complete a
No runs, one lilt, no errors.
nnd Pipp;
Ward
Scott.
Frisch;
double play as Bob Ifeusel, thinkYankees.
Fifth
Inning,
and Kelly. Left on bases
ing Scott's blow a clean hit, had
Meusel up. Ball one. Strike one. Frisch
never stoped racing toward home Meusel sent a hot one through Ban- Yankees. 4: Giants, 7. Eases on
Off Bush, 1,
(Groh); off
after loaving second.
croft. Schang up. Schang sacri- balls 1,
out By
KaiHToft a Hero.
to Kelly. Ward up. Nehf, 3, (Ward). Struck
Nehf
ficed,
(Kelly, Young, E. Meusel);
Bancroft, too, was a hero in the Ball one. Foul, strike one. Ball Bush,
R. Meusel.
field. In the third he ran into
two. Ball three. Ward walked. by Nehf, 3, (Ruth,
and with his back to the Scott up. Ball one. Strike one. Pipp); bv2, Ryan, 2. (Witt, Ruth);
Hits
(Kelly, Stengel).
diamond, gathered In a ."Iy from Scott lined out to You; g, who made by Hoyt,
Off Nehf, 6 in seven Innings; off
after Witt's a shoestring catch and Meusel was
Bush's bat. Later,
one in two innings; off Bush,
triple, he stopped a hard blow from doubled at second, Young to Frisch. Ryan,
11 in seven Innings, (none out, two
Dugan and by a quick return to
No runs, one hit, no errors.
on base); off Hoyt, none in one inthe plate enabled the Giant catcher
Giants.
Passed hall Schang. Winning.
and third baseman to trap Witt.
one.
Scott
Strike
Snyder up.
In the ninth another fine flash tossed out Snyder. Nehf up. Strike ning pitcher Hyan. Losing pitcher
Bush. Umpires Klem (Nationby the Giants' defense sank the one. Strike two, Eall one. Foul.
last hope of the Yankees. Pipp had Nehf popped to Ward. Bancroft al) umpire In chief, at plate;
first base;
(American),
started a comeback rally with a up. Foul, strike one. Strike two.
second
(National),
single. Meusel sliced a hard one Foul. Ball one. Foul. Ball two. McCormlck
base; Owens (American), third
toward right field, but Frisch, with Scott got Bancroft at first.
base. Time of game 2:08.
a fast hop and leap, grabbed It and
No runs, no hits, no errors.
doubled Pipp at first. Schang was
Sixth Inning, Yankees.
an easy infield out and the game
Bush up. Strike one. Ball one.
was over.
Ball two. Foul, strike two. Foul.
LUNCHES FOR SCHOOL
The Polo grounds was packed. At Bancroft took Bush's hot grounder
noon most of the unreserved seats and got him at first. Witt up. Foul,
CHILDREN
had been filled, and the start ot strike one. Witt got a three-bas- e
In
the game was two hours off.
hit to left. Dugan up. Strike one.
Proper feeding Is the first
the last hour came the reserved Ball one. Strike two. Ball two.
step in, making a ,good pupil,
them
among
ticket
holders,
seat,
Bancroft took Dugan's bounder and and the noon lunch is one of
Christy Mathew-so- n Witt was run down. Bancroft to the most important of all
many notables.
was one whose entrance thrill- Snyder to Groh to Snyder. Dugan
school problems.
ed the crowd. Cheers heralded his went to second on the run down.
It is not easy to make food
walk to his seat in the press stands Ruth up. Strike one. Strike two.
attractive and to keep it clean
as only a moment before they had Ball one. Dugan scored on Ruth's
when It must be packed and
signalled the arrival of General single to right and when Young
carried in a lunch basket.
Pershing and Baseball Commissionfumbled the ball Ruth went to secEvery mother should write
er Landis.
ond. Pipp up. Foul, strike one.
for a new booklet which
today
and
Day Was Fair.
contains various bills ot fare
Kelly took Pipp's grounder
The day was fair und so warm beat him to the bag.
for the basket lunch, suggesthat many in the bleachers sat in
One run, two hits, one error.
tions as to the proper method
Giants.
shirt sleeves.
of packing, and recipes for
Groh up. Ball one. Strike one.
Today's paid attendance 36,514
sandwiches, cookies, salads and
two.
one
at
Ball
was greater than that
any
Foul, strike two. Foul.
sweets.
of the eight games which the Giants Ball three. Groh walked. Frisch
This Is a free government
and Yankees fought out at the Foio up. Frisch fouled out to scnanu.
publication and our Washinggrounds last year for the world who took the ball near the
will
Bureau
ton Information
title. Last year 30,203 rans looked Yankee's bench. Meusel up. Ball
secure a copy for any reader
on at the first game and the high one. Bush claimed that the ball
who fills out and malls the
in the third slipped out of his hand, that he did
mark was reached
coupon below, enclosing two
game, which 36,509 paid to eee. not mean to pitch it. There was a
for return
cents in stamps
to conference at the plate, but Umpire
The receipts today amounted
postage. Write your name and
$119,036, or which the players will Klem would not allow the claim.
address
clearly.
share in J60.708.36, each club
Strike one. Ball two. Ball three.
while the baseball com Strike two. Groh was out stealing,
J. 1IASRIN,
FREDERIC
missioner's office will receive $17,- Schang to Ward. Bush struck out
Director.
855.40.
Meusel.
The
Albuquerque Journal' InFirst Inning, Yankees.
formation Bureau, WashingNo runs, no hits, no errors.
Witt up. Ball one. Strike one.
Seventh Inning Yankees.
ton, D. C.
Foul, strike two. W"itt flied out to
I enclose herewith two cents
Meusel up. Ball one. Strike one.
Stengel. Dugan up. Strike one. Meusel singled past Groh for hi;
in stamps for return postage
Groh threw out Dugan at first. second
up. Nehf.
hit.
Schang.
a free copy of the School
on
Ruth up. Ruth got a big cheer.
sacrifice
Lunches booklet.
Schang's intended
Strike one. Strike two. Ball one. took
Meufield.
and threw into center
Ruth struck out.
Name
sel went to third and Schang went
No runs, no hits, no errors.
to second when Young fumbled the
Street
Giants.
ball. Ward up and Meusel scored
Bancroft up. Strike one. Ball on Ward's sacrifice fly to Stenge.,
City
one. Ward threw out Bancroft at Schang holding second. Scott up.
first .taking the ball behind the Foul, strike one. Ball one. Strike
State
pitcher. Groh up. Ball one. Strike two. Ball two. Ball three. Scott
one. Ball two. Foul, strike two. filed out to Stengel, who took the
Groh got a Texas leaguer Into left ball in deep left, Schang holding
Unemployment nnd the Immifor the first hit of the series. second. Bush up. Ball one. Groh gration
problem will be among the
Frisch up. Foul, Btrlke one. Frisch took Bush's roller and touched chief subject
to come before the
singled into left field. Groh going Schange as he came into the bag. International
Labor
Conference
to second. Emil Meusel up. Strike
One run, one hit, two errors.
which meets at Geneva October 18.
one.
two.
Ball
one.
Giants.
Foul, strike
Groh went to third and Frisch to
Foul,
Young up. Strike one.
second on a short passed ball. Meu- strike two. Ball one. Young filed SULTAN'S COUSIN
sel fouled out to Schang. Young up. out to Ruth. Kelly up. Ball one.
MAY SUCCEED TO
Ball one. Strike one. Young tried Kelly got an infield hit. Stengel
infield by up. Ball one. Ball two. Strike one.
to upset the Yankee
OTTOMAN THRONE
Strike two. Ball two. Stengel singled to left, Kelly going
bunting.
Young filed out to Pipp. and the to second. . Snyder up. Ball one.
Scott knocked down Snyder's hit
Yankees crawled out of a hole.
over second and the bases were
No runs, two Jilts, no errors.
filled. Smith batted for Nehf.
Second Innings, Yankees.
Pipn up. Strike one. Ball one. Smith up. Ball one. Foul, strike
i
PIdd went out to Kelly, unassisted. one. Ball two. Ball three. Foul,
Meusel up. Foul strike one. Strike strike two. Foul. Smith hit Into
two. Ball one, Meusel lannea. a double play, Scott to Ward to
looking bad against Nehf's big Pipp.
No runs,- three hits, no errors.
curves. Schang up. Strike one.
Ball one. Ball two. ' Strike two.
Eighth Inning, Yankees.
left
into
a
Rosey Ryan went into the box
single
Schang spanked
for the first Yankee hit. Ward up. for the Giants. Witt up. Ball one.
Strike one. Ball one. Groh threw Ball two. Strike one. Foul, strike
two. Witt was a strikeout victim.
out Ward at first.
Dugan up. Ball one. Strike one.
No runs, one lilt, no crrori.
Giants.
Dugan flied out to Stengel. Ruth
Kelly up. Strike one. Strike up. Ball one. Ball two. Strike
on three one. Strike two. Babe fanned and
two. Kelly whiffed
Stengel up. Ball walked sadly back to right field.
pitched balls.
No runs, no lilts, no errors.
one. Strike one. Ball two. Ward
- "IT
Giants.
threw out Stengel at first base.
Bancroft up. Strike one. Ball
Snyder up. Dugan took Snyder's one.
two.Ball
Btrike two. Banhot smash and got him at first.
croft singled over Ward's head.
No runs, no lilts, no errors.
Groh
Groh
up.
Yankees.
Third Innings,
singled into right
Scott up. Strike one. Scott pop- field, Bancroft going to second.
up. Ball one. Frisch sinped to Groh. Bush up. Ball one. FrischInto
left and Bancroft went
Bush was robbed of a hit by Ban- gled
third. The bases were filled and
croft, who took the ball while run- to
Witt up. none were out. Meusel nn nm.
ning toward centerfield.
Ball one. Strike one. Ball two. croft and Groh scored on Meusel's
Strike two. Witt went out, Frisch single over second, Frisch going to
third. Meusel's blow drove Bush
to Kelly.
from the box and Hoyt took his
No runs, no hits, no errors.
place. Young up. Ball one. Foul,
Giants.
Nehf up. Foul, strike one. Foul, strike one. Hall two. Ball three.
xtriko two. Ball one. Pipp took Frisch scored on Young's sacrifice
Nehf's grounder and touched first. fly to Witt, Meusel' holding first.
Bancroft up. The crowd cheered Kelly up. Ball one. Btrlke one.
Ball one. Ball two. Strike two.
Bancroft.
Kelly 'struck out.
Strike one. Ward
scooped up Stengel up. Ball one. Ball two.
Abdul Medjid Lffent-- .
Ball
him
three.
Bancroft's roller and threw
Strike one. Foul,
out. Groh up. Strike one. Ball strike two. Stengel struck out.
Picking kings in southe; stern
one. Groh got a long hit to left for
jnroo runs, four hits, no errors. Eurone
these davs is like nieltlno
Jftnth Inning Yankees.
three bases, his second hit, Frisch
PlPP up. The crowd started to winnerg among; the pjnies, but
up. Foul, strike one. Frisch flied
go home for It looked like, Giant nevertheless Abdul Meujid Effendi,
out to Ward.
sulvictory. Strike one. Foul, strike eouiin ot the present Turkish
No runs, one lilt, no errors.
two. Foul. Pipp singled into cen- tan, is considered better th.-.- n a 100
Fourth Inning, Yankees.
1
shot to succeed hla W 'n
Dugan up. Strike one. Ball one. ter. Meusel up. Ball one. Strike to
""
Strike two. Ball two, Dugan sing-- . one. Meusel liijed out jto I'riscji, relative.,
3'-

-
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nominated for county surveyor by
acclamation.
Atanasio Grlego, of Los Grlegos;
Dennis Chavez, of Albuquorque,
and Jose Jordi, of Albuquerque,
were nominated for representatives
in the legislature. George C. Taylor, a fourth candidate, was low
man
when the ballots wore counted,
Here comes the bride!
the oth-- r three were declared
The first public wedding ever and
nominated. The vote was: Griego,
staged in Albuquerque will take 79; Chavez, 126; Jordi, 127; Taylor,
place tonight at 10 o'clock in the 76.
big tent at the Elks circus, when
Bryan's Address.
Miss Nellie Convcr and John H.
At this Juncture, William JenThlehoff will be married by the
candidate
nings Bryan, three-tim- e
Rev. William Allen.
the presidency on tho demoThis wedding is on the Elks. The for
was
and
introduced
cratic
lodge band will play the wedding made aticket,
Mr. Bryan
address.
short
the
and
gown,
ring,
wedding
march,
party best
flowers and all other appointments said that thethedemocratic
common
people,
will be furnished by the lodge. Tha represents
said
business is
couple will arrive a', the circus at. "Big
am
vote
for
Mr.
will
"It
Bryan.
8 o'clock,
preceded by the Elks'
will
or
that
candidate
give
party
band, and will take their place in It
special privilege. The common
a special box reserved for them and
people can control the country
their relatives.
when they decide to do so, and it
In addition to paying the wedd- Is
duty of the democratic party
ing expenses the members of the to the
make them decide."
lodge are contributing the followis a list of the convening gifts to the household of tho tionFollowing
committees:
young couple: Bed, Strong BrothResolutions John F. Slmms, T.
ers; sack of flour, the Forty-eight- h
Lucero, Gregorio Durand, Mrs.
Star mills; bed springs, the Amer- A.
Moya, Mrs. N. J. Strum-quls- t,
ican
Furniture company; bed Andres Rosendo
Salazar, Roberto
spread, Nick Spence; electric iron, Chavez.
Arthur Prager; night gown,
Credentials-r-W- .
W. McCIellan,
company; ton of coal
Garcia, Ambosio SCamora, T.
the Gallup American Fuel com- Jesus
Justlnlano Montoya,
pany; first lot of groceries, Haw-kin- 's II. McElvalne,
Martinez.
grocery; a year's Insurance on Melquiades
Mrs. C,
1'ermanent organization
Metcalf
the
household
goods,
8. Montano, Mrs.
C. Mcacham,
agency; Acoma Indinn pottery,
Francis Francear, RoGeorge M. l'ost; sack of flour, Cleghorn,
Daniel Ilerreru, Jose
Gross Kelly company; two weeks' man Nolasco,
Maria Pacheco.
supply of milk, Matthew dairy;
and
order of businessRules
pair of sheets and pillow cases, S. Frank Butt, J. A. AVolf, Mrs.
Kahn; assorted groceries, L. B.
A. Gutierrez, Adolfo
Putney company; wedding ring,
Frank Mindlin; wedding cake,
l'
Pappe's bakery; lamp, Nash Electric company; electric toaster, Arno
Huning; pair of blankets and pair
of pillows, J. C. Penney company,
drug necessities, Briggs pharmacy;
years subscription to Saturday
Evening Post, Strong's Book store;
table
Economist;
comfort, the
ten
Regensberger;
cloth, Joseph
Fee's
Candy
quarts of ice cream,
Golden
towels.
assorted
store;
Rule; plans for bungalow, Trost &
Trost; comfort, Kistler Colllster;
alarm clock, Welller and Benja
min; basket of candy, New Mexico
Candy kitchen; fashion hat, Na
tional Garment company; boudoir
lamp, H. Livingston; water pitcher
and glasses, Charles E. Boldt; mattress, Star Furniture company;
rolling pin, John Rube; broom, Dr.
Albuquerque
flowers,
Faidley;
Greenhouse; aluminum baking pan,
Whitney Hardware company; $5
First National
savings account.
bank.

ELKS WEDDING
TO BE STAGED

THIS EVENING

Wndd-lingto-

F

mm
'jf
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KATV SALE POSTPONED.
Denison, Tex., Oct. 4. Sale ot
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railroad was postponed today for tho
second time within a month.
was made from thi
local office of the road today.
;

Journal Want

Result.

Ada Rrlnn

$250 Universal
All Porcelain Combination

RANGE!
A

$190

You never saw stoves more beautiful than these
Universal
Ranges. And they are as
economical as they are good to look at. They sell
regularly at $250, but having but two remaining in
stock, we have placed them on sale at $190 each.

Strong Brothers, Furniture
Second and Copper

Strong Block
MSSW11BIII.

I

f

...

Mil

Continued from I'uge One.

Archuleta and Mrs. A. O. Corson
were placed before the convention
for county clerk, and one man
placed the name of Fred Crollott
before the convention. Crollott received scant attention as he is rethough
republican
garded as a democratic-independ
elected on a
ent fusion ticket two years ago.
The ballot showed the nomination
of Miss Harris, who is the present
deputy clerk of the court. She
received 88 votes. Mrs. Corson 37,
Archuleta 9 and .Crollott 2. The
nomination was later made by acclamation.
Atanasio Montoya of Albuquerque, formerly county superintendent, was nominated for that position, defeating Mrs. J. F. Bentley
of Alameda by a vote of 71 to 65.
On his former election, Montoya
was nominated by the republicans
and endorsed by the democrats.
He stated in a brief talk to the
convention that his nomination
came as a rurprlse, and that he
had not sough it. He declared
that he had never asked for political favors, and if he were elected
he would conduct his office along
lines,
Judge W. W. McCIellan was
nominated for probate Judge over
Trinidad Lucero of Barelas by a
vote of 80 to
Mncpiliergon Refuses Nomination.
When nominations for assessor
were called for, Frank Butt eaid he
would place in nomination a man
who did not seek the nomination
but who would make a first-clas- s
officer. Butt ended by placing D.
A. Macpherson in nomination. The
nomination was made unanimous,
and went through with a whoop,
protest. A
despite Macpherson's
recess was held during
which Mr. Macpherson was "worked on" strenuously, and when the
it was anconvention
nounced that Macpherson had decided to make the race.
To a representative of the Journal last night Mr. Macpherson
stated definitely that he would not
accept the nomination. The vacancy on the ticket, it is believed, will
be filled by the county central committee.
Pitt Ross, of Albuquerque, was

Building

te

race-test- ed

for everyday use

49.

C. H. CARNES

tires

Barney Oldfield, seeking ways to make racing safer,
saw the need of more trustworthy tires.

Testing tires for years on his own cars in hundreds of
races, he developed a construction that virtually eliminated
the dangers from tire failures.
was then he realized the importance of his achieve-tires
ment to the public. Not only were Oldfield-bui- jt
more trustworthy, but they gave longer mileage in everyday use.

It

J,

i
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tires. The great drivers
Oldfield Tires are the
entrust their lives and success to Oldfield performance,
race-test-

ed

i

SPECIALIST IN OCL'LAR
REFRACTION
Phone I0B7-107 B. Fourth.

PHONE

I

-

DECISION RESERVED.
White Plains, N. Y., Oct. 4 by
the Associated
Pressl, Supreme
Court Justice Morschauser today
reserved decision on application
for confirmation of the report
made by Referee Gleason in the
Stlllman divorce case.

ORTIZ DEFEATED
AT DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY MEETING

it

-

Attend the Majestic
Range demonstration at Raabe and
Mauger, First and
Copper, this week.
Prof. Becker cooks
from 2 to 4 p. m.

r
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360

Parcel Delivery
And Messenger Service.

INVESTIGATE

THE MERITS

OP

Dr. Whittington's
TREATMENT

FOR

Tuberculosis

For three years past the big races at Indianapolis,
Uniontown, San Francisco and elsewhere have been
triumphs for Oldfield trustworthiness.
v

Used on your own car, Oldfield Cords will give service equally reliableand mileage that will make you a per- manent Oldfield customer.

)

This mileage and service is emphasized by the remarkably low prices now in effect Oldfields actually cost you
less today than ever in the past Thousands of dealers
everywhere enable you to get these values.
't
V

Write tor free booklet and
Information about our money-bac- k
guarantee.

J.

D. VAN DEVENTER,
Special Representative.
Phone 2028-534 W. Coal.

l

u r.i d e n

GLASS
CEMENT

vw..

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

.vTTDK
The Most Trustworthy Tires Built

October

IN.

90

J.

1922.
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GIRL MOTHER STEALS TO CLOTHE BABE
AND TO KEEP WOLF AWAY FROM DOOR

IRE

DEATHS

AMD

Page Three.

FUNERALS SURVEYING

BY PLANE
IN NOT FAR DISTANT

GOLDSTEIN Funeral services
Isaac Goldstein were held at
FUTURE
PREDICTED
Strong Brothers cliapel yesterday
afternoon at 3: SO o'clock. Rabbi
Pan Francisco, Calif., Oct.
Goldstein
officiating,
Raphael
time is not far distant when
Enicrmcnt was in B'Nal B'Rith
cemetery. Mrs. Jake Wciman, the photographic surveys by airplane
daughter, accompanied the remains will supplant the present methods
to this city to attend the funeral. of engineering, surveying and mapMathes of the
COLEMAN Funeral services for ping, Gerald II.
office,
engineering
Mrs. Al. Coleman will be held this United States Tenn.,
told the fall
Chattanocma,
Imat
the
o'clock
9
ut
morning
meeting of the American (Society
maculate Conception church. The of
Civil Engineers here today.
funeral cortege will leave the Cole"The method is well adapted for
man residence at 422 West Tijeras use in water power surveys,
irriavenue, at 8:30 o'clock. The active gation surveys, city planning, locauo .Lame tvuiau, tion of
will
pallbearers
mapping of
Frank Hubbell, routes for highways,
Amirea Rnmeio.
transmission lines and
and
Charles White, W. A. Kelther
Mathes
many other
purposes,''
The
honorary said. "Recent experiments in a
Max Nordhaus.
Martho
"
be
from
will
Tennessee river
pallbearers
survey of thried Ladies' sodality of the Im- saved both time and money. "The
maculate Conception church, and aerial method of survey Is particm-larl- y
Mrs. Luke
will bo as follows:
applicable to routing transWalsh, Mrs. William Burk, Mrs. mission lines."
Jake Korbcr, Mrs. J. A. Sheehan. y
.Mrs. Dan ButclitE and airs, jjoio-thMOBILIZATION ORDERED
All friends of the
Binkert.
Oct. 4. A mesConstantinople,
the
to
attend
invited
family aro
sage from Athens says that tho
services.
Greek government
has ordered
general mobilization of the classes
ROMERO
Francesquita Ro-- ; f 1917 and 191 S. It has also
IU cancelled all leaves.
.r.n..r. twn vnr o d oauEnier
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Romero, died
t,
UKlXl'OHCiNO TROOPS
yesterday morning at their
nt old Alhiinueroue after a
Athens, Oct. 4. It is officially
week's illness. Funeral arrange reported that the Albanians are
ments are pending, urouou is in reinforcing their troops on the
lrontier as a resu t of the Gre
charge.
cian Nationalist movement.
RIVERA Miss Luclla Rivera
You may be in a bad business;
died yesterday afternoon at her
parents' residence at Atrisco. She but suppose you ran a life in
and surance company in Ireland,
is survived by her parents
three brothers. Funeral arrange- loicoo .ews-Bements are pending. Crollott is in
charge.

for
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GOOD DEMOGRIUS
Divides Idea of Government
of
Advocates
Between
Aristoc
and
Democracy
racy; Flays Rep. Leaders
Holding: to hlB lifelong Idea,
in spite of the fact that It has
been repeatedly disproved in na
tional, state and local elections,
'jlllam Jennings Bryan in his
address at the high school audi
torium last night claimed that
90 per cent of the republicans
are democrats at heart. He also
sought to lay the wreath of
honor for practically all legislation of especial benefit to the
people upon the Democratic party
and urged the selection of Senator A. A. Jones at the coming
fall elections.
The meeting, which was presided over by Judge R. H. Han-nwas well attended, the auditorium being filled to capacity.
Mayor W. R. Walton greeted Mr.
Bryan upon behalf of the city of
Albuquerque and introduced him
as the speaker of the evening.
Mr. Bryan spoke for more than

Tho

Sask.,

Regina,

Oct.

4.

Sas-

katchewan and North Dakota
authorities are tonight searching
for six bandits who today killed
Paul Matoffa Regina, liquor deal-

er, escaped from provincial police, hurried to tho international
boundary at Portal. N. D., and
robbed a truck of the liquor for
which Matoff is said to have reThe $(!,0li0 was
ceived $G.00O.
taken from Matoff's pockets by
the bandits.
Police here believe that v the
bandits were members o a gang
with
headquarters in Omaha,
Neb.

The Price to
You is no Higher
but special Borden precautions
doubly insure its safety

'

-

',Y

-

In
GENERAL sanitary regulations
Evaporated Milk are

READ THIS

HUSBANDS,

established by law. In addition to the
observance of these we establish our
own specific and rigid inspection to
make our milk absolutely pure and of
fine quality. No single batch of Borden' s
Evaporated Milk is allowed to leave the
condensary until it has passed a final
laboratory test.

Why not do it now? You'll
have to come across with a
new range for tho wife some
day, anyway, so why not do it
while tho demonstration of the
Majestic range is on at the
store of ltaabe and Mauger,
First and Copper, all this week
If you buy that
range this week, your wife will
get a fine set of $15 copper
utensils
cooking
absolutely
free. Just think how she will
appreciate a spick, span new
Majestic range, one that docs
away with uncertainty and fuss
and waste. Goodness knows
she's entitled to it, isn't she?
long-neede- d

resi-,i,.nn-

a,

an hour.
Although Mr. Bryan claimed
that it was his habit to discuss
principles instead of men, he was
extremely bitter in nis criticism
of members of the Harding cabinet, although his remarks were
so made to appear to be more or
less impersonal.
the
He immediately divided
into
principles of government
two classes, democratic and aristocratic and differentiated the beliefs of the two by claiming that
fhe democratic idea of government was to provide a foundation
for the masses and let the leaders
rise through to the top, while
o
the aristocratic idea was to
for the rich and let the
masses live on what falls from
the top to the bottom.
'The rank and file of the Republican party are domocrats but
do not realize it," he exclaimed
and claimed that the Republican
party leaders do not represent the
Idea of government which is held
by tho common members of the
party. "The republican loaders'
idea of society is not tha same
as the mass of the Republican
party nor tho leaders of the Democratic party nor the mass of the
Democratic party," he declared,
and attacked the ideas of numerous members of the present
cabinet, claiming them to be aristocratic and not working for the
best interests nor carrying out
the wishes of the Republican

PEACE OFFICERS ARE
SEEKING 6 BANDITS

,.

Though this elaborate inspection may
make it cost more to the grocer he sells
Borden's at the price of other standard
brands. For he relies on it to please
his most particular customers.

Adv.

e.

Mrs. Grace Carey.
could
noi resist the temptation to buy pretrj
Mrs. Grace Carey
in New York
things for her babe when she found a charge account cointhan
somethini
"It was easier for the child to have a thief for a mother
lse," she says.

i' '

benefited between four and five
thousand persons.
Touching upon the present condition of the farmers, Mr. Bryan
stated that they were down to rock
bottom and that the present republican administration was responsible! for this condition mainly
on account of the personnel of the
federal reserve board which, he
claimed is not representative of
the various industries which it was
intended to assist.
Mr. Harding assailed President
Harding for putting his veto to
the soldier bonus bill.
"President Harding thought that
the country did not have the money to afford it," he stated, "but he
did think that the country could
cut the revenue by 90 millions of
dollars annually in order to benefit four or five thousand men with
incomes and he did think that
huge
the-- country could afford to lose 450
millions of dollars in order to benefit those who are making excess
profits," he added and made the
assertion that if the democrats had
masses.
decision to. make, ways and
the
no
that
Claiming
president has
had such trouble with a measure means have been found in which
to
as has President Harding with
meet the debt to the soldier
his revenue
bill, Mr. Bryan boys, who to a great extent, came
traced the start of the bill from from the masses, and not from the
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon wealthy and aristocratio people.
through the republican committee
and claimed credit for the demo- BRYAN CON FEUS WITH
crats in the raising of the maxiliEADKnS AT GALLUP
mum "big income" taic to 50 per
Callun. N. M. Dot t Willi..
cent, instead of allowing the pro
posed cut of from 65 per cent to J. Bryan arrived in
thi
82 per cent.
morning on train No. 2, and
Ho also charged the republican stopped off here for two hours to
leaders with taking 450 millions of confer with Senator A. A. Jones
dollars from the federal .govern- and James P. HInkl. Mi- - nnn
ment through the elimination
of and the senator spent an hour or
tho excess profits tax which he more in conference at a room in
claimed was tho one tax which the a fhotel. At 11:30 Mr. Bryan depayers could well afford to
as livered an address at the depot
it represented unreasonable pay
gains. platform, which was heard
He charged that the reduction of cally by everyone in Gallup.practiThe
the "big income" tax percentage had Commoner spoke largely in behalf
lost the treasury the sum of 90 of the election
of democratic
million dollars a year and had only senators to the United States senate at the coming election in Nojiro-vid-

'

OF MjDDLE AGE
Mrs. Linton Tells How Helpful
Lydia E.Pinkham s Vegetable
$ Compound is at This Period
Denver. Colorado. "I have taken
Lydia E. Ptnkham'a Vegetable Com- llllllllllliMIIIIIIIIIII ipouno. ior seven
years and 1 cannot
tell you the Kood
it has done me. It
is good foryouni
and old and 1 al
wave keep a bottle
of it in the house,
for I am at that
time of life when
it calls for Lydia

E.

Pinkham's

help. My husband
saw your ad. in
the papers and said ' You have taken
everything you can think of, now I
want you to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound! ' So I let him
get it, and I soon felt better and he
told me 'i wane you to take aoout six
bottles.' So I did and I keen house
and do all my own work and work out
by the day and reel tine now. l tell
everv one about the Vegetable Com
pound, for so many of my friends
wen.
Mrs.
notgei
thougnt l woum1850
West 83d Avenue,
R. J. Linton,
Penver, Colorado.

THE BORDEN COMPANY,
New York
Borden Building
Maters also of Borden 't F.ali Brand Milk,
Borden 'i Malted Milt and Borden 'i Confectionery.

Czecho-Slovaki-

a,

San Francisco,
Oct. 4. Ten
one sepersons were injured,
riously, as a result of fire which
started with two explosions in a
film exchange at Jones street und
flolden Gate avenue here tonight.
Four film exchanges were destroyed and part or a nearby hotel was flame swept.
Most of
tho
injured were pedestrians
slashed by falling glass after the
.,
explosion.

RUSSIAN RECOGNITION
WOULD BE BENEFICIAL
BTO U. S., SAYS BORAH
-i

--
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We invite your attention to our new
stock of Armstrong
linoleums. You will
find, we are sure,
and qualipatterns meet
your
ties to
needs.
Remember, we quote
linoleum
prices
without obligation,
and lay it free, regardless' of the size
of your order.

He

Lasting Floor Beauty
floors

Your

receive harder usage than any other
surface in your home. A perfect floor finish
must combine beauty and long wear. Both are
assured by the use of y

I
I

ia
n

II

SERVICE

'najfm,

The Scientifically Built Watch

'

Lucas Floor, Paint

P

i

-- mmwwv-:

tvAP0RATE5

SB

Armstrong
Linoleums

1

This paint is made especially, for interior floors and
stairways. It dries hard as a rockv aridwithstands the
most severe usage. One gallon vcoycrs a floor 15 x 20
feet, 2 coats. Come in and select thec6br jott want, -

Kaabe&Madgbr,
First and Copper.

Phone 305

"If It' Hardware, We Have

It"'

Waltham Colonial "A" Riverside
Cat. No. 164. Adjusted to t positions. 14K green
or yellow golJ case, raised roM ligurcd dial
Price J 110.00

I

M

S

l
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World-Famou- s

U.S. FOREST

THIS

!

Waltham Colonial "A" Riverside

is

a

every American should be proud of.
It represents American genius, American supremacy in the field of mechanics, and vc can say,
American' watchmaking at its highest achieve-

E

State's Portion of Forest

ment.-

Service Receipts Amounts
to $44,975.63: to Be
for Schools and Roads.

nr

L

Honey and Tar ttood

Foley

e

three generation

Vi,..!?

Latent SMint Cough
in iht World

Kedicinm

EVERYWHERE.

SOLD

JACK THE
GIANT KILLER

The 18th Amendment

.

.the

ar

I
1

exclusive
he went

offered a
the hymn
the right

"

mi

x
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THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER TIME

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

"Your Guarantee Is Our Name"

LBUQUERQUE
LLWAYS

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.

-

Mil

(Tolltlcttl

advertisement)

v

WEST CS'TTLASi

BUSINESS COLLEGE

fOETTER IOURSES

COMPLETE COURSES IN DAY AND
NIGHT SCHOOL

Kepubllran candidate for United
States Senator,

There is a good position awaiting you If you are prepared to
hold it. If you can't attend day school, enroll In our night

B.

,.,

DAVIS,

JR.

classes.

MAY

U

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

I

STEPHEN
i

GIFTS THAT LAST "

105 North First Street.

Constitutional restrictions cannot be defeated by
legislative declarations, nor nullified by subterfuge.

E

,

v

GOTTLIEB JEWELRY COMPANY

Tf

,
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WALTHAM
Where you see this sign they sell Waltham Watehtt

lip-h-

We are not unmindful of
tho changes with ears
to the ground, we are
merchandise
to
buying
sell on a
basis. It
will be our pleasure to
show you.

I

Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal "Watch" education
Sent free upon request. The Waltham Watch Company
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.

Makers nf the famous Wahham
Quality Secdametert and
Automobile Tune-piecused on Uie world's lending cot-- s-

In the face of this prohibition it is futile to talk l
t
of legisatke permission to traffic in
wines,
beer or any other liquor which is, in fact, intoxi-cat'-

these days
However,
no
there seems to bo
fellow with a club or
any device that can get
customers
tho
In the
frame of mind to buy old
or out of date merchandise never has it been
that men could so surely
sense the late styles.

1

world-famou- s,

."

"The manufacture, sale or transportation
of intoxicating liquors is hereby pror
hibited."

ti--

was an
cuss, wherever
he was always
front seat, and
book opened to
page.

of

,

If you want to invest in an heirloom watch, a
watch that is
go and ask your
jeweler to show you this Waltham Colonial'" A"
Riverside. He knows Waltham Watches.

United States provides:

Tou have doubtless read
about this fellow who
did business with a club.

Jack

to the Constitution

tSk

Mention to watchmakers (anywhere in the world)
the Waltham Colonial "A" and they nod their
heads in approval, or readily admit what a truly
fine watch it is.

Light Wipes
and Beer

n

ht

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or
phone

fected.
The protocol contains a declaration by Great Britain, France, Italy
the principal
and
guarantors of the loan which will
be made to Austria, that they will
respect the territorial integrity, inand sovereignty of
dependence
AiiKtria and will seek no special or
exclusive financial or economic advantages that would compromise
Austria's independence.

t,t

The sum of $44,975.63 Is being
turned over by the forest service
to the New Mexico state officials
to be nlaced in thn ntntn srhnnl nnrl
road fund, according to Frank C.
w.
district lorestcr, in
charge of the fourteen national
forests Of NpW ATpvIrn nnri Irl.niiB
Governors of 28 states have Just
been notified that in accordance
with federal law. 25 per cent of
tne I3.421.B31 received from tlm.
ber sales, grazing permits and oth
er sources or national forest revenue for the past fiscal year will
be distributed by the forest service.
J Afterreadinglettersliketheabove,
end we are constantly publishing These moneva nr. ratumari
n
them, why should any woman hesitate
In which national forests ar
to take Lvdia E. Pinkham's Veee- - states
located
expenditure
upon
table Compound if she is in need of schools nnrlforrnnrla
In additional in
nt .
help! It brings reiiei wnero ower
nni
medicines fail.Adv. miai receipts u spent each year by
the forest service for the construcU
tion Of rOAri. flnri tralla w1tv.l
forests, This sum for the present
year amounts to $17,990.25 for New
mexico.
while the
Almost
purpose Of road nnrl primary
trull h,,l.Ho.
Unbelievable within the forests is for better
administration of t,he forests and betVflll Mtt flSPtlu Mali
ter protection against forest fires,
the wonderful Im.
manv nn t KM n c pnmmiiniti..
i,
Orovement ta vnurslrin
as individual settlers are greatly
'
and cor.iplerion your
eneuiea Dy tnem and a system of
mirror will reveal to vou
good mountain roads and trails is
after usingGouraud'sOricntal
being gradually built up.
Cream tor the first time.
The school and road fund that
tend 15c tor Trial SLxm
is to be divided, aggregates over a
FERD. T. HOPKINS fc SON
million dollars.
It win h
NewYork
rated among twenty-eigstates In
to tno receipts from the
proportion
nntlnnnl fnront. lnnntn.l 1m
Since the establishment of the national forests the sums returned to
these titaten have steadllv lncreagori
and now reach a total of almost
lourteen million dollars that has
been contributed dlrertlv tn tha Hn.
Vnlnnment rtf tha sttntoa Kv tha na
tional forests within their borders.
New Mexico, acordlng to gross
national forests
receipts from
tele- ana
amount! to ne given over to
stato
stands eighth In
treasuries,
305.
the list of states that are Included I
in the division of national forest 1
-

v,.

PROTOCOL IS SIGNED
OHL The body of James A. Ohl
PUTTING INTO EFFECT
was shipped last night on train No.
4 to Nlles, O., for burial,
PLAN TO SAVE AUSTRIA panied by his widow. C. T. accomFrench
was in charge of the arrangements.
Geneva, Oct. 4 (by the Associat
ed Press.) Ignnz Seipel, the Aus
Mrs. John C. Hess-le- r
HESSLER
trian chancellor, and tho repre
died at her apartment here
sentatives of Greati Britain, France last night. Her homo was in Chiand Italy, this afternoon signed the cago, III., and her husband is on
protocol, making effective the plan his way to Albuquerque.- The body
of the league of nations to save Is at Strong Brothers' mortuary.
Dr. Seipel had tears in
Austria,
his eyes as ho signed the document 10 PERSONS INJURED
and the representatives of the
other states were scarcely less afAS RESULT OF A FIRE

M.M. GETS SHARE
OF

Sarah

California,
money at this time.
whero federal timber lands re
to
tho government $028,705
turned
during the past year, leads tho
list and will receive
J157.191.
Arizona is fourth with $6!), 548 as
her share of the distribution for McGuIro will
officiate. The body
schools and roads.
will be shipped to Rose, Kans., for
burial.

Pocatello, Idaho, Oct. 4. Recognition of the soviet government
of Russia by the United States
would result in great benefit to
this country "as we have everything to gain and nothing to
l.ise,' Senator Will in m E. Forah,
declared
republican, of Idaho
hero today.
i
vember. He SDOkn
"The far eastern situation," he
a manner which was pleasing and said, "appears at the present time
which made the entire audience to be adjusting itself in a satisgrasp every word uttered by him factory manner, although the adIn his address he tirpupntfrt
.n. justment must necessarily bo only
else explanation nf his hoiiof in temporarily so long as the present
fhe SUPeriOritV of thn Aemnfrntin political policy exists abroad."
over the republican party of this
nation.
fnrr-lhl-

AILING WOMEN

Frances
Frank, 37 years old, died at her
home on East Central nvenuo yesterday morning. Mrs. Frank hada
lived here for 12 years and was
member of tho First Methodist
church. Hhe is survived by her
husband, II. V. Frank, and three
sons here, and by her parents, two
brothers and one sister in Roso,
Kans. Tho body will lie In state
nt French's parlors tomorrow from
10 to 2 o'clock p.
m. and the
funeral services will bo held at
2:30 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon
nt French's chapel.
Rev. F. E.
Mrs.

'

Borden's Evaporated Milk Is pure
country milk with the cream left in. It
is fine for both coffee and cooking.

.

FRANK

I

UOStvlNti,

Proprietors
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MYSTERY GAR IS

VICTORY DUETO

PRO

G

WOMAN NEWSPAPER SOX TAKE FIRST GAME
OWNER HAS HOBBY IN SERIES TO DECIDE

NTS ARE

CITY

CRT

ADDED TO CLUES

FIGHTING POWER

EH

A

PIITES

INNJ.

MURDERS

DRUGGISTS MEET

Bush Used Nothing But Man Says He Passed Sedan "Are ranatics wno see a
About Three Weeks Ago
Bootlegger Behind Every
Speed, Giants' Manager
No
the
Where
Has
the
Near
Spot
Bush"; Bogart New PresHuggins
Says;
ident of Association.
Bodies Were Found.
Excuse for Bush.
Now York. Oft. 4. The fighting
t
m
power of tho (iiants carried h u in
10 victory over the Yankees,
setho opening Riiine ot the world
ries, in opinions cxprehsed after
the contest by the rival malingers.
"Tho man who has tho best
fighters wins the most ball game?,"
said John MeCSraw, manager of (lie
Giants, between chuckles of delight over the victory.
"Joe Bush was working fine, alhail
though 1 don't believe soho told
I
much stuff on tho ball,
Yankees
had
the boys, after the
made two runs, to just try and
meet the ball Just to stick out
their bats.
"That's what they did in the
eighth inning: and that proved my
belief that Bush wai Using nothing
but upeed.
"I'll admit that we had the
breaks ot the game und that the
Yankees might have had five runs
but for some lucky, sensational
r plays.
"And, say I'm light proud of
my team. They're never beaten
until they're unconscious."
Miller Hugsins, the Yankee boss,
had no excuse for Bush's cracking;
elKhth inning.
"Tho Yankees," he said, "should
have had more runs. Young's
,Breat somersault catch of Scott's
liner In tho fifth, with iwn n he
bases, won the game for JlcGraw's
men. it jt hadn t been for that
tatch we would have made at least
two more runs. But it happened.
"Last year we learned that the
Giants were a team of fighters and
wo appreciate their power
on tho
offensive. Their defense, however
won for them today, in my opinion.
"It looks like we'll have to get
more than two runs a game to beat
,

itV-t-

them.
"I haven't any criticism for mv
players; they worked admirably"
Hughey Jennings, the venerable
Giant coach, declared
Nationals
won the game hy halfthe
an inch.
"In the eighth," he said, "when
our men filled the sacks, Irish
Meusel connected. The ball sailed
a half inch above Bush's extended
arm and went for a hit that
the tying runs. Half an inchscored
lower and Bush would have had an
easy double play."
Huggins said that Bob
or Carls Mays would doShawkey
mound
duty for the Yankees
while McGraw declared tomorrow,
he would
start either Jess Barnes or "Deacon John" Scott.

OFFICERS

IN N. M. ARE
REQUESTED TO ARREST
G. DILLONAND WIFE

Officers
Tonopah, Nev., Oct.
in New Mexico today were requestto
find
and
authorities
local
ed by
.arrest G. Dillon and wife in connection with the finding in a grave
Sunday seven miles from here, of
the body ot Wallace Williams, Jr.,
son of Wallace Williams of Nevada
City, Calif.
The body, location of which was
disclosed by buzzards, was wrapped
in an old blanket, thickly wound
with heavy wire. Handles formed
by looping tho wire and It Is the
theory of the police that the body
was carried considerable distance.
Evidence in the hands of the local
they reported, indicatauthqrities,
ed the man was slain in a Tonopah
house.
rooming
Williams is said to have been
intimate with tho IHllons, who
were former residents
of Taft,
Calif. Near the grave was found
an illicit liquor still, the police
earn.
4.

New

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a
little "ireezone" on an aching
corn, Instantly that corn stops
Hurting, then shortly you lift it
off with fingers. Truly!
light
Your
druggist sells a tiny
bottle of "Freezono" for a few
cents, sufficient to remove every
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or irritation.
Adv.

Attend the Majestic
Range demonstration at Raabe and
Mauger, First and
Copper, this week.

'Prof. Becker cooks
UII

tt

W 1 J. III.

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 4.
Frank H. Bogart of Detroit,
Mich., today was elected president of the National Wholesale
In session
Druggists association
here, succeeding F. O. Groover, of
was
The election
Indianapolis.
unanimous.
Itoblln II. Davis of Denver was
elected
first vice
unanimously
Mr. Davis, an active
president.
of
member
the association for
several years, has had chnrge of
all the arrangements for the convention here. Other officers are:
A. B. Stewart, Seattle, Wash., second vice president:
Warren N.
Churchill. Burlington, Iowa, third
vice president; H. D. Cowan, Buffalo, N. Y., fourth vice prcsidont,
and E. II. Domoss of Louisville,
Ky., fifth vice president. Tho new
board of control is composed of
D. B.
the following members:
Kilmer, Houston, Texas; Albert H.
Van Gorder, Cleveland, O., and C.
Mahlcn Kline, Philadelphia, Pa.
The appointment of C. II.
of New York city as secretary and of Frank 13. Holliday
of New York city as general
hy the board of control, was approved by the convention.
Most of the time tomorrow will
bo taken up by the reports of
committees
and Installation of
officers. The convention will close
with a banquet tonight.
In its report read today, the
committee on legislation scathingly arraigned the personnel of the
federal force of prohibition directors, declaring that most of the
directors obtained their positions
through political influence and
are not men of good business
judgment. "They are fanatics
who see a bootlegger behind every
bush and lamppost and cannot
see the difference between alcohol
used for Industrial purposes and
that used illegally."

Mills.
business
retired
:. Soper,
man of Highland Park, came forward with the story of this car.
A.

Nearly thrco weeks ago, on the
night of tho murders, Soper told
the authorities, he passed a sedan
in Dcltussey's lane, closo to the
spot where tho bodies were found.
Ho turned his spot light on the
car, he eaid, and observed that it
contained two men and a woman.
Although he failed to recognize any
of the trio, he said, he observed
that the woman wore a light coat.
Mrs. Hall is known to have worn
a polo coat of light gray on that
night when, according to her story,
she left her home after midnight to
seek her missing husband in' his
study at the church ct St. John
the Kvangelist. Mrs. Hall has told
the investigators she was accombrother, "Willie"
panied by her
Stevens, an eccentric New Brunswick character. Witnesses who saw
her home say she reher
turned alone. The Halls own a
sedan car, which the minister left
in the garage
when he went to
what proved to be his death tryst.
I'lanned to KIojm1.
Three more bits of evidence supthe
porting
theory that the minister and Mrs. Mills were on the
point of eloping to fie Orient when
they were slain, also came to light
today.
One was a letter believed to have
been written by Mrs. Mills only a
few hours before she met her
death. Authorities
withheld the
contents of this letter, which it was
admitted was found in the dead
clergyman's p'ocjket. It was learned, however, that it contained the
expression, "Oh, for the time when
I can do your mending."
It Is by this that tho authorities
fix tho timo when it was written.
They have learned, It was disclosed,
that the day before tho double
slaying tho minister, Mrs. Hall,
Mrs. Mills and Mrs. Minnie Clark,
had been on a picnic to Lake
and that an incident of the
trip was that tho minister tore his
trousers climbing a barbed wire
fence and had Mrs. Hall mend them
with a needle and thread she happened to have along.
Evidence of Plan.
Another evidence of the sup
posed elopement plan was contained in a letter from W. O. lllnhia,
a Hindu occultist of Miami, Kla.
lllnhift urote Hint Mrs. Mills had'
sent him a letter propounding these
three tiuestions:
"Will the minister set a divorce?
"Will he go to a foreign country?,
"If ho gives up the other woman
and goes to the Orient, shall I go
with him?"
Ho said that ho had answered he,
could givo her advice which would
"do good" if she would buy his
book on astrology, but that he had
heard no further from her.
The third indication of an elope
ment plan was conveyed to the authorities in a report of the remark;
a woman member of thn church
was said to have made at Mr. Hall's!
funeral.
"Well, they are taking the min
ister out ot the church," the was
reported to have said as the
funeral services were concluded.
"They dlun t get off to Japan after
all."

with long bushy fur. It was showi
INCREASE IS SHOWN
LEVY MAN PAYS $210
last winter at a cat show In New
IN RAILWAY TRAFFIC
FOR AN ANGORA CAT York City and won a prize of S2oo.
Mr. Dennis expects to exhibit the
4.
Railroad
animal In New York again this
Special to The Journal,
Washington, Oct.
4.
hunN.
Two
year.
traffic is now almost equaling the
M., 0t,
Levy,
greatest volume records ever made, dred and ten dollars was paid by
according to a statement issued to- Sidney Dennis for an Angora cat
Large deposits of asphalt havo
day by the Association of Itailway at the Leatherwood
the Argentine in
ranch sale been found In to
In the week ending
Executives.
oil fields. The
jloso proximity
near
Shoemaker
cat
of
The
cars
S7U,2D1
Monday.
23,
September
feature about these
Interesting
freight were loaded, a total not ex- Is a male, two years and six asphaltio deposits Is that they also
ceeded since October, 1920. The months old, of a pale yellow color, contain
quantities of vanadium.
car loadings amounted to 96 per
cent of the greatest number ever
recorded, which was reached dur''VS

ing October, 1920.
Along with the tremendous Increase in traffic there were tho
usual indications ot car shortage.
On Septembor 23, the statement
said, shippers had ordered 107.C66
cars which railroads were unable to
At the same
supply Immediately.
time, eeattered at various points
the country there were
P. II. E. throughout
11,292 surplus freight cars in
6
0

I

TAX

DECISION

lead.

Score:
10
Americans
2 11
2
,
Nationals
Batteries: Faber nnd Schalk;
Jones
and O'Farrell.
Aldrldgo,
,
COAST LEAGVK.
Los Angeles, 6; San Francisco, 4.
Seattle, 10; Sacramento, 4.
Oakland, 2: Vernon, 1.
Halt
postponed;
wet grounds.
i

Lake-Portlan-

DROWNS WHILE SWIMMING.
Lady Bathu- ti.
Oct. 4. Budy
San Francisco,
Lady Bathurst has the distincCrodmnn, 22 years old, of Pueblo,
tion of being the only woman in Colo., was drowned while swimEngland who owna it newspaper, ming In the Feather river near
the London Post, and takes an ac- Maryville, Calif., today.
tive part in its management, but
she prefers to be known for her
fads, the principal of which i the
raising of goats for pedigrees.
-

JONES AND H INKLE SPEAK.
Belcn, N. M.. Oct. 4. Senator
A. A. Jones ana James If. lllnkln.
candidate for governor, addressed
a mcetin here toniaht. Their
travelworn and almost physically
exhausted on tnelr arrival, after
their long trip from Gallup. A
large crowd greeted the candidates

15
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iYou'11 look'

mighty fine in one of
our snappy suits at the big Elks' cir-

3

cus.

1
S. 3. 3. Thoroughly Rids

Everyone will look' their best, and
we can help you do likewise.
)Ve offer you unusual values at

tha Body

Roeumatiim Impurities.

$2

w

mother is suffering
night! The scourge of rheumatism
has wrecked her body; limping and
uttering, bent forward, she sees but
the common ground, but her aged
heart still belongs to the stars i Does
anybody care? 8. S. B. ts one of the
known, and it
greatest
helps build more blood cells. Its medicinal Ingredients are purely vegetable. It never disarranges the stomach.
It is, In fact, a splendid tonic, a blood
It banishes
maker, a blood enricher.
rheumatism from Joints, muscles and
the entire body. It builds firm flesh.
It Is what somebody's mother needs
tonlghtl Mother, If you can not go
out to get a bottle of S. S. S. yourself,
wihcwu
juur .amity wuu
Somebody, get a bottle of 8. S. B. nowt
to-

Somebody's

$30

X

$35

$40

$45 A

HATS

in all colors and shapes at appealing
prices
$3

$4.50

$5

$7,

I Washburn Company

.

111

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"

Joyful again tonight Maybe, maybe
your mother, g s. S. ts sold at
rJI druB stores, in two sizes.
The
larger slxe Is the more economical

fr,

Adv.

Mm

iW'iilt'

'

New

'

Model

Model
THE UNIVERSAL CAR

The New Model FORDS Are Here
n Ford Cars Have Never Been as Low in Price

- -- Ford

Cars Have Never Been as High in Quality

The above statements are absolute facts, and this principle of giving the Ford buyer the greatest value
growth of our business

per dollar invested

is responsible

for the remarkable
.

The Present Selling Prices of Ford Cars Have Been Made Possible in a Large Measure Through:

Owner Not Entitled to Relief, If Property Is Overvalued, After Authorities

1

2

Pass on Matter.
FlH'clul to Tho Jonrnnl
Santa i'e, Oct. 4. When properis overvalued, tho property own-

er is not entitled to relief through
the courts, ufter the question of
valuation has been submitted to
the proper tax authorities, and decided adversely to the owner, the
supreme court has decided in an
opinion by Chief Justice Raynolds nd concurred in by Justice I'arKer. This decision is in tho matter
of
assessment
of the erroneous
property In L,una county, in 1919,
and reverses the Judgment of the
district court in Luna county, the
Instructions being to dismiss the
petition ot the property owners.
"This is an action brought by
the district attorney of the Sixth
Judicial district within and for the
county of Luna, tinder code 1915,
section 5475 and chapter 101, laws
1919, on behalf of certain taxpayers alleging error in their assessments. After a demurrer by the
state tax commission had been
overruled and an answer filed, trial
was had and the relief prayed for
by 1G of the 21 petitioners in the
ease was granted, Krom the decree below granting the relief in
seven of the 16 cases, this appeal
is taken.
"Judgment of tho court below
reversed, with instructions to dismiss petition."
,
The syllabus says:
"Overvaluation
not
alone is
such injustice as to entitle the taxpayer to relief under code 1915,
section 547.1, where the value of
tho property In question has been
submitted upon notice and hearing
to the taxing authorities, and by
them adversely to the taxpayer."
niSHOI
KNAIIL'E DIES
Wheellnir. W. Vn
Hni
4,
Itev.
1'ntrlrlc .Tnmon Tlnnn
llittht
of
Roman
Cathothe
hue, bishop
lic diocese of Wheeling, died hero
tonight after n lingering illness.
.

Tho Quebec government has unat the present
time a project for the establishment of a school for the teaching
of yulp and paper making.
,

der consideration

Circus

m

fl

n

vt.

for the

The now verh "tn Mnl" 1ib onm
Interesting forms, among which we
notice "shall we coal?" "will wo
coal!" etc. It all ends, however,
with "we may be cold." New York
Sun.

baltimorTcrushes
st. paul in opener

Baltimore, Oct. 4. Banging out
base hits and overcoming a
three-rulead which St. I'aul secured In the first three Innings,
the Orioles, champions of the International
league, crushed the
American association flag winners
in the opening game of tho little
world's series here this afternoon,
9 to 4.
With the score standing 4 to 4
In the sevenl h inning, McAvoy, of
the Birds, broke up tho game hy
crashing a home run Into tho
bleachers, scoring Bentley, who
had doubled, and Boley, who had
walked, ahead of him.
There was bad blood between
the teams and the game was
marred by frequent arguments.
RrlA
Vll I
-- .ri: -- .,
Score:
K. H. E.
"1
1
4
0
There was a decrease of 211,424 St. Paul
Hew glorious yo wm foal, author,
1
fl
15
in the membership of the British Baltimore
Batteries:
of
Federation
Trade
General
Sheehan, Hall. Mar. who you rhtnmattmi all foa. Let
Unions last year, the figure now tin and Gonzales; Bentley and S.8. S. oott. I will kalld yoa ap, too!
McAvoy.
being 1,371,634.

HIGH

ly

3ress U

Ald-rld-

Hop-atcon- g,

non-sto-

Lift Off with Fingers

A

dt

HKADY TO IIOP OFF.
San Diego, Calif., Oct. 4. Lieu
A. MacKeady and
who
Oakly Kelly, army aviators
hope tomorrow to start sucees.Hful- p
a
flight from San
iy to New York,
made final prep
arations today to take off at day- urean.

CORNS

4

with three occupants
mystery c.
two men mid a woman was
added today ty the conflicting
maze of dews among which Middlesex and (Somerset county authorities arc groping in their efforts
to apprehend the slayers ot the
bis
l(ev. Jiilward Wheeler Hall and
choir leader, Mrs. Kleanor Kein-har-

tenants John

Telegrams were first sent under
rns sea fcy cable in 1860. between
France and England.

T.i

'iswick. N. 3.. Oct.

CHAMPIONSHIP

Chicago, Oct. 4. Eddie Mulligan's heavy batting put the American league representatives out in
front of their National league rivals in the first game to decide
the city championship, thewasWhite
the
Sox winning, 6 to 2. It
thirteenth consecutive victory for
the American leaguers over their
rivals.
The Sox launched their first
heavy ataok in the sixth and
scored three runs.
Percy Jouos,
who pllehed great ball against the
White Sox. last fall, replaced
in the eighth but was hit
hard.
Fabnr pitched well, but eased up
toward the end with his comfora-bl- o

A

-

4

OF

October 5, 19224N
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4

i

Sales of a million cars yearly, which permits quantity production
on the most economical basis.
Standardizing on one basic model over a period of years has made
it possible to develop automatic machinery for producing parts in
quantities at a great saving in labor costs.
The consumption of raw and finished products at a cost of approximately one million dollars per day, makes purchase contracts

more attractive to manufacturing concerns, and insures the obtaining the best quality in material at the lowest possible cost.
The financial strength of the Ford Motor Company not only greatly
increases buying power, but also permits taking full advantage of
market conditions. The Company has no bonded indebtedness to
meet and its resources are always available to use in the develop-

4

a

ment of business.

Over 50 Per Cent of All Genuine Ford Parts Sell for Less Than

10

Cents Retai- l-

Auto & Supply Co.

Qui

BRANCH, BELEN AUTO CO.

SIXTH AND CENTRAL

BELEN, N. M.

THONE 750.

IE
BRINGING UP FATHER.

vi,

J

Copyright, 1921, by tho International News Service
Keglstered U. S. Patent Office.
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CHAPTER 15.
The tickets gave the two girlB
seats
in the eighth row
orchestra
center.
They were early, and as
the people (locked In, Nellie's remarks often convulsed Cora.
"Oh, dear, why didn't I wear
my pale pink chilfon without any
she whispered as
1 neck or sleeves?"
blonde in
a large, satisfied-lookin- g
herself in
evening dress seated
front of them. Then: "Look at that
girl, Cora! How does she keep her
skirt on? There ain't no waiiit,
nothing but them bead straps."
"There's a little waist, dear.
Don't talk so loud," Cora caui
tioned,
"Them men in their waiter's
clothes don't look as if they was
comfortable," she went on. "See
that fat man fusa with his collar."
The curtain went up. so Cora
made no answer, frowning at Nellie to keep still. There was no
need. She sat on the extreme edge
of her seat, her cheeks flushed,
her eyes Bhlning. She never had
been to a play. She had seen motion pictures a few times, but this
was different.
This was a beautifully staged play where the people moved about with such grace.
And they talked to each other, said
laugh and
things that made people
wore such wom'.erful costumes.
of
the first act, alAt the end
most before, the curtain was down,
Nellie drew a long breath and in
a whisper that could be heard by
those near them she breathed:
"Gee! Hut that was great!"
"Sh s!" Cora cautioned, her
face flaming as people turned and
smiled at the pretty girl with bobbed hair and big shining eyes.
For a moment Nellie was quiet,

then:

"Cora, it must cost a lot to dress
all them people up like that! All
those lovely dresses and hats and

parasols."

"They always have lovely things
Cora answer-

in musical comedy,"
ed vprv low.

ROMANCE

"Sh

s

SITES ARE NOW

It was after 11 o'clock when the
show was over. Then Cora had to
stand on the sidewalk and let Nellie watch the people come out;
watch the doorman call the private
cars; watch the women with their
lovely wraps, their dainty slippers
and stockings as they entered the
cars. '
"My, Cora, I feel as if I had been
in another world!" Nellie said as
they walked away, the last to leave.
"We have, dear!, A world of
pleasure and fashion."
Do yoy suppose you and me will
ever have automobiles, and clothes
like those women had?"
"No, dear! But we may have
money enough to go often to a
good play if we work hard to improve ourselves. We don't huvo to
have the kind of seats we had
.1 noticed they cost $2.75
apiece, but wo can have seats in
the gallery. After you get yourself some clothes we must plan to
go once in a while all three of
us. Wasn't the music wonderful?"
"And the clothes, and the people', and' everything?" Nellie "added
enthusiastically.

Gladys was asleep, but without
compunction Nellie wakened her,
and sitting on the bed rehearsed
the entire play for her benefit,
throwing in her quaint and comical remarks.
"I am so glad you Mad a good
time," Gladys said, yawning. "Hut
if you don't let nip go to sleep I
never shall get up in tho morning.
Got to bed now, that's a Eood girl.
You can tell me the rest tomorrow."
Obediently Nellie crept into her
narrow bed, but she scarcely slept
at all. The play, panorama-like- ,
repeated before Iter eyes as she lay
In the darkness.
Tho wonderful
chorus, the clothes, the setting of
the different acts. Then the people! The women, the young girls
with their beautiful gowns. The
men, the
handsome,
cars. It was a different world, one
she never could hope to enter.
n
With a
sigh, either
of enjoyment or regret, she finally
time since
And
the
first
for
slept.
they had been together Cora had
breakfast ready when she wakened
at Gladys call.
Tomorrow Nellie Makes a New
Acquaintance.
deep-draw-

"I'll tell the world they do!"
Cora was thankful when the curtain again went up, although she
flushed again when Nellie asked:
"What do the men all go our
for? A drink?"
," Cora said again.

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbea.
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR.
Is one beauty question that
is always coming up "What can
1 do to be rid of superfluous hair?"
It is one of the hardest questions to
answer because there 1b only one
permanent cure for this affliction,
and that is only possible to women
.living in large cities. .iThat Is the
electric needle treatment, which Is
costly and tedious. I know of no
other treatment which I am convinced is permanent, though I
know of many for which that claim
is made.
If you think the superfluous
hairs on your face are really a disfigurement, and if you can go to a
really good electric needle specialist, by all means dp so. The most
method Is the multiple
needle process which claims to remove about fifty hair an hour, of
which only about 10 per cent come
back to require a second treatment.
The single needle process is really
almost too slow to bother with. If
you cannot go to a multiple needle
process specialist, I would advise
you to take half an hour every few
weeks, sit In front of your mirror
with a good pair of tweezers, and
see what you can do for yourself.
Some of the new "cures" consist
of medicated wax
of a variety

There

'

which Is plastered
over the akin
while soft and which hardens
slightly, holding the large hairs,
and even the light invisibles, down
with a vice-lik- e
grip. The sufferer,
whom I think rightly named, pulle
off the wax and the hairs are pulled
out with it. Some or these preparations are mercifully
mixed with
something to deaden the sensation.
.
The hairs, of course, grow in
again, since only those coming
above the surface of the skin have
been affected.
M. S. L. : Bobbed ' hair is as
much in favor now as it has been
in the past three years.
Billie: Since you (Iralike milk I
do not think It would agree with
you to drink it. Try Nto get its
equivalent in other foods. Take
plenty of butter and olive oil In the
salad dressing while you try to get
a great deal of milk in all of your
cooked food.
Margaret: I shall be glad to mail
you a diet list and full directions
for reducing if you send a stamped
addressed envelope, repeating the
request.
Mary Jane: As you did not etato
what color your hair'is I cannot
advise you how to make it darker.

Save and Beautify
Your Hair With

Dandruff - Stop Falling Hair

Read what Mrs. Anna Conner (pictured
hare) says of Newbro'a Horpicide:
nta Nmwbro'm Hmrpicid daily. It it
wonderful preparation for thm hair and scalp
My hair toachmm thm floor".
What Herptcide has done for Mrs. Conner
and thousands of others, it will surely do for you.
Begin the use of Herpicido today. You will like it
from the first application. Every bottle is guaranteed to do all that is claimed for it. or your dealer
is authorized to ret ui A purchase price

Mr$. Anna Camtt

TYPHOID FEVER

a

Sold By All Drug and Dept. Stores
Applications At Barber Shop

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

I
f
i
I

woNowadays, more and more
men ar doing aa tneir mothers
did and are making their own
nun. If von have never tried It,
you will be surprised to see how
easy It la to make good soap,
soft aoao. hard aoap or floating
kitchen
Just
by using
soap.
scraps and waste grease together
War
can
Merr.
a
of
Lye,
with
the eat- - and sure Boapmaker.
In the old days when soap was
made by the boiling process it
took nearly all day to make a
kettle of soap. Now it Is hardly
any work at all requires no
boiling takes less than SO minutes. Saves you money and gives

HERE

But 22 Cases Reported in
City Sirlce August 4; the
Health Officer Believes
Peak Has Been Reached.
rumors nf a ty
phoid outbreak in thjs section of
Jew Mexico, iigures announceu
nifft nf thfl

Tn

yesterday by Dr. O. C. West, county
show that since
honlth nfflcer.
August there have only been sixty
cases of typhoid in the county ana
of these were in
but twenty-tw- o
Tn aovArfll nf these CnseS.
IT,. Miv
the patient has recovered and inr
many instances is now recupemi-imft was fllsn nnlnted out that
these figures cover every case re- U..utlnM

nrA

V.

U

t

(

siiuauun

the epidemic
Into consideration,
has been a mild one," Dr. West
It hae now
believe
"And
I
stated.
reached Its peak."
TCvnintnlnir mhv the cenerfll con
ditions were favorable for an out
break of typhoid. Dr. west poinieu
out that tho season has been a very
dry one and that the Irrigation
ditches have not had their usual
of the
flushing out at this period
an unusual
year which has left ditches.
amount of filth in the
Another reason is that the Rio
Grande is extreme low, but the city
sewage Is still being run into tho
river as tho sewage disposal plant
It not yet erected. Another reason,
according to pr. West, is that the
tourist season has beena heavy one
and more than the usual number
of tourists have remained here for
long periods, due to the abundance
of work hero in connection with the
great
city improvement and isthe
developbuilding program which
ci
y.
in
the
ing
"As far as Albuquerque's water
Dr. West
supply is concerned,"
is as pure
stated, "the city water
as that of any city In the United
States and there Is no reason to believe It will become contaminated
soon."

TIIAtl TWO CEIITS A POUND
Make It At Home By Thia
Takes
Eaiy Process
Less Than 30 Minutes.

T

"Taking tne general

aNcwbro'sKerpicide
"

Tentative sites for the proposed
reservoirs in the upper Rio Grande
and Chama river have been chosen
by state engineers with whom Engineer Gault. of the federal rec-is
lamation
engineering force,
working- - and diamond drills were
put into use this week in an effort
to establish the possibilities of securing rood foundations at the
Chosen sites.
The federal reclamation engineer
has been under the employ of the
Rio Grande sSrvey commission for
some time, as it was the object
to complete
of the commission
every detail of Itu work In such a
manner that it would be acceptable to the reclamation service.
If the testing of the rock formation with tho diamond drill proves
calculations cortho preliminary
rect, it is probable that tho tentative sites for the two storage dams
will bo adopted and that the dams
will be erected in these two places
when the project, now under consideration, reaches the construction
stage.
of two storage
Tho erection
dams, one on the upper Itio
other in the
flrande and tho
Chama river, is the first step being considered in the reclamation
of tho middle Rio Grande valley.
It is the hope of those interested
that, should the McNary bill pass,
the project will be one of the first
to be taken up by, the reclamation
service.
Exports claim that the construction of two such dams would to a
great extent solve tho middle river
problem as tho dams would so regulate the amount of water passing
down the river that all danger of
floods would be eliminated as
would also the "lack of water"
condition which has obtained In
tho rivpr this summer. The control of the. flood waters would lower the water table, engineers claim,
to such an extent that much Of
the swamp land would be drained.
These dams would also eliminate
tho present expensive river bank
protection work and to a great extent solve the Elephant Butte silt
prolem. The silt now being washed Into the reservoir during floods
is threatening the complete success
of the Elephant Butte project.

SERIOUS

DAVIS, MRS. WARREN,
HILL AND LARRAZ0L0
clean
soap you
you all the pure,
need for kltcnen, launary ana an
AT G.O.P. CONVENTION
household purposes.
You will find simple directions
At the republican county confor soapmaklng on the label of
vention, which will be held at the
every can of Merry War Lye
house on Monday, October 9,
also many other recipes such as court
for the
how to make lye hominy, bow to a Tl Davis .Tr pnndidfl.ta Adelina
soften
water, how to make United States senate; Mrs.
canaiaaie ior repclothes washing easy, how to
resentative in congress; C. L. Hill,
brighten cooking utensils, etc.
and O. A.
for
governor,
candidate
Merry War Powdered Lye Is
of New
also a wonderful
cleaner and Larrazolo, former governor
Mexico, will make addresses. The
purifier for use about the borne, addresses
Immedibe
will
given
barn, chicken bouse and outComes in a convenient ately after the convention has been
houses.
rnmmittAr.
can with revolving sifting top nnll.il a rirr) tir unil
that cannot come off, cannot get huve begun their work on the res
ruirs apn
creucniuws,
lost, recloses tightly and pre- olutions,
This will
organization.
serves contents.
It is economical permanent
o'clock In the
bo about 10:30
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry War morning, according to the anLye be sure - you get '"Merry nouncement of County Chairman
War" the lye- that has mad Frank A. Hubbell.
good for 13 rears.
1AWSON SAFE AND WELL
Southwest Harbor, Maine, Oct
4. Thomas W. Lawson, for whom
some anxiety was expressed by
close friends in Boston, is safe
and well, according to word received from him today by Miss
Mary Lawson, his sister, residing
at Bomervllle, tysine,
Otero-Warre-

--
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WORLDS SERIES

Board Draws a Crowd;
Young America on Deck.

might prove
laboratory analysis
anvnrnl nf the cases to be some
other typo of revet.

Wcuibrois JTcrpicidc

Rtmoemm

10 SEE

as Played on The
Journal's Electric Score

Engineers Are Using Diamond Drills in Piercing
the Ground to Determine
Foundation Formations.

EPIDEMIC

IS

Game

IS

J 1...

Rtrpictde is best for the hair because of Its
positive action In beautifying the hair, removing
dandruff, stopping falling hair.
After an application f Herpiclde the high
lights of your hair begin to gleam and your scalp
begins to ton up and becoma healthy. In a few
days your hair will be completely transformed.
Yon will have the beautiful hair you have
always longed for. Your ccalp will be free from
dandruff. Your hair will atop falling out. Your
appearance will be greatly improved.

1

HUNDREDS

HOLD HER "BUSS," OLD BOY, SHE'S REARIN';
CAMERA MAN ALMOST CATCHES SMILE

BY JANE PHEWS
AT THE PLAV.

Page Five
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Buster Keaton, his wife, Natalie Tnlmadge Keaton, movie stars, and
Buster Jr.

Buster Keaton may smile if Babe Ruth smacks ore Into the stands
during the world's series, but the camera man couldn't make him do it
between trains in Chicago. Buster and his family were en nr-'t- a to New
York for the baseball classic.

Several hundred Albuqucrqueans
attended
the world
yesterday
series. Of course the game was
not played here. It was staged at
tho Polo grounds in New Tork between the Giants and Yankees. But
Duke City fans gathered in front of
tho Morning Journal's electric
score board and saw the gamo progress plity by pluy as the report
was received direct front the field
of battle over the Journal's special
wire.
It was announced that the umpire would start the fracas at high
noon, but long before that hour
tliu crowd began to assemble here.
Among tho first arrivals were a
number of urchins, apparently not
yet in their teens, who probably
had played hnokey from school or
gave satisfactory excuses for their
absence from tho institution of
learning, lly the tlmo the game
started there was a large crowd on
hand, including men, women and
a liberal representation of the tribe
of young America, most of the late
ter occupying what in theater
would bo the "bald headed
row."
J''or tli o first five innings, whllo
neither Mile regbtered anything
but guoso ogKs, thorp wa
not
much occasion for oheering, except when some idol on one team
or lie other made a brilliant play.
In their half of the sixth the Yankees shoved one runner across the
plato and the admirers of the Hug- men perked up, lot out a yell, and
tne spirits or tne MeCirawite supporters seemed to hit the toboggan. In thp seventh canto the
Yankees chalked up another run
and the loyal Yankee rooters saw
visions of a 2 to 0 finish.
In tho eighth session, however,
the Giants' slock began to look up
when liancrurt. Oroli and Krisch
singled, one, two, three, just like
that, and tho bases wore dripping.
Thep up came Meusel. who singled
over second, Bancroft and Groh
racing home and Frlsch stopping
on third.
Young sent a sacrifice,
fly to Wit, and Frisch Rcored. The
next two batters up whiffed the
wind. Tho Yankees were unable
to score In their half of tho ninth,
inn nu inn Kama enuen, tn scoro
sianuiiig 3 to 2 In favor of
clan,
l'robalily more tired business
men went without their lunch yesterday, while taking an hour off

By WALT MASON.
HELPING OUT.
Dad Spindle's years are eighty,
and he toiled toward his shack,
with a bundle largo and weighty
nearly ruining his back. .1 could
see his vigor dwindle as he labored
up the road, so I said, "Oh, Gaffer
Spindle, let me pack your heavy
load." So I heaved It to my
shoulder and it weighed a half a
ton, and I felt a cycle older when
the grievous task was done. But
it gives one satisfaction if at evening he can say, "X have pulled a
lofty action In the progress of the
day." When tho shopworn sun Is
sinking and the hues of daytime

fade, by my banyan I sit thinking
of the boneheads I have played. I
am prono to costly blunders, dizzy
breaks I daily pull, till my Aunt
Sophronia wonders why my wits
must gather wool. And 1 groan,
myself reviling, for the way I've
muffed the ball, but enjoy some
harmless smiling whon Dad Spinone
dle I recall. I have helped
feller critter, and that memory is
great, forcing recollections bitter
to vamoose and move their freight.
So ono kindly deed will leaven all
tho record of the day, and I have
my privato heaven while such recollections stay.

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.
ANSWERED LETTERS.
A Column Admirer: "I'lease tell
me if there is a way to remove
clinkers from the lining of stoves
tho lining or
without Injuring
breaking It."
Answer: Yes. Burn oyster shells
on top of the coal. This loosens
the clinkers.
Helen M.: "1, What do you
think would be a nico gift for a
couple on their first wedding anniversary? 2, AVhat will take a
blue stain (caused by a stocking)
out of a man's soft collar?"
Answer: 1, As the first wedding
anniversary ia the cotton wedding,
it would be suitablo for you to
give the young couple ny article
for table use, or home decoration.
made of cotton cloth. 2, Try
water (which can be bought
at a drug store). If this does not
take the stain out, I am afraid
nothing will. You see, the stocking has dyed the collar and such
dyes aro almost impossible to remove.
Miss E. M. L. : "What kind of
paint or enamel shall I uso to
paint an iron bed walnut color?
It is now enameled white."
Answer: I cannot mention trade
names in this column, as that
Hut if you
would bo advertising.
will write mo a personal letter,
enrepeating your request and
closing a stamped and Self-ale

d

dressed envelope, I shall be very
glad to advise you.
Interested Reader: "Kindly print
directions for crocheting a girl's
tarn o' shanter."
Answer: Directions for making
a "tam" appeared in this column
recently.
Mrs. B. E. B.: "Not, long ago
one of your readers asked for directions for rlckrack edging. Hero
are mine: Chain 6, 4 d c in 3rd
st. from Wok. Chain 2, 1 d c in
same stitch. Chain 3, 1 tr in end
of first chain.
Chain three, turn.
Second row: 6 d c under 2 ch of
last row. Ch 3, turn. Third row:
4 d c between last 2 d c.
Ch 2,
1 d c in same place.
Chain 3, tr
in first d o of prcceeding row.
Ch 3.
Repeat from 2nd row."
Answer:
Thank you, reader
friend.
I am sure all of our
readers enjoy trying such excallcnt
contributions.
Mrs. S.: "I am 85 years old
and here is my method of canning
corn, which I have used for years
with good results: Nino cups of
corn cut fin from cob, one cup
of sugar, a scant quarter of a
cup of salt, two cups of boiling
water.
Boil all together for 12
minutes (after it begins to boil).
Put in jars piping hot. Seal at
once. I have never lost a jar."
Answer: It was good of you,
reader friend, to send me your
I am sure It
recipe to publish.
will be appreciated.

After-Dinn-

's

PASSAGE OF THE 'BLUE
SKY' LAW IS OPPOSED
C'hicago, Oct. 4. Willi tin election of a now president and th i
adoption of resolutions which declared against the continuance of
tho tax exemption privilege f'C
securities and also against tho
passage of the Dennison "blur)
sky" law by congress as unfair tu
farm mortgages, the ninth annual
convention of the Farm Mortgage
Bankers' association of America,
ended today.
The new president is J. W,
Wheler of St. Paul.
Another resolution pledged tho
association's support to a proper
application of the principle of cooperative marketing, which it denominated
a remedy that will
"aid in a largo way in tho solii'-- ,
tion of tTia tinancial problems o
farmers."

1

Extra Fancy
'

Fi.i-

.

ORDERED TO KVAOCATE.
Taris, Oct. 4. A special dispatch from Angora says that orto tho
ders) have been issued
Turkish
military commands to
evacuate the neutral zones in
The
Asia Minor
immediately.
Turkish cavalry already has beDarto
from
the
withdraw
gun
danelles section.
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Shoe
Made by

PARIS

These small "Gourdes", as we are showing them,
ir plain or striped glass, contain the most exquis-it- e
perfumes; released a drop at a time when the
'Gourde" is inverted or shaken. They are avail
able in varied sizes.

Packed in beautiful satin-line- d
coffrets, they concontents
and varied
stitute, with their different
colors, a most attractive and novel article which
may be used as birthday gifts and favors for par
ties of all kinds.

and
popular part of
winter costume ; more favored this season
than ever before.
We offer them within the price range
above, in Zibet cat, toupe and brown fox,
raccoon, squirrel, mink, Fitch, and stone
Martin.

mrZf IN YOUR CREEK

National Toilet Company, - - Paris, Tenn.

M

Aux Parfums Exquis

dVodltie

If not pleased, we will refund your money. Price 50c. at
your toilet counter. If temporarily out, by mail, or send 4c.
White, Flesh, Pink, Brunette.
tor miniature sample box.

Pounds

J. & T. Cousins Co.

$5.00 to $65.00
the autumn

your complexion an adorable loveliness.
Nadine makes your skin toft, smooth and velvety and lends
that alluring fragrance of a flower garden. It gives your skin a
Nadine, too, adheres until washed off, and
refreshing coolness.
gives protection from tanning tun and withering winds.

Boxes Average 18

"La Gourde du Poete"

A most

rose-pet-

$1.10 Box

Weakened Arches Grow Strong In

at

Men and women acting you tor the first time are Impressed
If it is toft, smooth,
firtt of all by your face your complexion.
texture, they cannot help but admire,
velvety and of
adorable
and
for ou are attractive,
lovely.
Keep the roses in your cheelu. You can with the aid of
Nadine Face Powder, now in the new blue box for Nadine gives

ELBERTA

Kxcluding accidents in mines,
quarries, building and other con
structional
work, and railways,
about 1,000 persons are killed and
150,000 injured by accidents in the
factories and workshops of England each year.

Fur Chokers

TflE

Colorado

T

So. a Balance a Match eo thsThnmt
To bill ace a match on the back of th
thumb seems in impossible task, but It
is not difficult if on knows the secrst
Tne thumb is bent Inwards and th
bass of the match is pressed aialnsi
one of tb creases at the knuckle. Tfai
thumb is (traighttned and the mate!
trill be held upright by tha crease, although a sllgbt movement of the ham
may be found necessary to maintain tin
balance.
CnvrtoM tv JHa Loietr Cm

In clusters of twelve, or loose, they lend themselves to unlimited usage. They also lend great
charm to the appearance of Milady's boudoir, when
set on the dressing table, where they should hold
a prominent place for their beauty, attractiveness
and usefulness.

KJEEP

Journal Want Ads

Tricks

er

"

par-lanc-

I

BIPPLIHG RHYMES

to watch the baseball returns, than
those who hurried away for u
noon-da- y
filler." A good many
housewives doubtless were peeved
because hubby did not come to eat
the meals they had prepared with
so much pains. Doubtless a lot of
clerks punched the time clock late
because they stayed one more indidn't
ning to see If somebody
chase a score over the pan.
If the Journal has contributed
toward an upsetting of settled
habits and an overturning of home,
school, store and office discipline,
it has no apology to offer, for
world's series occur but once a
and the
year, like Christmas;
American public certainly Is entitled to a few hysterics over the
American national pastime at Its
best.
The snores will be received
daily, beginning at 12 o'clock, and
the bigger the crowd In front of
the Journnl offle the belter the
Journal will en.toy tho series. So
come along nil you fans and enjoy
yourselves with the Journnl.

for Women

High arches ordinarily
are comfortable only
when fitted with high
heeled shoes. The Mod.
ease shoe provides a
arch combined
high
with a smart medium
heel and plenty of
room for the toes. It
can be worn with comfort by women who
have previously worn
It's
only high heels.
the only comfort shoe
that's also smart.
ASK THE WOMEN
WHO WEAR THEM

The New
Gage
Sailors
ARB

HERE

"

AT

$9.50, $12.50
and $14.50
Tou'U pay more
these smart hats

for
else-

where.

A New Line of Very Fetching Jersey Frocks
we
"

Jacquard
Canton
Crepe
A
strictly

have
One of the most attractive lines of dresses
ever offered at a popular price ; made with the popular
skirts, Balkan blouse, square neck,
lace trimmed, and with long sleeves finished in most
pleasing and novel cuff effects.
These charming little dresses are as practical and
useful as they are pleasing and will be found a very
unusual value at
side-plait-

novelty

ed

silk which is enjoying great favor for
both street and party frocks. We have
it in such favored
colors as the popular brown,
black,
navy, mohawk and
silver. It is 40 inches
wide and is a vey

$13.95

'

substantial value at

$5.50 yard

J

S & H Green

stamps with every purchase.

I

I
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LUTHERANS

DREAM OF WOMAN SAVES FUR COAT
'
AND LEADS TO CAPTURE OF BURGLAR

10

REGULARS WIN

A

T. McSpadden, Juan
FracarolH.
Garcia, O. W. Grose, Mrs. J. A.
Miller, John Montano. Mrs. Alberto
Armijo, F, W. Harden.
Precinct 35 Venceslado Anaya,
Canuto Perea, Primitivo Cande-lariFrancisco Lucero, Ambrosio
Contreras, Francisco Gabaldon, F.
A. Perea. Carlos H. Garcia.
Precinct 15 Torlblo Archuleta,
Gaspar Garcia, Monico Garcia, Salvador Arias, Vicente
Cordova,
Gregorio Romero, Andres Grlego,
Jose Nmanes.
Precinct 13, Old Town Daniel
Martinez, Jesus Romero, Juan
Tony Werner, Eloisa Martinez, Modesto C. Ortiz, Merced
Skinner, Luis Baca. Mrs. Merced
Skinner, Apolonio Garcia, Floren-cl- o
Zamora, Declderio
Montoya,
Basllio Sanchez, Jose X. Lucero,
S. G. Albright, Nestor
Montoya,
Mrs. A. A. Woodworth,
Gaspar
Crespln, Gabriel Armijo, Antonio
Duran, S. Montoya.
Precinct 1 Nicolas Ortega, Luis
Andres
Trujlllo, Abren Padilla,
Baea, Molqulades Sanchez, Manuel
A.
Apodaca, George
Blake, Frank
Arias, Juan Martinez, Abelino Sanchez, Esreal Ramirez,
Pedro Mon:
toya,
i
Precinct 22 Manuel Gonzales y
Nuanes, Carlos Griego.
Precinct 23 Manuel Gonzales y
Lopez, Melqulades Salazar, Francisco Garcia.
Precinct 16 J. R. Carpenter,
Jacobo Baca.
Precinct 9 Frank Lucero.
Lucero, Max Perea, Tomas
Gonzalez.
a,

VICTORY
J

IN SOUTHWEST

f
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Synod to
Present Project to Gen-- ,
eral Convention; AlbuSite.
querque Favored as

Ticket, Led by John
Baron Burg, Beaten in
Both City Precincts by a
Substantial Majority.

Mountain

Rocky

sanaDiscussion of a proposed
to be erected for tuberculous pntients In the soutbwest by
tho United Lutheran churchof the
hojd at a meeting yesterday
in session
Rocky Mountain synod to lns.ruct
here It was decided
general conynod delegates to the
to
present the
Buffalo
at
vention
matter nationally.
delAfter a tour of the city the exthe synod meetingasm for
egates atconsiderable
enthus
pressed
Albunuerque as a possible
for the institution. of the local
M. Knudsen. pastor
church was placed in charge of the

Anti

Regulars and antis clashed In
the republican precinct primaries
in the city yesterday afternoon,
and the regulars won by a subThe regulars
stantial majority.
were headed by Frank A. Hub-bel- l,
county chairman, while the
antis were led by John Baron
Burg, Charles Chadwick, and
Baca;
In precinct 26, Albuquerque, the
regulars' slate of delegates was
elected by a vote of 154 to 29,
while in precinct 12, Albuquerque,
the regulars received 161 and the

torium

El-fe-

1""

thirty-secon- d
The synod opened Its with
a ser-lc- e
annual convention
at St. Paul's English Lutheran
church on Tuesday evening. The

by
synodical sermon was given
Rev. E. W. Hnrner, Denver, president of the synod.
delAmong the fifty
in attendance
egates and visitors
are the Rev. J. P. Seibert. D. D..
of
Chicago, representing the Board
Home Missions and ChurchPh.extension; Rev. A. L. Ramer,
Allentown, Pa., superintendent of
the Board of Slav and Hungarian
Krue-ffe- r.
Missions, and the Bev. J. F.
D. T)., president of Midland
college, Fremont, Neb. were elect. The following officers
ed at the morning session: PresiHarner, Denver;
dent, Rev. E. W. O.
F. Weaver,
Rev.
decretary,
George
Boulder, Colo.;, treasurer, historiTex.;
El
Paso,
Fogelman,
cal secretary, Rev. R. B. Wolf, Coseclorado Springs; and statistical
retary, Rev. H. I. Kohler, Pueblo.
The morning and afternoon ses-to
sions were given over largely
the hearing of reports and addresses from board representatives.
At the close of the afternoon
session1 a conference on "Christian
Education" was held with addresses on "The Summer Biblo School"
Prof. C. A. Barnhart, and
by
"Week-Da- y
Religious njuucauon
by Rev. A. M. Knudsen. was held
An Informal reception
Just before the even, at the churchDr.
J. F. Seibert gave
ing service.

the address at tne anniversary service of the Synodical Women's Missionary society at the evening hour.
Business session will bo held this
morning and this afternoon. Itses-is
planned to hold the business
sion of the Synodical Brotherhood
convention at 4 o'clock, with the
at B:30
brotherhood
banquet
o'clock. Final adjournment will tak
place at 7:30
IIARPFIt WIN'S DECISION
Portland, Ore., Oct. 4. Bobby
Harper of Seattle won a
decision over Barney Adilr
of New York here tonight. Har
per weighed 145 pounds and
Adair 147 pounds. The fight was
marred by constant clinching. Jim
"Tiny' Herman, Portland heavyweight, defeated Wilie Keeler of
Denver tn a
bout

d

.

There are more than 1,300 American stude.its at various French
universities.

DYE FADED WRAP

INTHE

antis

82.

Delegates I'nlnstroetcd.
Mr. Huhliell stated last night
that the delegations to the county
convention named yesterday at
the primaries are free to vote as
they please, and are under obli gations to nobody. They are unmstructcd, Mr. Hubbell said, and
he expects the convention to be
dominated by the free will of its
members.
John Baron Burg and Charles
Chadwick, who led the opposi
tlon faction yesterday, said last
Mrs. Burell Kern. .!
night that they will give the republican ticket their full support.
1
Repeated dreams that someone was trying to steal her new fur1
Mr. Burg gave out a statement
coat saved the garment for Mrs. Burell Kern. During a dream Mrs.
as follows:
Kern awoke to rind a burglar making off with the coat. She gave the'
"At the solicitation of some reslarm. The thief was captured and the coat returned.
i
publican friends, and representatives of soldiers' organizations, I
thought it proper to put out a
slate of delegates to the county
HEAVY RAIN ALONE CAN
convention in opposition to the
CLUB
CHECK FOREST FIRES slate which Mr. Hubbell and his
The republifriends proposed.
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 4. For cans who availed themselves of
of expressing
est fires In (the wooded areas of the opportunity
central and northern Minnesota their choice at the primaries
elected
the
ticket
of
Mr. Hubbell
continued tonight
with
heavy
rain the only hope of orefstry of- and his friends by an overwhelmficials for any material change ing vote, which is an expression
of the wishes of the republicans
in the situation.
but little change in the situation of the city.
l'reelnet No. 12.
Reports from Duluth showed
north of that city, but the fear ' At the precinct 12 primary,
of a heavy wind kept the fire which was held at the office of
To Give Luncheon for Fed- fighters
working continuously in the Boatright Rubber company,:
shifts
in the hope that they might Herman Mohr presided as chair
eration Delegates; Disman and J. E. Elder acted as secthe
situation in hand.
got
trict Governor Visits Loretary. The following were named
delegates:
cal Club for Meeting.
Colonel O. E. Breece. Jerre
Haggard, (!. II, T'liedenbloom, J.
Tlie Albuquerque Khvanis club
M. Sandoval, L. A. Garcia, Dr. J.
will participate in tho entertainE. J. Harris,
P. G. Sanchez,
ment of the members of the federGeorge W. Bond, .Tames L. Hub-bel- l,
Mrs. M. Mandell,
John
ated women's clubs of New Mexico,
Venable, J. J. Dennis, Mrs. Harry
who will meet here later In the
Abrnn
Sandoval, Mrs.
Benjamin,
month. A luncheon in their honor
Trinidad Martinez, W. H. Burk.
Me
Sick
a
"Saved
Many
Octowill be held on Wednesday,
Mrs. Harry Leonard, Sirs. J. E.
ber 25, It was decided at the club
Hubbell, Mrs. Catherine Farrell,
FarmTexas
f,
yesterday.
Mrs. Tony Morelli, Mrs. D.
meeting
Spell," Says
William R. Blair, of El Paso, reFred Fisher, Albert O.
of
cently elected distVict governor
Slmms, Bonifacio Montoya, Wiler, Who Has Long
Kiwanis, was a visitor at the lunchliam Sganzlnl, Mrs. Thomas Law-le- r,
He made a few
eon yesterday.
Nicolas Armijo, Max Nord-hauactiviKnown Usefulness of
Al Mathieu, Celso Espinoso.
general remarks about club of
the
B.
ties, urging the assistance
Manuel
Saturnino Perea,
club in organizing
Black-Draugh- t.
Otero, Victor Saiz, B. C. HernanI.
A.
district.
in
the
clubs
other
dez, Mrs. C. A. Shoemaker, Guy
Mrs. E. C. Butler,
Reidllng. alstrict trustee for the
Naples. Texas. "I have used Trfiuderbaugh, Mrs.
local club, gave an official report IThedford's
A. Gusdorf, G.
Han
Austin,
for
of the Gallup convention.
T.
A. Whitcomb. Dr.
Mrs.
Giomi,
I
more
can
for
say
years
safely
construchotel
A report of the
30 years," declares Mr. II. C. A. Eller, Mrs. N. G. McCrack-en- ,
tion and financing was given the Ithan
111. Cromer,
Mrs. K. W. Phillips. D. S.
a substantial, well-- !
club by Sidney M. Weil, who an- known
residing out on Rosemvald. P. G. Hanly, Mrs. Ed
nounced' the dinner of all stock- Route 3 farmer,
from here.
Farr, Dr. M. K. Wylder. W. T.
holders at the hotel next Tuesday
"1 am 43 years old, and when Green, Thomas Hughes, Guy L.
comare
collections
The
evening.
a small boy I had indigestion and Rogers. Mrs. H. O. Strong, Don
ing in satisfactorily, ho stated, halt was puny and my folks gave me Rankin, Mrs. Henry Otero. B.
of the subscribers who agreed to a liver
Ruppe, D. J. Millet Mrs. J. A.
regulator. Then
tho buildpay upon completion of make
was advertised and we Riehl, Sidney M. Weil.
their
to
decided
ing having
The primary for Precinct 26
heard of it.
t,
payments now.
"I began to take
was held at the office of J. E.
A. D. Crile, of Roswell, a guest and have used it, when needed, Elder. P. Hanly acted as chairat the luncheon, paid a compliman and Jerre Haggard secretary.
since. I use
and ever
ment to the city on its growthcounnow in my home, and certainly Following is a list of the delegates
the
in
is
making
the noise it
recommend it for any liver trou- selected:
Boy Hickman, a university ble.
Frank A. Hubbell, John W. Wil
try
"I have given it a thorough son, J. H. Wilcox, J. R. Salazar, .1.
student, made an appealV. for
N. M.support at theon
and after thirty years can F. Gurule, George B. Craig, Mrs.
trial,
Saturday. say
Denver football game
is my stand- George S. Downer, Onofre SandoTwo vocal selections were given by by. It has saved me many sick val, T. W. Gibson. R. G. Hubbell,
Miss Maude Riordon. accompanied
Mrs. T. P. Hanson, O. A. Larrazolo.
both un- spells."
Mr. Cromer writes that he Is D. H. Boatright, Luz Armijo. Mrs.
by Miss Norma Williams,
out
and Edna Chamberlain, F. M. Chacon,
iversity students.
a check "neverseveralofof his
The attendance prize,
says
neighbors pre- J. E. Eider, Dick Lewis, Mrs. Aldo
JKHarris,
Dr.
5
J
civen
to
fer
it
by
fnr
any other liver medicine. Leopold, Fred Crollott, Dan Pa- Canfleld. Silent "I always
dilla-- J.
A. C. DeBaca. C. M. Botts,,
recommend
baked
by
to my friends," he adds. Miss Anita Hubbell. Mrs. J. C.
boosts were a buf.e cake
and
Baabe
Maugera
This valuable, old, powdered Stutz, Isfdro Sandoval, F. O.
the chef at
Fred Fisher, J. C. Boyd,
store from flour donated by Gross liver medicine is prepared from
beans, medicinal roots and herbs and Mrs. T. N. Wlikerson, M. B. Torres.
of
strlngless
cans
and
Kelly,
C.
h.
May, has none of the bad effects so Jacobo Vrissarl. Mrs. H. T. Johngiven by E. N. Boule.
of Albuquerque Business college, often observed from the uao of son, Mrs. Frank Hubbell, H. B.
membership.
club
raiomel, or other powerful min- Jamison, Herman Mohr, K. C. Inen,
was taken into
Mrs. J. Antonio Chavez. Mrs. John
eral drugs.
helps to keep D. Wilson, J. Felipe Armijo, Mrs.
the liver in trim, helping prevent Herman Mohr, E. B. Crlsty, D. A
1
or relieve such troubles as con- Porterfleld, Mrs. Y. Davila, Mrs. B.
Mrs.
stipation, biliousness, indigestion, Marcus, J. M. Raynolds,
Frank C. W, Pooler, Mrs. R. p.
sick headache.
Bo sure to get the genuine.
Barnes, E. C. Morgan, Dr. James
today Adv.
"IV Theater Repeating
A. Lewis, Mrs. A. C. Stares. Frank
for the last time the picture. "The
cast;
Siren Call," with an
Current
tho
also
repeating
Events" and "Pathe Review pictures.
Lyric Theater "Come on Over,"
the Goldwyn picture that has
nr.ufi9 tim Hast few days
at the Lyric, will today for the last
time; also repeated tne usuui
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WOMEN

BLfiSMflUGH

OVER

30 YEMS
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Black-Draug-

"

Black-Draug-
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Black-Draugh-

SKIRT, ORESS III
DIAMOND

DYES

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

'

Each package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can dye or tint
her old worn, faded things new.
Even If she has never dyed before, she can put a rich, fadeless
color Into shabby skirts, dresses,

waists, coats, stockings, - sweaters,
coverings,
draperies, hangings,
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes-- no
other kind then perfect home
dyeing Is guaranteed. Just tell
your druggiBt whether the materia! you wish to dye Is wool or
Ilk. or whether tt is linen, cotton,
or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes
sever streak, spot, fade, or run.
Artv.

V

ht

ht

Black-Draught- ."

-

Black-Draug-

ht

Wes-terfel-

Black-Draug-

ht

Theaters Today

BEACH GETS REWARD
FOR ASSISTING IN
CAPTURE OF WINKLER

Do you ride on the wings
of the morning to your day's
work?
Do you always have a bully
good cup of coffee for break-fast

Santa Fe Special Officer Louis
Beach last night received from the
American Railway Express company a substantial check to cover
the first installment of Beach's
sliare of the reward offered for the
capture of Winkler, the train robber. Winkler was caught here a
few weeks ago by Beach and Santa
Fe Officer Harry A. Murphy. The
man was wanted in connection with
the attempted hold-u- p
of a Southern Pacific train near Tucson last

Why not ? It costs no
more per cup
?

V

May.

n

Native Hawaiians are said to be
facing extinction, and If the present
ratio or births and deaths is main HI
tained the remaining life of the HI
race will be only about 75 years.

rs

Vf-rT-

Vw:

II

St

IU
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DON'T SQUEEZE BLACK
HEADS
DISSOLVE THEM
Saueezlnr and cinching out black
heads make the cores large and
cause irritation
then, too, after
they have become hard you cannot
gee ait or inem out. Hiactcneacig are
caused, by accumulations of dust and
dirt and secretions from the skin
and there is only one safe and sure
way and one that never falls to get
rid of them a simple way, too
that Is to dissolve them. Just get
from any drug store about two
ounces of calontte powder sprinkle
a little on a hot, wet sponge rub
over the blackheads briskly for a
LEGAL NOTICE
few seconds wash ofl and you'll be
surprised to see that every blackA'OTICK OV SUIT.
head has disappeared, and the skin
will be left soft and the pores in In the District Court, County of
their natural lcondltlon
anyone
Bernalillo, State of New Mexico.
troubled with these unsightly blemNo. 13553.
ishes should try .this simple method. Augustine J. GIrard and Augustine
Adv.
J. Girard, Administratrix of the
Estate of Joseph F. Girard, Deceased, Plaintiffs, vs. Mrs. Mary
Girard, Julia
Peyron, Anthony
GIrard, Mary Girard, Adele J.
A Stubborn Cough X
Girard, Elise Girard Davis, Sylvia
Loosens Right Vp
Girard, Rose Girard, Emile Girard, Frank Girard, Margaret
Morrison Girard. Charles Girard,
e
Thin
remrdy I. won- - i
der for quirk rmulu. Ea.il?
T
Joseph F. Girard, Adopted son
and cheaply made.
T
of Frank Ferdinand Girard,' Patrick R. Ward, Unknown Heirs of
Joseph F. Girard.- Deceased. Un-- a
known Heirs of Julia Emily
Here is a
syrup which
Ward, Deceased, Cnknown Heirs
millions of people have found to be
of August Girard, Deceased, Untlie most dependable means of breakknown Heirs of J. Pierre Girard,
ing up stubborn coiijtlis It is cheap
Deceased, and Unknown Owners
and simple, but very prompt in acinor Claimants of Interest in the
its
soothine
tion. Under
healing,
Premises Hereinafter Described,
fluence, chest soreness Roes, phlegm
Defendants.
loosens, breathing becomes easier,
in
and
throat stops
You. the above named defendyou get
tickling
The ants, and each of you, are hereby
a good night's restful sleep.
usual throat and chest cold3 are con- notified that the above named
quered by ft in 21 hours or less. plaintiffs have begun action against
Nothing better for bronchitis, hoarse- you, the object thereof being to
ness, croup, throat tickle, bronchial secure a decree of the above named
asthma or winter coughs.
court adjudicating and declaring
To make this splendid cough syrup, the
rights, title and interests of all
pour 2Vi ounces of Pinex into a pint, parties to such action in and to
bottle and lill the bottle with plain certain
property situate in Bernagranulated sugar syrup and shake lillo count.
New Mexico, being all
thoroughly. If you prefer use clari- of the property left by Joseph F.
fied molasses, honey, or corn syrup,
deceased,
instead of sugar syrup. Either way, Girard,
Lots 1, 2. 3. 4, 5,
Real
you get a full pint a family supply 6, 9, 10,property:
11 and 12, and fractional
of much better cough syrup than
for three Lots 7 and 8. Block 6 of the Girard
you could buy
times the money. Keeps perfectly addition to the city of 11Albuquerand 12,
and children love its pleasant taste. que; Lots 7, 8, 9, 10,
Pinex is a special and highly con- Block "A" of the Duran & Alexcentrated compound of genuine Nor- ander addition to the city of Albuway pine extract, known the world querque.
Personal property: Promissory'
over for its prompt healing effect
note of A. Fleischer for $3,500
upon the membranes.
To avoid disappointment ask youf bearing interest at 8 per cent from
ounces of Pinex" July 12. 1922. secured by a deed of
druggist for "2
with full directions, and don't' accept trust on the west 40 feet of Lot 18
else.
Guaranteed to give and all of Lots 19, 20, 21 and 22.
anything
or
absolute satisfaction
money Block 16. Perea addition to the city
promptly refunded. The Pinex Co., of Albuquerque, and due April 12.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
1923; promissory note of Patrick
2,- Adv. R. Ward and Julia Ward, for
home-mad-

-

home-mad-

e

to-w-

ready-mad-

000 with

interest at

January

8,

6 per cent from
1921. and past
due;
note
of Charles Girard
promissory
and Maud Girard, for the sum of
$3,600 more or less; 2,000 shares of
the capital stock of the City Electric Co., a New Mexico corporation:
United States War Savings Stamps
miscellaneous
totaling
$30.00;
household goods and $3,410.37 in
for
and
a partition of said
cash,
property according to the respective rights of the parties to said
action and the appointment of
three qualified commissioners to
make such partition If same is pos.
slble and if partition cannot be had
without material injury
to the
rights of all of the parties then for
a sale of said property and a division of the proceeds between all the
parties in accordance with their
rights and for such other and further order of tlie court as equity
may require.
Plaintiff's attorneys are Downer
& Keleher, whose address is Rooms
5
Cromwell Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Unless you enter
your appearance, or cause the same
to be entered on or before the
twenty-thir- d
day of November.
1922. judgment will ba rendered
against you by default and the decree prayed for in said complaint
will be granted.
(Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
Clerk.
By HARRY F, LEE, Deputy Clerk.
STATKMKNT OP THE OWNKR.
SHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION . liTC.
Of Albuquerque Morning Journal,
published
daily at Albuquerque
N. M., for Ootober 1, 1922, as required by Act of Congress of August 24. 1912. filed voluntarily.
Name of publisher. Journal Publishing
Company,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
Name of editor. Joseph Tausek;
postoffice
address,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
Name of business manager, Joseph Tausek;
postoffice address,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Owners: (If a corporation, give
Its ..ame and the address of stock

holders owning or holding 1 per
cent or more of the total amount
of stock) are
G. E. Breece, Albuquerque, N. M ,
andToseph Tausek, Albuquerque.
That th'o known bondholders, .
mortgi-jee- s
and other
holders, owning or holding security
1
cent or more of total amount per
of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
Joshua S. Raynolds, 211 West
Seventy-nint- h
street. New York,
--

Average

number

of

copies

required from dally
onlv), 8,419.
JOSEPH TAUSEK,
business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed
me this third day of Ootober befora
1921
ANDREW WEYLER,
tf1'
Notary Public.
My commission expires Decern,
ber, 21, 1924.
publications

The average circulation of Th
Morning Journal on Sundays, fop
past six months, 9,154.
The way to Peace is not through
You do not
guard against hydrophobia by rais-ni- g
dogs on a lat.,e scale.
New
York Morning Telegraph. '
The European nations
baj- ance their budgets as longcan't
as they
continue to throw standing armi
into the scales. Asheville Times.

armies and navies.

RAGS WANTED
(Must ho at least 18 Inches

We want good clean sqnnre)
cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.
,

all-st-

a

ron

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache
INDIGESTION

f'

Stomach Trouble
--

SOLD EVERYWHERE- -

Our Overstock Sale of Hats and Caps

..,

(

u--

attractions.

Pastime Theater

Sessue

Has Been

Haya-wak-

the Japanese film star, witli m
Bessie Love as the supporting star,
is at the Pastime for the next three m
days, in "The Swamp"; also Larry

TCH

0

ACE
BADLY

Also On Chest Face
Cuticura Heals.

Dis-fecr-

!

ci

"My face and chest were terribly
affected with pimples and black- beads. The pimples
were hard, large, and
red, and festered and
scaled over. They itched
and burned to badlv
that I could not
from scratching, and I
lost my rest at night.
My face was terribly disfigured.
" I began using Cuticura Soap
and Ointment and after the first week
I could ace an improvement, and
after using; three boxes of Ointment,
with the Soap, I was healed."
t"ether
.
a w:
I. t
?
J
, 1, Box 195, Sherwood, Ore.
VaeC
lot all toilet purposes.
.

.'

-

Hnapj&o.

f"'Cebf ur

OtttaMntSafidMe.

4WP

TaJcumStc.

ihim without nut.

This Sale Will Last Only as Long as the Elks' Circus.

BABY UOX AT THE PASTIME.
The Reuben Ray company, now
has
appearing at the above theater, two
with it a real baby lion Just
weeks old, and for the first time
today and the rest of the week it
will be on exhibition in the theater
lobby, that their patrons will have
an opportunity to actually hold a
real live lion in their arms.
Starting
today this company
gives a complete change of proanimals
gram wherein educated
will be featured, such as dogs,
cuts
a
ear
that
many
monkey i;nd
capers. The manager of the company states that he will give any
boy under 100 pounds a $5 bill if
he can put bruin on his back.
Boys, here Is a chance for some
easy money.
Last but not least, Master Ray,
the one big feature of the company, will bo holding his own with
an entirely new offering. This one
actor that you want to see.
The last appearance of this excellent troupe in Albuquerque will
be Saturday. Adv.

Just think: this time last summer
our chief anxiety was, would the
pressure of the coal burst tho
of the bin? New York Evcu- tus Post,
sid-wal-

f-

Tremendous Success

How could it help being, with the Prices! And the Q uality! And all the latest shapes and shades! Boy!
It's a real sale and we have enough brand new stock to keep it going the rest of the week.

The Reuben
Semon in "Golf."
Ray "Night at the Circus" comnew
and
complete
pany, with a
program, is still at the Pastime.
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A
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The Hat Prices
$3.50 Hats

For

$2.35
$3.15

$5.50 Hats

tfQ

For

. . . .

.

$4.50 Hats

For

When You're In See the Finest

at 'Em!!

Look

Line of

We bought too many;
We sacrifice them.

New Tweed Caps.

$2.50 Caps of All Colors.
$3.00 Caps of

Ready-to-We- ar

Or
bO0O

.H",:...$4.85-

The Cap Prices! Gaze at 'Em!
$2.00

-

In the City.

Suits

VALUES!

Prices from

$1 7.50 to $35.00

l

. . . . .

. .

.

...

... . .... .

Distinction. 7.
NEW!!

of

each issue of this publication sold
or distributed througa
the malls
or otherwise, to paid subscribers
the
six months preceding
during
the date of this statement
(this
information is

-

$1.45
. .$1.85
.

$2.35

CHEAP!!!

t

October

B,

1922.
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FATAL INFLUENCE IL4UNTS YOUNG WIDOW
NOW HELD IN STARTLING DEATH MYSTERY COORS ELECTED
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DEBTS

OF

Officials of the
Opinion That Such a Step
Would Be Injurious to
Welfare of World.

IG

D

DRILLED IN THE

TS

SI

Maoam, ixaisins

JUAN BASIN

Cost Less Now

Committee Organ- Pioneer Well of the Midwest'
After Convention;
Refining Company Near!
CnnmlniM
C: J 1iu Da
DC
Stephen Roehl Is Selected
rai iiiuiy lull Odiu
as Secretary.
Big Producer.

Treasury

.

GUSHER WELL IS

II ADERSHIP

TO

Nt.

Page Seven.

County
izes

4.
Recom
Oct.
Washington,
mendations of Reginald McKenna
former chancellor of the British
exchequer, before the American
jankers association In New York
of the advisability of definite
postponement of payments to this
country on war debts by loreign
nations, except Great Britain un
til the amount such nations could
ultimately pay could be deter
mined, was regarded at the treas
ury today as merely stating the
status quo of negotiations by the
debt funding commission bo far
as Interest is concerned. Concerning the reduction of the principal
of foreign debts as suggested by
the British financier, high treasury officials declared that the
commission was entirely governed
by the wishes of the government
which in the present law authorized the commission to arrange
for the payment of the war tlmo
nhllirntfnns unon suitable terms.
It has been tacitly admitted by
the treasury that Great Britain
alone was expected to begin the
payment of Interest on her
debt on October 15
when the first installment since
the expiration of the three-ye- nedeferred period falls due and
gotiations by the debt commission
were said to be proceeding on the
ana
theory of ascertaining whendebtor
Clara Skarin Winborn.
on what terms the other
the
start
liqulda
countries might
Oakland, Cal., police are probintr the crowded past of Mrs. Clara
. tlnn of their obligations.
As to the principal of the debts, Skarin Winborn, held in connection with the mysterious murder of her
it was conceded that after inves tged guardian, Ferdinand Hochbrun, in Seattle last spring. Her friends
tigation by the debt commission lay a strange Influence has shadowed her from childhood.
and conferences with foreign rep.
McontntlvM thn facts as to con'
wide direct primary law, without
ditions in some particular nation!
witn
reservation, for the state of New
might be laid before congress
commission
Mexico?
a view of having the
2
nmnnwered to make such terms
But as
If elected will you use your Inas would enable payment.
fluence and vote against repeal
t nnv eeneral cancellation or
or change of the Volstead act?
wVinifiBalo
BY
reduction of foreign
were
of
3
officials
flphts treasury
a
such
We realize that child labor restep
the opinion, that
form will not be accomplished In
would be injurious to the welfare
a really adequate manner within
of the world.
the near future. But will you, in
Any action which could be con
the meantime, administer first
strued as a repudiation of an ex
to the thousands of children
aid
a
govern.
debt
sovereign
ternnl
by
who are being tortured and dement. it was explained, would Men
for
Major formed this very day, by supportRunning
work Irreparable harm to the
constitutional
whatever
ing
credit of that nation while can
Receive
State
Offices.
coun
of
amendment or law shall be advocellation byNa number
Out
con
Sent
of
lack
cated
the
would
Questionnaire
tries
by
multiply
recently formed
"Permanent Conference for the
fidence In governmental obliga
League.
Albuquerque
by
Abolition of Child Labor" so that
tlnns.
the children shall suffer as little
On the other hand, It has been
to
candidates
the
Questionnaires
as
that
at the treasury
indicated
possible while this gigantic
of
officers
on
for
the
of
tfce
no
both
is
problem is being solved?
parties
disposition
there
d
The decision
of the
part of the United States to press governor, lieutenant governor, U.
conference will represent
Xor payments of its foreign debts 8. senator and congressmen
have
effort of all
in the manner of a harsh credi been sent out by the Albuquerque the best
tor, rayment by Great Britain League of Women Voters, a branch the organizations working for
child
as
labor
been
reform.
unquestionhas
regarded
of the national league, tor tne pur
able and treasury officials have pose of learning the stand of the
on matters of state im MAJESTIC RANGES
candidates
given the Impression that France
and some of the other more im- - portance. Others will be sent lat
ARE VERY POPULAR
oortant nations could be relied ec to tha candidates for the minor
unon to meet their obligations ua state offices.
The Whitney Hardware comder carefully worked out funding
'The Albuquerque
League of pany are today installing In the
arrangements. But as to some of Women Voters is very much inter- La
Jemez
hotel,
Esperanza
n
the smaller and poorer foreign ested in your attitude toward the Springs. N. M., a large
been
have
there
nations
measures
debtor
included in the following "Majestic Smokeater Range."
indications of willingness on the questionnaire," says the accomWhitAnd here's another: The
part of this country to treat with panying letter to the candidates. ney Hardware company yesterday
We do not endorse candidates as Installed in the Sigma Chi Fraleniency where necessary.
an organization but we do gather ternity house at the University of
as much information as possible to New Mexico a "Majestlo Family
Up to less than seventy years aid in
intelligent voting."
Range." Adv.
ago all soap manufactured in Eng.
The questionnaire sent to the
land was made in bond and subject
the
for
candidates
governorship
case
of
In
as
the
to duty
whisky follows:
was
today and each boiling-pa- n
1.
TRIAL TUBE
TO
fastened down at night by an ex
If elected will you advocate that
else officer.
tax assessors be appointed by the
state tax commission
and hold
their offices during good behavior
and proof of competency, so they
will be beyond reach of the apolitical influence of all tax dodgers?
Or have you some better plan
for bringing the property assess
ments of this state up to where
they should be?
2.
Are
Pyramid Pile Suppositories
If elected will you use all possi
Known Kverjwhere lor the
'
.Wonderful 111 let They
ble Influence and authority to have
.
V
Have Given.
the Volstead net enforced, and reunfortumove from office all officials who
If you are one of those
nates struggling with the pain and fall to perform their duty In con
distress of itching', bleeding, pro
nection therewith?

Jk

Jm

ar

CANDIDATES ARE

THE

QUERIED

VOTERS

above-name-

two-ove-

.

FREE

Following the county convention
seytsterday evening, the newly
lected democratic county committee met and elected Henry G. Coors
chairman and Stephen Roehl secbeen
retary. Mr. Coors, who had
serving for the past few weeks as
chairman following the resignation
of W, C. Oestriech, was prevailed
upon to accept the chairmanship
meeting of
against his protest. A the
county
the committee, with
candidates, will be held this mornof
ing at 9 o'clock at the chamber
A woman vice chaircommerce.
man will be chosen at that time.
Following is the personnel of the
county committee, as nametLyester-day- ,
one man and one woman from
each precinct:
Precinct 1 Gregorio Durand,
Anita Apodaca.
Sanchez,
Precinct 2 Eduardo
Anita G. Sanchez.
3
Justo
Precinct
Trujillo,
do Cordova.
Precinct 4 H. H. Zamora, Mrs.
Stephen Roehl.
Precinct 5 T. A. Lucero, Mrs.
T. A. Lucero.
Precinct 6 Nepomuceno Padiila,
Sofia Sanchez.
Precinct 7. Abenlco Gutierrez,
Tereslta Olguln.
Precinct 8 E. W. Tont, Amelia
s,

Herrera.
Precinct

10 Adolfo Maldonado,
Victorlana Maldonado.
1
Precinct 1 Patricio V. Sanchez,
Mrs. J. P. Conboy.
Precinct 12 W. C. Heacock,
Mrs. O. A. Corson.
Precinct 13 Charles Mann, Mrs.
Andres Moya.
Precinct 15 Vincente Lasco.
Ologla Gutierrez.
Precinct 16 C. T. Adams, Mrs.

Jones.
Precinct 22

W. IS.

Precinct

26.

Precinct

23

Herrera.

Daniel

Genova Paz.

W.

Mrs. Cleghorn.

C.

Oestrelch
Caldwell,

Stephen

Lizzie Garcia.

28 Francisco GDnzalez,
G. Gonzalez.
Precinct 34 Jose Sedillo, Virginia B. Mora.
Precinct 35 Roberto Chavez,
Mrs. E. Kl Booth.
A few precincts which failed to
name their committeemen yesterday, are expected to turn In the

So Get Their Benefits and Their Flavor in Scores
Foods
of Attractive, Money-Savin- g

What Robert G. Dill, writing In
the Denver Post, declares to look
like the largest oil field to be located in the Rocky mountain region has been opened by a test wei;
drilled by the Midwest Refining
company on the Navajo Indian reservation about fifteen miles southwest of Farmington,
and which
came in a few nays ago with an
initial flow of from 6U0 to 1,000
barrels.
Tho well Is located on tha Hogback structure and has been cupped whilo tankage Is being rushed
to the location. Company officials,
who have just returned to Denver
nfter inspecting the well, hive
it is reported, to fstatvS exactly what they figure the well will
do when allowed to flow.
The dome, it n reported, cover
about 23,000 acres t land. The
loealily has been prospected several
tinicH, but has heretofore given up
nothing but gassers and abandoned
holes.
Oil in the new well was located
at approximately
800 feet in tho
Dakota sand which is a heavy producer throughout the Wyoming
fields. Similar domes are reported
to exist in the San Juan basin for
a distance of more than 100 miles
westward into Utah and fifty
miles eastward Into New Mexico.

AGH

greatly increased crops,"
D UE
are still much
though production
than
raisins now cost
to

even

in

higher
almost

as

little

pre-wa-

as

r

costs
days,

before the war.

!"

Not Mora Than 20c
Your ret tiler should sell

Seeded Rai-si- ni
in 15 oz. blue package
for not more than 20c

you

Sun-Mai- d

Use this luscious, energizing, healthful foo'd
lavishly, therefore, in scores of "plain foods"
like rice pudding, boiled rice, bread pudding,
Indian pudding, and in cake, cookies, pie, and
with the children's cereals, to give them "lux
ury flavors" at "plain food" costs.

Raisins are both good and good for you.
of these lower price4
So take
.now. '

Sun -- Maid
Raisins

II

'Seeded

i

IS

Not More Than 18c

s

Your retailer should sell you
d
Seedleti Raisin
in 15 oz. red package for not
more than 18c
Jun-Mti-

LAY UNDIGESTED

Seedless

New 11 oz. Package
Your retailer should tell
you Sun-MSeedless

a

id Seeded and

Raisins

in 11 oz.

packages for not mors than
15c.

Clusters

Packed under most sanitary crmditions In fresh, clean
cartons. Very highest qualInsist oo
d
ity.
Brand, the kind that you
Sun-Mai-

know is good.

Precinct

Epemlnla

Instantly! End Flatulence, Gas,
Heartburn, Indigestion

nemei today.
In each precinct, the firet named
Is the precinct chairman.

Good

FAKE MOTORCYCLE
COP OPERATING ON
PIKE IS ARRESTED

That window pane is taxed

G. H. Franklin, charged with impersonating an officer and bothering tourists on the Fourth street
road, was fined $15 in police court
Franklin, in company
yesterday.
with another boy, who was released
of the charge, followed a party of
tourists and ppoke to them about
the speed limit laws. Later, in an
argument which took place, he
threatened to arrest them and

claimed he was an officer.
The tourists reported the matter
to police headquarters upon arriving
in the
and police soon placed
the two young men under arrest.
claimed they had not
both
They
said they were officers.

Chew' a few! Stomach fine!
So pleasant, so inexpensive, so
quick to settle an upset stomach.
The moment "Papa's Diapepsin"
reaches the stomach all pain and
or a
distress from Indigestion
sour, gassy stomach vanishes.
All
Millions know Its magic.
druggists recommend this harm
less stomach corrective. Adv.

iorning!

Republican protection
cold comes high.
JONES
for Senator

400 per cent more under the new tariff.

in this case from rain, snow, wind,

MORROW

dust,

HINKLE

for Congress

for Governor

(Political Adv.)

c'-t-

MEN

SEND COUPON

7

H Piles, Send

For Winter Comfort Get a Simplex
Electrical Sunbowl Radiator

For Pyramid

-

:"

8.

Will you use your Influence to
secure the enactment of a law prohibiting the sale of obscene liter-

ature

In

the state?
4.

We are wording this question In
an extremely definite manner because there are numerous adherents of each party assuring doubt

voters that their particular
candidates are the ones that favor
most strongly a direct nrimarv
law without reservations and at
oftee.
Do you intend to advocate during
your campaign, and, if you are
elected, do you Intend to recom
mend In your first message to the
legislature, ana use every influ
ence at your command to secure
the enactment, at once, of a law
providing that candidates for all
elective offices In the state shall be
nominated by direct primary?
ir not, win you please tell us
your attitude toward this matter?
6.
Are you In favor of a drastic
corrupt practices act?
To each candidate for llenfon- ant governor the following was
sent:
ful-

ood

To

.w

-

or hemorrhoids, ask
trudlng piles for
a 60 cent box of
jtny druggist
Take
Pile
Suppositories.
Pyramid
should come
Belief
no
substitute.
'
bo quickly you will wonder why
anyone should continue to suffer the
pain of such a distressing condition.
For a free trial package, send name
A and address to Pyramid Drug Co,
620 Pyramid Eldg., Marshall, Mich.
Adv.

1

If elected Will von nrtvnntif
that tax assessors be appointed by
the state tax commission and hold
their offices during good behavior
and proof of competency, so they
shall be beyond reach of the political influence of all tax
rx

Skin Eruptions

Are Usually Due to
Constipation
'When you arc constipated,

Or have you some hettei- - nlnn

for bringing the property
ments Of this State un tn
they should be?

not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is pro
dueed in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and

2

voisteaa act eniorcear

'"(will
fV

"

u a
not

'

If elected do you intend to use
your Influence for the enactment
at once of a law providing that
candidates for all elective offices
In the state shall be nominated
by direct primary?
5
Are you In favor of a 'drastic
corrupt practices act? '
candidates .for senator and
congressmen received the follow
inf questionnaire:
Are you in favor of 'a state
'

.

fou:

I've spent a lifetime studying soap. This labors
tory has spent 60 years perfecting soap. The lead- -.
Ing toilet soap of the world Pilmolive i one of
our creations.
How we have sharing cream which excels all
others in five ways. It is our pride. Be kind enough
to test it for ten shaves.

Tried 130 times

s

ThU was a difficult problem. First, we asked 1,009
men what they wanted. Then we tried HO times to
meet those wants completely. It took us It months.
But now we hare these things.
A soap that multiplies itself in lather 250 times.
A soap that acts in one minute. No finger rubbing, iio hot towels, no waiting. Just apply it and
go ahead.
A lather that maintain its creamy fullness for
ten minutes on the face.
Bubble that don't break. They keep the hair
supported while you cut them.
A soap that leaves the face in fine condition, because of palm and olive

The Simplex Sunbowl Radiator brings the glow of sunlight to the
gloomiest and chilliest of mornings and summer warmth wherever you
need it in the house.
j Just take the Sunbowl into the nursery, bathroom, dining room or bed
room, attach its long cord to the nearest electric convenience outlet or
lamp socket and let its glowing warmth chase away the chill.
Morning or evening, play' time or bed time, little folks and big folks
are entitled to the comfort and well being that comes from the Sunbowl's
healthful warmth. The cost is moderate indeed. Your dealer will be
glad to show you the Simplex Sunbowl Radiator. Ask for it by its full
name: Simplex Sunbowl Electric Radiator.

''

oil.

Possibly you use another soap. It satisfies you,
perhaps. But give us a hearing, please. We have
tried to serve you better than others. See if we
have succeeded. Mai) the coupon now.

PALM OLIVE

4

medicine or

laxative
so'
cannot gripe.
Try it today.

-

a

Will you use your influence to
sec tire the enactment of a law
prohibiting the sale of obscene
literature in the state?

'this natural lubricant and
thus replaces it.

a

orhpt--

If elected Will you use all nnm.
slblei influence toward having the

moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because it acts like

XNuioi
lubricant

assess-

Test whtitX made for

CREAM
SHAVING
SHAVES FREE
10

I
I

Simply insert your nsme aadaidrtss and mail to

Dept.

.--

---

THE PALMOLOT COMPANY
,
Milwaukee," U. S. A.
2,

i

167?

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Serrice"

Phone 98

,

T--

October 5, 1922.
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matter at the postoffice
and entry in Santa Fe, N.

Albuquerque. N. M..
under act of Congress of March

17,

A

HEAD WAITER

WOULD COME IN HANDY.

CAREFUL

!!

ANGULAR

RESTAURANT

V-

DAMNING HIM WITH FAINT PRAISE
was
One month after Senator Jones constate
democratic
nominated by the
him
vention, the Santa Fe Mexican
the
following
and
gives
aa its candidate
reasons for its support :
1
His record of unvarying allegiance to the cause of the
men.
2 His seniority and leadership
in the U. S. Senate, his influential
position as member of the Finance,
Appropriation and other iscommita rectees, and the fact that he
national
authority upon
ognized
taxation and financial questions.
3
his proposal to take the tariff out of politics and turn it over
same systo economic experts,
tem now in operation in every
other country that has a tariff.
ce

will make the
asset to his community, declared
J. J. Kelso of Toronto, Canada, in
an address before the convention
of the American Humane association.
"The supreme importance of the
child now is universally recognized," the speaker stated, "but we
must constantly seek the higher
type of home, free from disscntion
and unhappiness if the dependent
child, particularly, is to be saved
from the cruelty und neglect of
Societies and workers
childhood.
trained in this endeavor gradually
are succeeding and more rational
methods of tramrng are being applied.
no
"While we are progressing,
philanthropic society should rest
until each individual child is fully
Homes should be
safeguarded.
carefully investigated; the children amply provided with clothing;
periodical visits made, and when
beyond school age and can give
assistance to the home, a savings
acount should be insisted upon
taken out in the name oi responsible society. Children who are
unhappy in their homes should be
As tho child ndvances
removed.
toward maturity, advice and assistance should be given to assure a
suitable living."
the achievement?
Summarizing
of the Province of Ontario,
Mr.
Kelso said that more than 12.(100
children, by reaching years of mu
turity, passed from the caro of
the society, while at present it was
caring for about 8,000 children.
For these children, $82,525 in savings from wages is held In trust,
with Interest payable when conditions warrant. From three to five
hundred children will be legally
adopted each year under a recent
advanced adoption law.

OBSERVATIONS
Now that the fair season is in full
swing, let every day be a fair day.
The man who wrote "The Curse of An
Aching Heart" is being sued for divorce.
$

for the thoughts of the heiress
whose father has cut her off with
.
A penny

In some lines of industry the devil's
workshop is running night and day shifts.

Next winter more hot stuff will come
out of the radio than out of the radiator.
The first cold snap would look to have
priority, but there still is some doubt
over whether it will get it.

Former bull fighters have taken up professional baseball in Chihuahua. It is
will be
expected that al
known there as "Matty" from now on.

On September 19, speaking at Dawson,
Senator Jones said that, if necessary, he IV.
The Latest Excuse.
would abandon his campaign and hurry
Father dear, I would not shirk.
in
to
assist
passing
to
back
Washington
Most any task would suit.
the soldiers' compensation bill over the
But now I find I cannot work.
president's veto. When the vote was
For I have a motor foot."
called, New Mexico was represented by
Senator Bursum, while Senator Jones was
An ad in a New Tork paper tells us what to
seeking votes for his party., Such was demand in silk stockings. After an observant sumhis "unvarying allegiance to the cause mer, we should say that a
ankle and

mm

"Does only Able Glutt know what
a stoic is?"
Silence.
"Well, Abie, tell your classmates
what is a stoic."
"Please, teacher," said Abie,
triumphantly, "A stoic is a bold
whot brings It th' babies.": Los
Angeles Times.

sovcn-lnc- h

men."
.of the
Of what does Senator Jones' "seniority
and leadership" in the Senate consist?
Can the New Mexican or anyone else
point to a single bill advocated by him
for the direct benefit of New Mexico?
That is the true measure of service and
leadership. Out of nearly three hundred
and fifty bills introduced in the last session of Congress, Senator Jones was
either paired or did not vote on one hundred and seventeen. Out of one hundred
bills and amendments
and sixty-tw- o
which Senator Jones supported, but thirty-nin- e
received a majority vote and passed.
Such is his record of "leadership" in the
United States Senate.
When Senate : Jones voted for the wool
and hide schedules in conference and
voted against the tariff bill which would
have made that schedule effective, he took
the tariff out of the hands of tariff experts and put it back into politics. He felt
the lash of the democratic party whip ans!
voted against New Mexico. In a speech
delivered in the Senate less than two
months ago, Senator Jones said, "Our
government requires revenue much beond
any amount dreamed of prior to the recent World War." Yet the republican
tariff provides a source cf revenue, while
at. the same time it affords protection to
j.mestic industry and guarantees employment to the American wage earner.
The New Mexican has strayed from its
accustomed fold, but it finds scanty food
in its new pasture.

a

calf might make a pretty combination.

Just when we had come
thd name of "Hon." didn't
lives, a. bird carrying that
himself by solving the riddle
bottle.

to the conclusion that
mean anything in our
moniker immortalized
of who threw the pop

In San Miguel county the two great parties find
their candidates for senator, but in Dona Ana county

the candidates find themselves.

'

The democratic party has abandoned the mule
as the party emblem. Now if it could only banish
the Jackass from politics, it may render the country a real service.
The flexible tariff scheme does not seem to have
had an unusual rubber schedule.
As

a writer the former kaiser seeme to have
that he Is a good sawer.

demonstrated

In another column can be found some after
dinner tricks that are pretty difficult.
But the
hardest one we have ever tried is paying the bill.

AUbififfiirip

TwHy Years Ag

v".

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE

At the reception given last night to the Pres
byterian Synod of New Mexico at the home of Mr.
ana airs, crajg on South Arno street the guests
were received by Mrs. Craig, assisted by Mrs. R.
W. D. Bryan and Mrs. Elder. Mrs. J. A. Summers
and Mrs. W. G. Hope, assisted by Misses Mensul,
Ross and Fleming, served refreshments.

If one were to judge from the reports
The editor of the
of church conventions, marriage and dihag received
vorce are stock subje:ts for discussion. a letter from Warren K. Moorehead, curator of
If discussion would lead to some action, the Phillips academy. Andover. Mass.. urffinff- that
relics in New Mexico should be carereports might have greater interest, but archaeological
fully preserved. Mr. Moorehead says this state has
not until the Episcopalians met at Port- some
of the richest archaeological treasures in the
land, Ore., was anything really new. re- wona.
'
garding the subject brought to public attention. There a speaker maintained
Three tickets were nominated in Socorro
that remedy for the divorce evil would be yesterday, by republican, democrats and rntintv
inde- found in better regulation of marriage. penaents. The nominations were made after two
He cited the adage, "married in haste, days of exciting political maneuvering.
repent at leisure," and advocated a return
Kev. W. J. McBean, pastor of the Presbyterian
to those customs that obtained two or
at Deming, is the guest of Prof, and Mrs. A.
three generations ago, which in effect church
B. Stroup. t
prevented haste in marriages and made
Journal-Democr-

unnecessary less repentance at leisure.
P. G. Cornish returned last night from a
This new note in the discussion of mar- visitMrs,
in California.
riage rnd divorce is certainly one worth
hearing. There is no question that decJudge Arthur Everett has presented a fine clock
adence of the home, the extending to to the public library.
young people of lberties amounting alMrs. Agnes James returned to Santa Fe last
most to license, rnd the absence of suafter a visit to her sister, Mrs. D. Scruggs.
night
and
are
ver
chaperonage
pervision
largely responsible for a great any marStates Atorney W. B. Childers returned
riages which more deliberately consid- lastUnited
from
a visit to his father in St. Louis.
night
to
not
be
could
fail
ered
regarded as
While it is true that love always
has laughed at locksmith , and always
will, it is also true that the return to th
TODAY'S ISIESST
custom advocated by the speaker at Port
land will lessen the occasions where love
seeks to ontwit.
Never have I so deeply felt as now
1

un-?is-

e.

TiOMf

BY

THE WAY

The question is: Can the old overcoat
be made to do for another winter?
.

The unp:pularity of the long skirt suggests that it will not be worn long.
The height of foolishness would be an
attempt to coounterfeit soviet money.
This is the month when the boy

is

Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

26

....129

48
63
150
103
68

Liberty Bonds.
4.
New York, Oct.
Liberty
bonds
closed:
Still Favored.
3M;. $100.52; first
"Women are now recognized as in, $99.90; second 4s, $99.G6 : first
$100.04; second
$99.82;
entitled to all the advantages that
Lee
men enjoy," said Mr. Meekton's third
fourth
$100.02;
wife.
3100.44; Victory
(uncalled),
"Not quite, Henrietta, not quite. $100.16;
(called),
Victory
A man can get a perfectly satisfac- $101.34.
or
for
$4."
$3
hat
Washingluwt
mo
tory
to the movies
Pop took
nite and wo came home late and all ton Star.
the lltes was out and pop felt in his
Investigation.
pockits for his key, saying. No key,
Chicago Bourd of Trade.
"Why do you insist on war ina genius, lm
confownd it, 1 must
Chinaarn n,f
Uannrta Indi
vestigations?"
so forgetful.
"Because I disapprove of war," cating progress toward a peaceful
We could clime throo the parler
"If BviLiKuient wiui me turns tenueo
Senator
Sorghum.
window, pop, I sed, and pop sed. replied
ease tne wneat market
there is anything that will cause toaay to
Yes, sippose we do, the novelty
Prices closed unsettled at
the public to lose interest in some- here.
to me.
o
net
to
decline
Washgain, with
Or maybe I better run erround thing it's an investigation."
December $1.06 to $1.00
and
and clime over the back fents. and ington Star.
May $1.08 to $1.08. Corn lost
XLt in
open the frunt door for you, 1 sed.
i f intfl fin1hn1 1L f rwn
I see lm doomed to be a slave to
to a shade advance, and provisions
convention, pop sed. Meening to
uncnangea to a rise of
run erround and do it., Wich I
At the outset, wheat values here
started to do, taking me longer
had an upward slant ns a result of
than wat I ixpected on account of 2
higher quotations at Liverpool, but
cats starting a me on top 01 some-boddispatches asserting that the armls.
shed and me having to stop
tice conference at Mudanla had
Br th Associated 1'rees.
and lissen, and pop proberly got
reached an agreement and that a
tired waiting because wen I started
protocol was about to bo signed led
to open the frunt door I herd him
to something of a setback.
This
Setback Wna nnrtlv nvr,.nmi.
climbing throo the parler wlndo
Street.
Wall
went
in
I
the
and
as
a result of export buying at the
parler
enyways,
New York, Oct. 4. Stock prices
and pop was half ways throo and
fashion in uuir or Mexico and because of closall of a suddln he sed. Let go my were bid up inof spirited stock mar- ing of spreads here between the
December and May deliveries.
leg, who is that, wats the ideer? the early partbut today's
heavy realizing
Corn and oats were governed
and some mans voice sed, Come ket session close
resulted in a mathe
back heer and keep your hands up, gales atreduction
by the action of wheat.
in most' of the chiefly
asn aemanci tor corn, however,
too, or 111 nock .you rite on the hed terial
continued
with this umbrella, all my lito its gains.
brisk, and offerings to
befrom the speculative
wero light.
bin my ambition to catch a bergler liefApart
that the recent reaction was an arrive
Packers
and now Ive cawt one.
buying , steadied
the
a weakened techni- Drovision market
nffsotHno. ih. ef
The dooce you have, my little boy adjustment of
its
run
about
had
and
cal
position
its on the way now to open the frunt course, the buying movement was fect of lower hog values.
door for me, pop sed, und the man influenced by the announced intensed, I sippose thats wy youre going tion of the directors of the Standin throo the window, come on now, ard Oil Company of California to
clime rite back and keep your declare a 100 per cent dividend,
hands up or 111 crack you Jest on easier money rates and the imChicago.
Chicago, Oct. 4 (U. S. Departgenrel prlnclpels.
situation in the Near East. ment
of
Cattle ReConfownd it, do you wunt to pull proved
Agriculture).
Standard Oil shares again were
my leg off, dident I tell you my the dominant features. Forty thou- ceipts 13,000. Strictly choice and
little boy is opening the frunt door sand shares of Standard Oil of Cali- prime native beef steers strong to
Top
matured steers,
for me? pop sed, and the man sed, fornia changed hands in the first higher.
Are you sure he's not dusting off hour, the price being pushed up to $12.65; other grades lecf steers
the roof for you, come on now, 111 134, a gain of f points over last slow: western grassers in liberal
sunnlv; few wrli mnwinn
count S and if youre not down by night's final close vote and 15
3 HI crack you, 1, 2.
$10.00, highest of
above that of Monday, but it yield- Dakota grassers,
oeer steers, $9.50
sed.
""I
I
a
matter?
Hello pop, wats
at the close today on 11.25:. bulls
ed to 132
-ton,1
.
the
and
.i...
sed,
lw ouwuft, Miner
the
Lord, pop
Thank
profit taking. Pool operations
man sed, O, It seems you were rite were manifested in a number of classes about steady; bulk desirable
bologna bulls, J4.004.15; hulk
after all, lm quite disappointed but' special stocks.
I lpologize 1000 times. And he
Steel shares were sluggish during veal calves around $11.50; bulk
and feeders, $6.25 7 50.
climbed
the
and
pop
wawked away
most of the day although Repub- siocKers
Hogs Receipts 16,000. Market
rest of the way In, me eaying, G, he lic, Crucible and Quit States bet0 150 ower- - Bulk
U.nd
was Jest going to crack you a shot, came quite active in the final hour
240nol,nd butchers, $9.80(8
at,' and registered' moderate trains.
wasent he pop? and pop sed,
bulk
9.90;
sows, $7.40fo
packing
time?
were you there all the
Total sales approximated 1,200,000 8.00; desirable
pigs, $9.00 9.25;
Most of it, I sed. Making pop so shares.
There was a further easing of ?eYy,', 8.SB(g9.85; medium, $9.65
mad he kepp on giving me fearse
9Sj.hik,9'50r'i'9-8lights,
cracks with his hand soma place all call money rate, which opened and
so
ows, smooth
renewed at 44 and softened at 4 !?'r2o-- :
the way up stairs. Me not caring
Packln?
ows,
it
before
close.
werth
account
of
Just
the
rough
mutch on
being
killing pigs, $8.50
The time money and commercial
'
it.
paper markets were quiet.
Sheep Receipts 18,000.
Open-n- g
The feature of the foreign exgenerally steady. No choice fat
market was the drop of lamoS
RnlH anflir.
A LITTLE LAUGHTER J change
'
German marks to the new low rate he Id
westerns
somewhat higher: few desir- cents a hundred.
of 411-1- 6
Closing prices:
Reforms Jcr Household.
uet er Srales confidently
65
Mr. Justwed: "I thought you American Can
higher; good
Mon- were going to cream some potatoes American Smelting & Ref'g.. 63
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 40H fa?awaMln! wether8- - tt.00; good
for dinner?"
f,S
$6.50:
123
Tel. & Tel
His Bride: "I was, but the recipe American
American Zinc
19
feeding lambs,
said to cut the potatoes in dice, Anaconda
63
Copper
und the last time we had dice in Atchison ,
105
the house your rowdy friends won Baltimore & Ohio ,
55
$42 from you." Houston Post.
Bethlehem Steel "B".
74
34
Butte & Superior
'
Chlrairn
Longer Experience.
California Petroleum
64'
"Now, looky yur, Glorlosa!" Canadian Pacific
ry'
147
a"Ve'
unclanrd.0rt'4'-P0,1,tFidman
Dodder of
grumbled old
41
Central Leather
Butter
dle Creek. "Don't you be sending Chesapeake & Ohio
Unsettled.
74
extras. 42 c; firsts.
for young Doc Prattle to come and Chicago. Mil. & St. Paul
32
see me. He can't do mo no good.'' Chlno
,
31
Copper
"Oh, yes; he can, Gram'paw!" Colorado Fuel & Iron
33
gtandardg, 88y2c.
returned the invalid's youthful rel- Crucible Steel
85
"
fed. Re- r.lnff;rt.,rk0t
ative. "He' been practicing medi- Erie .
cases.
16
cine for 'most two years now, Great Northern
93
pfd...
Kansas City.
40
Inspiration Copper
Kansas City, Oct.
"Well. I've been in this 'ere fix Int.
4.
Eggs-Ma- rket
Mer.
61
Marine
pfd.i
for mighty nigh ten years, and 1 Kennecott Copper
lc lower. Firsts 81c.
35
Hutter
reckon I know more about It than Mexican Petroleum
Market
...183
unchanged.
Kamias City Star.
he does."
Poultry Hens lc higher, 19c;
Miami Copper
28
broilers unchanged, 20c; springs
Missouri Pacific
21
Ono Webster Missed.
74
unchanged, 20c.
Montana Power
,
It was in the little but over- New York Central
97
'
crowded class room of an East Side Northern Faclfio
86
Probably tho largest single orNew York
ganization of workers in Great
public school. The Pennsylvania .
48
Britain is the Workingmcn'g Club
teacher looked out upon a group ol Ray Consolidated Copper..,. 15
and Institute Union, which has Just
78
eager faces as she put the question: Reading .
"And now. children, can any of Republic Iron & Steel....... 67
celebrated Its diamond Jubilee. It
34
has a membership of S.itoo clubs,
yon tell nie what Is a stoic?"
Sinclair Oil & Refining
94 14 containing 1,150,000 members,
Only ono hand went up.
Southern Pacific

Itoto

Pape

4s,

- Boold

4s,

4s,

4s
4s

4s,

GRAIN

m

When the frost is on the pumpkin and the corn
is in the keg, then the prohi seuths go scouting and
moonshiners shake a leg.

The hopeless solitude, the abandonment,
The anguish of a loveless life. Alas!
How can the Impassioned, the unfrozen heart
Be happy without love? I would that one.
Beautiful, worthy to be loved and. Joined
In love with me, now shared my lonely walk
On this tremendous brink. 'Twere sweet to see
Her dear face touched with paleness, and become
More beautiful from fear, and overspread
With a faint smllo while clinging to my side.
Dreams, dreams! I am an exile, and for me
There is no country, and there Is no love.
Jose Maria de Heredia.

,

..

West Mountain

1)07

that car until you
Vest Central,

roadster.
Poster.

see my
E.

a

617

Ford coupe,

Ford touring.

116 1

HOD,

liOIU.

(BC

Hudson Super felx,
scnger speedster; excellent condition;!
Phone 6C6.
St. Paul, Minn., Oct. 4 (by the FOIt BALE Kara roadster t,ody with I
future windshield, priced right It sold at
Press.) The
Associated
once. SI 4 East Bunta Fe, phone 1923-happiness of the child depends
suFOit SALE Ford ton truck, 11)21, In A- -l
upon the careful selection a and
mechanical condition, tWO: cash. 1917
home
pervision of the home
op- trora roadster, cheap. 407 West Copper.
with congenial atmosphere, an talSAVi) 60 to 76 per cent on used paXs,
portunity for development of that
etc.; tull stock for over twenty-riv- e
de
ent, love and surroundings
matured child an ferent cars, Mcintosh Co., Ill West Cop

no-ic- es

5' 1922

Garage,

roua.
DON'T

FOR SAL.B

flve-pi-

terms.

right
The Journal
!
4
deem improper.
advertising matter that it may cards
resAbout
time
this
of
thanlcs,
every
year it dawns
Calls for society meetings,
on one that the moth is one of
olutions, society and church socials, lectures,
suddenly
meetings (except Sunday the few known creatures
calls for church
capable of eatng and
hurch programs) are considered as advert.srates.
ing 100 times their own weight in a
ill be charged for at regular advertising
single year.
OF TUB ASSOCIATED PRESS

ctob"

Hunter's

Happiness of the
Child Depends Upon Its
Early Training, Humane
Association Told.

-

THURSDAY

or withouJ
A Kurd
witli
Address Box 324, C'lty.
FOR SALE OR TliADR
or J244-VtourfriK car.
Plume 89S-EXPERT KAD1ATOK HEPAIItlNG. O.
217
N. Third.
K. Slieet Metal Works,
itarter.

Future

'f

--

AUTOMOBILES.
W AN'I'KL)

SPEAKERS' PLEA

Prohibition officials, meeting in Wash-- i
.;ton, say the home brew fad is passing
out. It was more of an affliction than a

Associate Justice Clarke is resigning
from the supreme court, it seems, to
:::::::::.'::.$9.'oo tackle a harder job. He wants to furither American
participation in the
ADVERTISEMENTS.
of
Nations.
League
to
any
reject
reserves the

entitled to
The Associated Press is exclusively
to
publication of all news credited
use for
It or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local news published herein.

I

SUPERVSON IS

---

fad.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One month by carrier or mail
Three months

;ih'

THE RIGHT KIND OF

one-ha- lf

The canoe season is about over, but
will soon be time for careless persons
it
Managing Editor
t str.rt dragging shotguns through the
West Gold Ave. fence.

M.t pending,
1S79.

v,u

directions to
shipped to college with
as hard to stay
work at least
there as his father did to send him there.

A

ls

lc

j

2c.

The Markets
FINANCIAL

lt..

LIVESTOCK

xu

'

i5S5':

P'1"

f

lih

ep.

PRODUCE

Ziymil

323SHe;

and"

Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
Bureau, Frederic J.Uaskln, Dir.
rector, Washington, D. C. This
offer applies Btrictiy to information. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settle domestic troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject.
Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose two
cents in stamps for return postage.
All replies are sent direct to the

inquirer.)

per.

WILL TAKliJ

good touring car on mylI
four-roo-

new

University
silver .

Heights,

house. In
Wen. J

IK

Inquire

A GOOD
oaed car com and aeel
what we have and those ns have listed 1
for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
uoia, phone 1200.

FOR

BAHOAINS ill used Ford cars, two tour
ings, your choice, $100; roadster truck,
1918 touring, 1921 touring, priced right.
See these cars before buying; terms can
be arntiiged.
Mclntosb Auto Co., 811
Wept Copper.

HOBBS QUALITY CAItS
LARCE STOCK to choose from at all
A demonstration
times.
will satisfy
HOBBS MOTOK CO., phona iZt.
you.
A

West Central.

613-1-

FOU SALE Used Dodge Brothers' enew- ed Hedan, wire wheels, In flna condi
tion; Dodge Brothers' touring, also s

roadster: CadlHao touring, in mooei
Ford light truck. Come In and see them,
Dodgs
or phone 783.
J. Korber &
Brothers Dealers.

Real Estate

WANTED
ID'

have uuslliets properly tor sale,
list It with MoMllllun A Wood.
YOU

REN I

FOR

Room.

Office

fOH KKNT Oftce rooms, Central a
nue, above Matson s Book Store. Kor- bT ano Company. Auto Department.

Rea! Estate

FOR SALE
SKIS

CCX. K18

HOHEKTS-TUH.NiS-

Onld. for real

West

bnriralns in homes.

LOST AND FOUND
A small bnr pin with three small
diamonds. Phone 1104,

LOST

LOST On East Central avenue, crank
for nuto truck.
Kprlniror Transfer.
FOUND One small bloyole,
by paylnn
exnemtes ownec can have same, 1010

Forrester,

ORIGINAL OF THE ACT
OF THE ABDICATION OF
C0NSTAIMTINE MISSING
London. Oct. 4. The original of
tho act of the "bdication of former
of Greeco bus
King Constantino
mysteriously' disappeared, according to a lleuters dispatch from
Athens. Former rremier inan
tufillnlinn nrl.la Iho disDatch. de
fllni,.. Hi. (lnntimpnt wtlft K0nt tO the
official printing office but
certain ottlcers prevented its
and ho now is unaware of
its whereabouts.

tlit

DEATH HAS SEPARATED
DUNDEE TWINS, BOXER

When wero matches invent,
The Dun
tri T5.n Tnr Opt t
J. W. I.
twins, said to be the first boxIn the Seventeenth century dee
brothers
of
twin
ing combination
of
Godfrey Haukwltz
England Fince the days of the famous Sul
a
substance which would livan middleweight duo, are sep
produced
Q.
cd'.'
A.

ignite by friction and into which
splinters of wood wore dipped.
This is probably the origin of the
Lucifer match. In 1805 a "phosphorus bottle" into which sticks
or matches coated with sulphur
were thrust was invented by a
man named Chancel, of Paris.
The first Lucifer friction matches
to be commercially
developed
were made by an Austrian, named
Treaschel, Vienna, Austria, 1833.
Q. What are the law of England with respect to labor unions
. U.
and strikes?
A. Unions
were' legalized In
In 1871 the
England in 1824-2Trade Union act was passed which
declared unions not to be illegal
combinations in restraint of trade.
This was followed- in 1875 by the
and
of
Protection
Conspiracy
Property act which freed labor
from conspiracy laws in their
criminal aspects and gave some
to union funds.
In
protection
1906 the Trade Disputes act excon
empted unions from civil
spiracy laws and from responsibility for damages as a result of
acts committed by laborers. Peace-fpicketing, strikes, boycotts and
blacklists were made legal.
Q. How were the curds In a
pack designated by tho soldier
who said they were his Bible? P.
li. T.
A.
Ace one god; douce father and eon; trey the trinity,
five five wise, five foolish virgins; four evangelists, Matthew.
Mark, Luke, and John; six time
in which the world was created;
seven the sabbath; eight elgnt
people saved from the flood; ten
ten commandments;
queen-qu- een
ot Sheba (to seek after
wisdom); king king ot kings (to
pray to God; knave devil; 365
spots in a pack days of the
year; 62 cards number of weeks
in the year.
Q. In what year did the French
S.
Huguenots reach Charleston,
C? What Is the derivation of
name
'
the
Huguenot? T. C.
A. There were several immito South Carolina by
grations
The first
Huguenots of France.
which was vei-small occurred
about 1670.
In 1680 the city of
Charleston was founded and many
were
Huguenots
at
prominent
that time. From 1700 to 1754 the
main exodus from France to
South Carolina took place, and
the last French colony. New Bordeaux, Abbeville Co., S. C, was
founded in 1764. The name Huguenot is of doubtful origin. An
earlier form of the word was
eigenot, probably from the German eltlgenoss meaning a confederate or oath companion
and
confused
the
with
probably
French proper name Huguenot.
ul

s
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arated.
Nick Dundee, one of the twins
fought his last battle at the Wil
liam Beaumont military
hospital
last niKht when he succumbed to
an nttack of pneumonia following
blood poisoning due to a sore re
ceived on his arm in a recent bat
tle in the Juarez boxing arena,
Dick Dundee, the other twin, ex
actly the same size and weight ot
his brother, watched at tho bedside during the night and today
is making arrangements to take
his brotner home to Douglas, Ariz,
for burial. And now, he is plan
ning to quit tho boxing game.
Veteran boxing handlers
pre'
dieted a bright future for the
twins.
DECLINE'S APPOINTMENT, ll I
Greenville. Tpx.. fir
Attorney General B. F. Looney today declined appointment as presiding lustica of the stfltn enmmU- sion of appeals, division A, tender- ea mm yesterday by Governor
Neff. aftpr thft vipiiHvi h
ac
w
cented the reslirnfiUnn nt V
Spencer from the commission.
uusiness reasons were given by
Air. i,ooney ror his declination.
PVu-mo-

INDICTMENTS GTTAKTnm
New York ("let
Indictments charging Jeremiah A.
O'Leary, former editor of Bull and
a number of tithen wit nnnr,nn.
cy to commit treason and conspir
acy 10 ODStruct renrn t no.
a,ma
quashed by Federal
me motion of Assistant
United States Attorney Joyce.
A

" Dvuxi a, ew 01 our
""V.a"mn'i collectors into Gormanv
wit ,uk ,vemng juuii. '
11

PROFESSIONAL CARDS"
WIMON

a t joKNr.in.

An

Rooms 15, 17

niLSON

Attorneys,

and
rnone

19

Cromwell

1153--

PHYHH IAN
ANII
OK. S. L. Itl'liT.tv

Building.

j,

HCkUKONsV

Ulseasea of the Stomarh
Suite 0. Burnett Huildln
DR. MAKGAKKT CAKTWlilGIIT,
ttssiaence 1123 Emit Central
Phone 871.
"
UK. 8. UABLK STEELS
4ntMinthIi1 Phvftlpfnn
Cltltens Bank Hide-- . Ph. 881-J0JJ-or
J
UK. H. O. I LAHKIS,
' Eye, Ear, Nuea and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone III,
Offlca Hours
m- - and t to t p. ra.
I l II

t

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
rracr.ir Liimitea to

GENITO
URINARY DISKASE9
AND DISEASES OF THK SKIN
IVassarmaa Laboratory In Connection.
Citizens Hank Bid. Phono HS6,

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases ot the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Offlca removed to
H, 8ec
ond st Ground floor. Phona 842,

lit

CHIROPRACTORS
EriABaffi;Np''w-ws''',-

p'

Chlropraetln.
18 and tO Aranqo Bulletins;.
, 1k u
I.IK'M BIT A tt av.v
'
M
l,,h, 1,1
The oranca eoloreo ears. Bnsle. Elephant Butta dam and Hot Bprlnsa,
Meet all trains at tingle, lestlnl
Hnf SnrlnM
11, tA a n. mr,A A.mn n
Oldest Dam driers, beat Dam cars m
. im iMf. him.
. uriva finr own OB " B-Trnie ior rmr.siioni at our eineaia,
:

afrBHNAN
u

nHOS.,

Wring,

ft

Prop.
js.

October

1

'ii,
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lm law

PRICED

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

TO

SELL

house,

IN tMVERSlTY
HEIGHTS
Five rooms, modern, furnished,
porches,
fireplace,
basement,
full size lot, chicken yard. Can
cash.
$8,950
for
only
be bought
LOCATED

We still have a few lots left
for sale in the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.
D.

Elf ESEMEMTS

q WsiS

'
T, KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Heal Estate, Loans and Insurance.
riiono 007-210 W. Gold.

bath,
sleeping
porch, large front porch,
colonades, bookcases, built,
in buffet, hardwood floors, basement, walks,
stoves
go with
house. See
ACKEKSON & GRIFFITH

fire-plac- e,

120 S.

Realtors
4th St.
Phone 414.

SALE
wliita stucco bungalow,
mod' v., hardwood floor, good baso-mun- t,
furnace, garage, sidewalk, lawn;
near I.ii n a Boulevard.
$l,0oo 4 room
brick cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
J5.G0G
pebble dash dwell
His, bath, etc., comer lot 100x142, one
block from Central, Highlands, close in,
$4,500
framf, modern, fine shade,
(mod location. 8. Walter St., close in.
Home good buy in business property.
Lots and houses In all parts of the city,
?G,r.0fl

k.
Fire,
No,

F1LEISC1EK, Realtor

Accident, AutnruoMIe
Insurance,
Surety Hond, lonim,
S. luurlb Street,
Fuone 671..

HI

NEW AND NIFTY

four-roowith
brick
A
glassed sleeping porch, garage
In a
and other
good location and in good condition for $3,650.
Four rooms, bath, and two
porches is renting for $30 and
is a buy at $2,100 with good
terms.
It you are looking for a
home ceo me. I probably have
just what you want.

modern house, two
porches, in Fourth ward, for
only $3,850. A very attractive
home for the money. Let us
show it to you.

PAT,

six-roo- m

mings, garage, etc., only $3,500,
terms.
EXCELLENT
NEW FIVE-roomodern pressed brick, in
Fourth ward, $3,000,
easy
terms.
CHOICE NEW FOUR-ROOhighly modern adobe plastered,
in Highlands, $4,250, terms.
A REAL HOME IN A FOUR-roomodern brick with glassed-in
front
sleeping
porch,
etc.,
lawn,
garage,
porch,
Fourth ward, only $3,700,
terms.
IF IT'S A HOME, LET US
show you.
Selling homes is
our business.

Insurance
Real Estate Loans
216 W. Gold.
Phono 210.

BERNARD A. SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
112

REAL
South

ESTATE.
Third Ktreet.

ROBERTS

TURNER CO,
218 XV. Gold.
Phone 407.
New Mexico State
Members:
Realty Association.
--

HELP WANTED
Male.
WANTED

Milker.

WANTEDbeiivery

Phone
boy.

2413-R-

IJalac6 Drug

Company.
ANTED Boy.
United One Cent to
On. Dollar Store.
WANTED Bookkeeper with experience.
Apply Western Mnrtguge Company.
WANTED Experienced real estate sale?
man with car, by real estate firm, In
the city. Apply Postofflce box 4117, city.
CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters,
laborers; good wages; transportation to
ojb. Employment Agency, 110 S. Third.
WANTED Young man, about IS years
old, to drive Ford truck and help In
stock room. Apply M. J. O'Fallon Supply Company.
TWENTY-FIV- E
IIEALTHSEEKKEitS to
drink LOUDEN S pure Jersey milk,
H3o per Quart; none better at my price.
Crump's Cash Grocery, 825 South Second.
WANTED FlrBt-claengineer for elec-trl- o
light plant, northern New Mexico.
Married man preferred. This Job Is permanent to right party with good pay.
Apply at once 2U West Gold.
WANTED A competent stenographer who
can write English and Spanish, for
mercantile concern, out of town; must
be efficient and have good references;
S100
a month to start with. Address
O. M. B., rare Journal.
1'YinalR.
WANTED A woman for housework. 123
North Fifth.
WANTED Experienced waitress,
Ap- ply at Liberty Cafe.
WAN'TED
sandwich girl.
Experienced
at 211 East Central.
WANTED Girl for general housewo'k.
Apply 1224 South Walter.
WANTED Maid for general housework.
Apply mornings. 823 West Copper.
WANTED Middle-age- d
lady for general housework. Apply 1315 South
Edith.
WANTED Experienced girl for general
housework; good place for right party.
Phone 1036-t
WANTED Woman to take charge
house; reasonable wages; small family.
Apply 610 West Fruit.
woman to care
WANTED MIddle-:itrefor children; arnod home; wages $45
month. Box R2S, city.
v

'

'Tit

housekeeper; may go home 6 nights. Call
HOI
p. m.
South Walter, after

PHONE

201.

FOR RE .NT Furnished four-rooapartment. 1424 Enst Silver.
New
modern furnished
1K KENT 114
North Maple.
apartment.
FOll KENT Half Home, thres room.,
625 South Arno.
Bleeping and hath.
FUlt KENT Housekeeping
apartment,
furnished complete. 216 North Seventh.
Foil Jt KM Four-roofurnished mod-er- n
house; no sick. Inquire 208 South

IKiiitn.

HOMES-BARGA-

INS

modern frame stucco,
lot 50 feet, hardwood floors,
porches, shade, lawn, good location, a bargain," terms like
rent.v
frame on Forrester,
garden, chicken ftouse,' garage,
lot 1S5 feet; $1,800 on easy
terms. This is a real snap.
BUILDING LOTS
We have some choice building lots in the Fourth ward,
priced right.

Oestreich,

A REAL BUY
real nice four-roohouse,
with two sleeping porches, for
only $3,800; good terms.
I have the following amounts
of money to loan: $1,000, $1,500,
and $3,000.
R, McClughan, Realtor
201
, Gold.
l'hoiie 4
A

2 screened porches,
5
modern except heat, built-ifeatures, desirable location in
central Highlands, $4,250; easy
terms.
5
rooms, glassed
sleeping
porch, front and rear porch,
strictly modern, Areola heat,
oak floors, new plastered adobe
in
location
choice
house,
easy
$5,250;
Fourth ward,
terms.
Cozy little homes $600 to

addition home-siteBrightwood
very easy terms.
HOUSES FOR RENT MONEY
TO LOAN.

216 & XV. Gold.
Three-rooPhono 990
KENT
furnished
apartment; cheap. Apply 110 South
Walter.
FOIt RENT Three rooms and bath, unfurnished, new and cheap. Apply 724
FOR RENT Houses.
Ensl Central.
Foil RENT Desirable apartment; large Foil Rfcj.NT Five-roomodern houBe,
1114 Wist Central
sleeping porch.
unfurnished. 228 North Walter.
phone 109.
FOR KENT Three-roohouse, furnish
FOR RENT Furnished
ed. Call 1306 South Walter.
apartment; no
children. Phone 1778-309
South FOR RENT lwo-roorurnished house,
Broadway,
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
FUH RENT Modern four-roofurnishfive-rooModern
FOR
RENT
house on
ed apartment, with sleeping
porch. CIS
rear of lot;
range
furnished, (27.
South Edith.
319 "A North Fifth.
FUU RENT Two furnished rooms, for
FOR RENT Several new furnished cotlight housekeeping; adults; no sick.
tages, very reasonable. Room 7, First
724 South Second,
National Bank building.
1'OU RENT A nice apartment with
FOR RENT Houses, all Klnds;turnlshed
large sleeping porch and one sleeping
McMillion & Wood,
and unfurnished.
room.
624 North Second.
Realtors, 2nd West Gold.
Full KU.vr Uig front room, bedroom, FOR RENT An
exceptionally attractkitchen and sleeping porch; sink and
ive and well furnished modern four-roo- m
bnth; close In. 320 South Broadwav.
bungalow. Phone 1730-FOIt RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath FOR RENT Clean and well
furnished,
mm iront porcn, completely furnished;
four large rooms and sunny enclosed
u ma; no cniioren.
112 south Ninth
212 South High.
sleeping
porch.
FOR RENT Beautiful four-rooapart- - FOR RENT Four-roomodern bungament, completely furnished, with steam
low, nicely furnished; fireplace, water
iaii-w- .
sia j:ast central paid, Karaite;
no dogs.
625 South Arno.
FOR
RENT Three rooms, furnished, FOR RENT
new brick bunhighlands, cl so In. private entrances
galow, modern, choice location, furand bath, (39. Phone 1SS8-7:30 nished or unfurnished. Phone 1949-after
p. m.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four LIST your vacant houses with the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
roums, modern; also two-rooapartment with ftleenlnv nnrph
lnii MnK service. 207 West Gold, phone 667.
FOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished
Second.
homes In all parts of the city, Huberts-T- u
FOR RENT Furnished apartment
of
rn er Co., 218 West Oold, phone 4 0 7.
two roums and bath steam heated.
Please call mornings. 303 South Fourth, FOR RENT Dandy little new three-roo117.
.
house, close to shops; water and
phone
electric llKhts; no bath. Phone 1082-FOR
RENT Apartment,
unfurnished,
Two five-roofurnished
new, modern, three rooms, large sleep- FOR RENT
bungalows, 214 and 220 North Maple,
ing porch, heat and hot water, furnished.
70S East Central.
Apply 724 East Central.
of double
FOIt RENT Two-roohousekeeping FOR RENT Furnished, half bath
and
three
rooms,
cottage,
apartment with porch, first floor, private entrance; reasonable; adults; no screened porch. 819 North Third, phone
908-Rick . r,13 Pouth Arno.
FOR RENT Modern
furnished apart- FOR RENT Furnished cottage, aswiy
decorated, Inside and out, modern and
ment, two rooms and sleeping porch,
close In, ground floor and private
gas. Phone or call between 10 and 12
a. m. Phone 381-814 West Iron, phone 830-keys at 1524 East
Central.
FOR Rent Two and three-roofurnishfurnished house,
Modern
ed apartments;
RENT
FOR
hot and cold water,
seven rooms and sleeping porch; clean
lights and phone paid; rent reasonable.
and In first-clas- s
42H4 South Broadway.
condition, 305 per
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, two month;1428-- water paid. 818 South Arno,
call
rooms, kitchenette and bath; hot and
house and glassedcold water;
heat; furnished, modern; FOR RENT Two-roo-ln
no linen or dishes. 813 South Sixth.
sleeping porch, nicely furnlslred;
fine
neighborhood;
SEPTEMBER 30. nlcelv furnished, new modern, except bath;715
Call
East Silver, or
only.
three-roowith bath. adults 1S01-apartment,
screened porches, 1502 East Central; no phone
cnunren. Apply at 724 East Central.
FOR RENT Newly decorated, well furnished fine modern home, with glassed
FOR RENT Furmsned apartments, conscreened sleeping porches; fire place
venient to sanstortums;
four rooms, and
and
heat; best location In highon
glassed-l- n
East lands.furnace
sleeping porches, gas;
1420 East Silver.
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
Two comfortable furnished
or see McMlllin
RENT
FOR
348.
Wood.
Phone
cottages, It, beautiful Tejano canyon;
PARKVIEW COURT One apartment,
Adclimate
Ideal;
telephone service.
three rooms and bath, disappearing
Hammond, phone 297, post-offibed and other bullt-l- n
features, fur- dress H.boxB. 668,
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
nished or unfurnished; heat, hot and cold
water furnished. 902 East Sliver, phone
FOR SALE Furniture
1B17--

niture packing. Phone 613-Jewelry work. 116 South Second, In rear uirvio Bedding tornpauy.

or

98--

FOR RENT

Loans,

Realtors

Insurance

Subdivision.

221 W. Gold.

Stares & Pfeiffer

Rentals

1'liono 657.

Office Rooms

FOR RENT Office space, or desk room,
207 West Oold;

WANT
Prompt Adjustment and

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phono 168.

Servi-

Let Van Monty Company
have your insurance.
Over State National Bank,
Telephone 698.
ce.'.'

Very Desirable

HOME SITES
Rrightwood
$20.00 down

Addition
$10.00

per

month
STARES & PFEIFB'ER
Ecal Estate and Insurance
Rentals and Loans
321 W. Gold
Phone 168

821 W. Gold.

FOR RENT

Rooms

FOR RENT- - Furnished room.
Second.

REAL SNAP
In

323 Suutb

m

R

CO,

FOR

RENT Convenient sleeping room
..mmnr. IIB r.OBt tfllVer.
IRA YSTONE rooms.
21814
West Oold,
airs, js. uuidl
FOR RENT Furnished room; private
tournnce. oz Boutn Hroadway.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
unvate pain, izii west Roma.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bedroom
nnu sleeping porcn. 122 North High.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
sick; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
rooms. 420 South Edith, phone 1541-FOR RENT Nice, clean sleeping aid
housekeeping rooms. 12154 North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished room, Jjath," fur
nace heat; private entrance. T West
Lead.
FOR RENT Furnished room, parlor bed!
room, heat, lights, bath. 813 South
Sixth.
FOR RENT Well furnished front room;
stenm heat, reasonabls,
813
North
Ninth.
FOR RENT Nice,
clean apartments,
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211
West
Central.
FOR RENT Modern sleeping room.
Averill Apartments, 808 A North Second.
I OR RENT

For

Rent-Room- s

with Board

ROOM AND fiOARI, 19 a week, ell
South Broadway.
RfOMS AND GLASS sleeping porch With
board; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
CONGENIAL girl to share sleeping porch,
nice home; board.
3hone 1436-OHIO STATE boarding house; room and
board. M2 South Hroadway, Ph. 1971-FOR RENT Nicely furnlsned rooms with

s
table board. Phone 1327-South Arno.
FOR RENT Hoard, room and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch. In new house. 1818
East Central.
FOR RENT Large front room and sleeping porch and board; suitable for two.
110 North Mnple.
BOARD
Good home cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
Broadway and Oold.
FOR RENT Have lovely Tacanoy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. H, Reed, phone
122S-J- .
40R Soulh Walter.
WANTED
Gentleman to
take small
room with board; rates very reasonable.
923 South Walter, phona 2,103-ROOM
BOARD;
AND
In ' private
home; nurse care, tray service, ; iod
807
meals.
North High, phone 1748-FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room,
suitable for one or two, with board, on
main floor. Phone 1472-518 West
Fruit.
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two
or three persons for n.eals by the
week; only a short rids from town. Mrs.
riruiioy, iua taomn leuar. pnone itri-MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
convalescents, excellent meals, table
and tray service; reasonable rates, 1107
North Twelth, phone 1161-HOME SANATORIUM
for T. B.'s; excellent table, rooms or cottages; no
smoke or dust; the right place to get well,
$40 per imontlr.
Tularosa, New Mexico.
SPECIAL summer rales. $6o per month;
excellent board, private room with
sleeping porch and tray aervlce. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 41.
JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
well; two miles from town; free from
dust and smoke; free transportation to
and from town; good home oookirib,
meals served family style. Phone 2238-- J.
MRS. HERLUND'S'private
Tubercular
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated
rooms; plenty new blankets; good meals;
milk and eggs; home-canne- d
fruits and
our own chickens served; special diet;
1365-Phone
general nursing.
Furnished
FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
cold water In each room; steam heat; excellent board; tray service graduate
nurse In attendance; prices reasonable.
Casa de Oro, 609 and 613 West Gold.
first-clas-

110

Insurance

Realtors

Loans.

200 W. Gold.

'

FIVK-ROO-

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

yUINl.'EH.
FOR SALE Harm eoal healer, large size.
Phone 814.
PIANO
A bargain If taken at once,
'l
Soulh Third.
TR
L'ODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
HK'S--

Phone 2413-RFOll HALE Bicycle; A-- l condition. Inquire 321 South Walter.
FOR SALE
Iron bed and springs, lnun-dr- y
wringer. 317 North Thirteenth.
ROOFING
EXPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1H34-FOR SALE Adobe brick. 0x14. Inquire
I'ailro Turtaglia, 2223 South Williams
FOR SALE
Winchester repeating shotgun; reasonable. 1124 South Walter.
MANZANO ULNUER ALE
HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
FOIt SALE Five ten-fodry goods
counters. Apply Kahu's
Store, 103
."Nortn rirsc.
REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery; gularau- teed; now four pair for $6. Phone
225--

FOR BALE Water spaniel puppies; make
and retrievers. Phone
great hunter
2409-J-

FOR SALE
stove.
1377--

oil
Red Star three-burnl07 West Mountain roud. phone

FOll SALE Garland range, golf clubs,
and bag; Uremia Duplex sliaues, Phone
2300--

For Sale on Easy Terms
New concrete block bungalow.
4
rooms, bath and closets,
select oak floors,
and all the built in features',
large front and black poroh,
Don't fall to
good basement.
see this beauty before you buy.
riiono Owner, 442-or call at 11R Columbia St.
fire-plac- e,

right.

fr

Wfine

Clias. Roehl

H.

Real Estate,

$500,00
Balance like rent buys from ownhouse in hclghta.
bath, sleeping porch,
fireplace,
hardwood floors.

er a new

II. A.

Insurance, Loins
and Rentals.
Phone 640
Corner of Second and Gold.

TTIOM

212 Jf. High St.

Phono

1227--

RENTALS

LisdssiIW

have a special rental department with an exclusive
rent man in charge.

As Long As It Lasts

CO.
rhone 407

$10.00 Per Load

We

ROBEHTS-Tl'KNE-

R

218 W. Gold.

Better Grade 111.00.

A

FOR SALE
FOR SALE OR RENT

Houses

(Of

Cheap, two lots

Foil SALE Two-roonouss, furnished.
cheap If taken at once. 1216 Virginia
Large size baby bed Willi
mattress, both sides adjustable; pries hnulevurd.
311.
Phono 1S73-.- L
Foil SALE Modern rurnished five-roobrick and sleeping
FOIt SALE One
rauMt
porch, close In;
' ""'i r none If,Oi-hutch; a bargain. If taken ut once. :
I'
710 Wont Lead.
OH SALE
Small modern, furnished
cottage, on South Walter; easy terms
FOR SALE Typewriters priced right
for quick sale. Wm. Wilcox, 302 Is Aiiply;i)iEastSanta Fe.
West Central, phone 900.
Foil SALE By ownor,
mod"
em
brick home, with hot water
TYPEWRITERS, all makes, $15 and up; heat. pressed
Phone 214S-$3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
FOll SALE Three-rooExchange, 122 South Fourth.
stucco house,
100x142, on corner; bargain for quick
FOR SALE Stark Delicious apples and
i i;
oou
e
in,J"
in
other varieties.
waiter,
Farm.
Wiley's
FOR SALE New
box 135; phone 2411-1modern home,
i00
FOR SALE Apples of different varieties, i a ii
uionimy payment ilk rent.
..aiNMiiiiiu, o. n,asi saver.
also chier. at former DeWltt Ranch,
FOR SALE New three-rooNorth Four'h street, phone 2410-Jcottage, on
"no" Payment.
Foil SALE Mun's muskrat overcoat, Phone 633, First vor
National bank building.
size 33, $100 If taken at once; never
FOR SALE By
used by sick. 308 South Arno.
suburban home!
four rooms andownei,
sleeping porch, city
FOR SALE Player piano, used, excellent
fruit
water,
trees,
arbor. Postof-flc- e
crape
cash
fust
condition;
Investigating
box 313, city.
buyer sure to take It. Phone 106.
Three-rooFOR
SALE
house with
HICKS' DAIRY
chicken house for two hundred chickens
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
garage, lights and water.
1206 West
pints, 8c; quarts, 16c, Phone 7:18.
490-iron, phone
FOR SALE Two mahogany couir.erB, Foil SALE
lly owner, new
size two feet six Inches by six feet.
house In Fourth ward, modern In
Apply Manager F. W. Woolworth's
every respect; tullt-l- n features; large lot;
-fo
FOR SALE
Used tractors.-6and terms. Call 13S9-with gang
Hardware Foil SALE Three-rooplows.
house,
front
Department, J. Korber A Company.
and back
dandy orchard
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments, started; on a porches;
corner
large
lot; terms.
new or used; private or class Instruc1224 Virginia boulevard.
tions on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 302-FOR SALE Furnished
three
house,
FOR SALE A few highly bred and
rooms, bath, electrlo lights, city water,
both
Airedale
pedigreed
puppies;.
garage: 60 foot lot. $500 down and $30
Admale and female. Phone 1,02-Jper month. 1306 South Arno.
dress Box 404.
FOIt SALE A real bargain, $4,600;
FOR
SALE
sevea-rooAccimatod lure- - kanred
modern brick; very close
winter seed wheat, y!ld 70 bushels to in; owner In Los Angeles;
must be sold
the acre. Phone 2414-RJohn A.
at once; part cash. Inquire 801 South
Box 412. clty
Edith.
FOR SALE
LOOK!
Four-roo7,600 board feet of 6x6 timWAKE UP!
brick
bers, 23 feet long, of native pine, In
house, glassed
close In,
A- -l
condition. Apply at New First Fourth ward; alsosleeping pirch,
brick house,
National Bank building.
two sleeping porches, large lot, shade.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions 600North Twelfth.
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all fool FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
troubles, $1. Planter Arch Supports. Thus,
324 West Ould; one
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Centrnl. 110 North
four-roo310
Maple, on
FOR SALE $i0 Victrola, with fifteen North Maple; term. Call 321 West Slirecords, for $26; set of now leather-boun- d ver, phone 1949-law books, with lessons from corFOIt SALE Homes. It will be to your
Interest to see us before purchasing a
respondence school, complete, $13. Phone
2413-JPostofflce box 333.
home, as we have a large
list
to
select from. lUberts-Turne- r
FOR SALE
Co., 218
Pianos, player pianos, electrlo orchestlan pianos, with slot at- West Oold. phone 407.
tachments, phonugraptis; pre-wvalues, Foil SALE Beautiful
pressed brick
for quirk ifilon. phone 109 or write
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch
George P. Learnard Piano Co.. 214 South and double pressed brick garage; Ideal
Waller.
home near shops.
For particulars InUSE EFFECT O AUTO TOP and SEAT quire 700 South Third.
r.
Vale-padressing, Effecto Auto Enamel.
FOR SALE 57xl42-folot, fenced; two
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
cottages for healthseekers; poultry
Paint.
Homestead houses; city water, garage, or will sell
Plymouth Cottage
Floor Paint, Root Paint and Cement. Sattwenty-five-folot; terms, or will make
isfaction assured, Thos. F, Keleher Leath-e- r rpeolal offer for cash. 1921 South High.
Co,. 408 West Central. Phone 1C57-FOR SALE Well-bui- lt
by
practical
ASBESTOS
llOOF A1NT
builder, $675 cash, or best offer, buy
THIS high-grad- e
paint contains no tar,
and glassed-l- n
sleeping
porch,
and will Ele.trlo and city water.
pitch or asphalt. Is fire-proThe best In
stand the hot, dry climate of the west. town for healthseekers.
18:2
Palmer,
We also have a red, maroon And irren Soulh Hlch, phone 1758-paint. All kinds. $1 per gallon. Our FOR SALE Modern bungalow. Fourth
new. built-u- p
roofs with pebble fl.nisn I
ward; partly furnished; good garage;
will last twenty-fiv- e
years. Phone 1834-furnace
and laundry
good basement,
The Manzano Co., 110 South Valnut.
room; Urge porch. Price $0,750; terms.
FIItEl F1KE11 WOOD We are not try- Phone 1248-ing to arouse the fire department, but
Xhreo-rom- n
frame
we are warning you to buy your winter Full BALE OU ItKNT
house, electrlo
water, porch,
supply of firewood early. An old adage bath roum, garage lights,
chicken
and
lot; barsays dry sumnier severe winter. Let
us make It hot for you. Cedar and Pinion gain, by owner, 1,700; $500 cash, balmco
care.
JourBox
Address
terms.
50,
wood, sawed and split, any desired size, ensy
Cedro nal.
fireplace logs, furnace chunks.
brick, by ownor;
phone 2401R1. FOR SAI-Canyon Firewood Co.,
4113
iSouth Seventh, corner lot, sidePrompt delivery; full weight.
walks, garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
FOR SALE Livestock.
front back and sleeping porches.
FORSALE Small Uplgs", 'four aVaTx large
Phone 618, or any real estate dealer In
weeks old. 706 West Mountain ronil. town.
Foil SALE Thoroughbred rabbits ..ml FOll SALE liy uwnor new California
320
fryers, one Flemish Giant buck.
type bungalow, east front, In University
Stanford,
Heights. Five large modern ruoms Inone
cow,
FOR SALE One fresh Jersey
cluding Klassed sleeping room. Large
Jersey heifer. J. P. Wilson, front and back acreoned porches. Fence,
yearling
2404-Rwalk, trees and shrubbery. Oarage 14 by
phone
35
H, E0 cash, balance
FOR SALE Flemish
Giants, -Rufus 1M. ? J,
and month, Including Interest. You can't beat
Reds, Blacks, Belgians, bucks, i
205
E.
See
or
J.
terms,
Manton,
price
710
West Lead, phone
frying size rabbits,
Cornell.
1926-FOR SALE OR TRADE For Ford car.
WANTED Agent
team of heavy work horses; also two
cholc
Jersey heifers, fourteen months WAITED Au agent In your territory us
217 North Third.
old.
exclusive representative of the finest
Sold to, batiks,
FOR SALE Thirty head of milk cows; floor coverings made.
office buildings, public
Holsteins, Jersey, Guernseys; for sale hotels, theaters,
taxi
architects,
Institutions,
companies,
Moun1700
on
West
good term.
cheap
Leather Mat
tain road. Sea owner, 105 West Orunlte, eto. PossibilitiesCo.,unlimited.
340 Sansome St.,
Inc.,
Manufacturing
1270-phone
yan Francisco.

Two moral for light house20.
Phone 1456-keeping,
1024
North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleeping porch, for light housekeeping. 208
South Arno.
OR RENT Nice room, close In, for
gentleman employed; no sick wanted.
319 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Nice front room, adjoining
bath, nicely furnished.
Call at 1407
West Roma.
FURNISHED
ROOM
and glassed-isleeping porch; board next door; ladles
only. 919 South Walter.
PLEASANT room with steam heat; meals
If desired; reasonable rate; no sick.
608 South Arno, phone 135S-FOR RENT Fine large front room, elegant location, for rent to lady; no sick.
Inquire at 724 North Fourth.
FOR KENT Booms, newly furnished,
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one block
from car. 823 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch.
hot and cold water In the room. 602
South Arno, phone 1721-J- .
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater. 21 Hj West Central.
LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly furnish
ed rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
813 South Third, phone 914-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room for
one or two; also glassed sleeping porch;
board If desired. 523 West Tljerus.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping" rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day,
week or month. 60214 West Central
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished.
adjoining bath, use vl phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Sliver.
WANTED Miscellaneous
FOR RENT South room; private en- WANTED
MONEY
On
first
good
trance; heated new house, close in:
mortgages. McM'lllon ft Wood.
223 Smith Ami.
borne for nice people.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
reasonable rates. E. A. Griffith. 722
light housekecplrg; electric light and East
Iron, phone 1970-1606
South Arno, phone
ctiy water.
20r,8-MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
FOR RENT Front bedroom, steam heatsecund-hau- d
your
clothing, shoes and
In
no
ed; lavatory, garage;
sick;
pri
Phone 80S.
vate home. Phone 1102-Call 611 West furniture.
Coal.
WANTED To buy one small Jersey
heifer cow; must be of good blood and
FOR RENT Sitting room bed room
disposition. J. M. Courington, 212
combined; private entrance;
private gentle
Yale avenue, city.
818 North Sixth, phone 11C6-- J,
bath.
HUG CLEANERS
evenings.
9x13 Rugs Cleaned, $1.85.
FOR RENT One largo Housekeeping
room with porch, ground floor, close MATTRESSES renovated, $3.50 and up;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
I. ; no children; reasonable rent.
306
or 898-Bedding Co., Phones 613-West Iron.
lour piano to apply on purFOR RENT Close In, newly furnished WANTED
chase of new
used player
piano.
room, In modern home, with private
entrance to bath, sleeping porch If de- Phone 106 and we will call and Quote
conservative buyvalues
make
will
that
sired. 415 South Third.
er eit up and take notice. George P.
CARPENTERING
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room i.eRnara.
with glassed-l- n
Bleeping poroh; steam
ODD JOBS and contract work, call
three or four peo- KODAK FINISHING I TIMES A DAY FOR
heat; convenient
H73-satisfaction
guaranteed.
603
Remember,
ple; other sleeping rooms, also.
Send your flnlj ng t a reliable eatab- - PAINTING, paper hanging and kulsom- West Copper.
,1,1
n a
,.fl
T3...
tlt,o,t ' -ii;i-ining; Tree esiunnten.
mall orders.
Hanna A Hanna, Inc., PAINTING and kalsomlnlng, by day or
FOR SALE Ranches.
A.
W.
contract.
Bctts,
phone 1B94-FUR SALE Does and bucks. 721 South
PAINTING Paper hanging and kalsomArno, phone 1528-J- .
DRESSMAKING
L, W.
lnlng; all work guaranteed.
FOR SALE We
have some splendid
Owens. 608 South Kdlth, phone Iu44-J- .
Id suburban ranches. Robertsby day, $2, or at home. Phone
sewing
propositus
14SU--Turner
US
SEE
fur
work;
remodeling
carpenter
Company
Call
and repairing; day or contract.
Work guarFOIt SALE Small ranch, new pebble-das- h WANTED Dressmaking.
or 219 South Edith. Rot-hthree-fourtanteed. S. Satzlnger. 1600 North Fifth. phone lOfiS-mile
bungalow;
ft Hatch.
west river bridge; terms. Inquire Ranch. DRESSMAKING done, price right; satisfaction guaranteed.
401 West Lead. I WANT you to Investigate my low prices
FOR SALE Ten acres of good land,'
on any kind of a building proposition
guar-anteemostly In alfalfa, four miles out on FIRST-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work 1687-you have In view. A. 1. Palmer, BungaRio Grande boulevard, on main ditch
J.
818 South Walter, phone
low
Builder, Box 41, city, phone 1768-and main road. Address Box 114. old
Phone NEW WORK or alterations; all work
HEMSTITCHING and pleating.
Albuquerque, or phone 8409-J- S
681-room
Mellnl building. Myrtle
free; will mnke
guaranteed: estimate
FOR SALE on TRADE Who has a Slevert.
very close figure on a Job In highland
house and lot to trade for a nice twent- 1 1.
E. E. Johnand box: or heights. Phone 17iO-EATING, aocordlon, aid
miles
y- acre ranch; one and one-ha- lf
mall orders. N. Crane. 315 North son. 61 a John.
from Bare. a; brigs. See Broad Bicycle
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 814
Co.. 320 South Second, phone 786.
WANTED Rooms
RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced WANTED Dressmaking; price reasonMiss
abls; satisfaction
guaranteed.
w two rouuu iii kooU
with five-fo- ot
poultry wire, three-fourt- Paulln
Vorbach, pbon 487. 420 West
mil west of Barelaa bridge;
location; prefer being near Library
Gold.
screened porches;
chool, with small family; housekeeping
house, three
water In house, new garage and chicken HEMSTITCHING don promptly In th
to pay for room and board for aelf and
best possible manner, prices reasonable. nelce, age 14; southerners: would like
houses; full blooded chickens and tur.
keys;. also furniture: terms. Call owner, 117 Gold avenue, phone 787-Singer my extra time to sew. Address liox
ttll-Jicare Journal.
Sewing M t. chin Company,

....

& WOOD

McMILLION

IN FOURTH WARD
frame, one glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, full sizo lot.
pood lawn and shade trees.
This place la only four blocks
from Central avenue, auitablo
for two apartments. We can
arrange some terms.
Mt'ST SELL
We have a dandy house In University Heights which must
sell. This is one of the beat
constructed places in the city.
Consists of five rooms, good
basement, Areola heat, In fact
the house Is strictly modern
throughout. Let us tell you
the price and terms.
BRICK
In the Third ward, close In,
maple floors throughout, sidewalks, lawn, shade trees, good
garage, large size lot, etc.
SKCOND WARD
Five-roobrick,
hardwood
floors, good sleeping porch, garage. sidewalk9, young shade
trees and a large size lot. Thi3
house is in first class condition
and the price and terms are
Five-roo-

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash
"

phone 1474-FOR SALE

four-roohighly modern
home, on Cornell avenue
with front and screened sleepAreola
ing porch, fireplaco,
heat, Karage and shade trees,
east front, only $4,250; $750
cash, balance $50 per month,
Including interest.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Furnished room.

house in Fourth
New
built-i- n
ward, strictly tnodern,
features, hardwood floors, garage,
large lot, easy terms.
An investment; new building in
Inrntion that will Increase in
value; rents for $135 per month;
$7,000; easy terms.

FOR RENT New Remington and Winchester shotguns. The Exchange, 120
West Gold,
Ft R SALE Pears for canning and pickling. Lynch' orchard, 1216 Forrester,

612 North

FOR RENT Cool front room. 609 West
rruit. pnone 2042-J- .
F0" RENT Several rooms, unfurnished.
ouuin conn.
FOR RENT '.ovely room; six windows.
inoutn waiter.
FOI
room ana garage.
Apply 414 West Roma.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. 218 South
FOR RENT

OPPORTUNITIES

'hone

DO YOU

s,

toil

MATTRESS RENOVATING; 13.50 aud UP.
Kug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur

Franklin & Company

$1,500.

Realtor

Culled for
FURNITURE REPAIRING.
and deilevered. Phonel972-H- .
FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholEr- or 896-joining; large front porch; garage If destering. Phone 613-sired; thoroughly clean and sanitary; two vln Bedding Company.
Male nnd Female.
adults only and no sick. 124 South Arno, FOR SALE
Dining room table and four
6S2-WANTED Bookkeeper, young man or phone
chairs; also rocker and mattress; very
woman; state age, experience and salcheap. 411 West Santa Fe.
ary. B. F.. care Journal, t.lty.
FOR SALE Furniture for three rooms;
WANTED Position
for
teachers
will sell all or by piece; nlso wall case
WANTED Immediately;
a.
WANTED
Housework Ly tue day. phone with drawers; two
rural schools. In New Mexico nd Arl-lonlong tables. Phone
Ex1(140,
Educational
694-Southwestern
EXPERIENCED
Phono
change. 117 West Copper, city.
stenographer.
FOR SALE Dressers, chiffoniers, Sim1744-mons bods, new mattresses, child's
"BUSINESS CHANCES
WANTED
Washing and Ironing. Phone crib, leather trunk .complete stock of
325 South First.
used
furniture.
Hotel. Fourth and Central,
yOR SALE
IMND LAUNDRY
Silks
specialty. FOR SALE One oak library table, one
phone S29-1927-Phone
oak stand table, two rockers, twe dining
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool
thoroughbred young
chairs, twenty-fiv- e
hall and bar; good lease. 313 South CLEANING PAPER Kalsomlnlng. John Rhode
house
Island reds; also four-rootiuodson,
First.
phone 634-for sale. 61)1 East
with
porch
sleeping
Work by the hour. Call after Grand.
FOR SALE Complete shoe shop, cheap, WANTED
5:30 p. m Phone 1343-and good terms. Address Box 3, care
SIX DRESSERS, (8 to 25; bed davenWANTED
Journal
Will take
Laundry work.
extension dining table,
port, 325; round
DrlcV building,
iiome or vy ine aay. rnone ziui-- j.
FOR SALE Two-sior- y
chairs, 1 to 12.75; drop hoad sowClerical position, by young $14; machine,
216 South First; location good for any WANTED
37.50; Wm. Moore's double
ing
Kind or nusiness.
lady. Address H. J., care Journal.
barrel shotgun, 310; some good valucB
house and WANTED
mattresses,
First-clas- s
FOR SALE A five-roocan In 9x12 rugs, beds, sprinKS,
work;
laundry
mall grocery; close in; gooa ousineia.
coal range, gas range, .11 cook stove;
give best of references, phone 2400-JC. B.
values.
similar
at
stock
entire
Call at 81 Buuth Seventh.
YOU.NU
LADY, attending school, desires
826 North Third.
WANTED A small dairy, on commls- in private family to work for Bvniim,
place
of
buying later; room and board. Phone 627.
lon, with Intention
,
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
Address
n lour years' dairy experience.
LADV would care for children In your
It. A., care journal
or
home, afternoons
evenings; refer- FOR SALE Hens. 1022 South Third
TOR SALE Hotol Woodard, of twenty-tw- o ences furnished. Postofice box 35, city. FOR SALE R. I. Reds, Barred Rocks;
rooms, doing good business; good MOTHERS who
413 Atlantic.
desire to have their chilpullets and cockerels.
reason for selling. Address Mrs. G. S.
dren four and five, cared for In the SEE KABAT for Rhode Island Red fry-er- s;
Woodard. Box 6. urants, ji. m.
call Mlsa Ross, phone
afternoon,
may
nronxe
also
turkey tome for
young
FOR SALE Stores, hotels, rooming 1156-next year's breeding, 85 and up. 1206
houses, garages, restaurant! and other WANTED
Iron.
West
Position by neat appearing
high-cla- ss
propositions not advertised
Young man, not afraid of work; expeFOR SALE Ten S. C. White Leghorn
Co., 218 West
locally. P.oberta-Turn- er
rienced In general irfice lallroad and
hens, 1 each; ten B. C. White Leghorn
Oold.
1944-traffic
work.
Phone
cockerels, II each. 907 West Mountain
A REAL opportunity for a hustling man CALL
HUTCHINSON
as
fur
road,
house
phone 1977-investment
cleaning
small
or widow with
ana wall cleaning, flour waxing, paint- RINOLET BARRED ROCKS, hens. .81.25
now established; give
partner In business letter.
ing,
and
re
kalsomlnlng,
chimney
sweeping;
O.,B.
A.
references in first
each; pullets, March hatched, 31.25
uoo joo Man, phone soz-j- .
puleach; April hatched, 31;
Journal.
MIDDLE-AGE76o each; If taken soon. Mrs. C.
would
lets.
healthy lady,
FOR SALE One .of the finest cafe in
Kansas.
like
as
N.
old
for
Lyndon.
position
Bailey,
excellent
housekeeper,
lease,
northern Arizona, long
of the partners people; home more than wages; prefer
trade, good location; two act
leaving city. Address M. J., care JourMONEY TO LOAN
re to leave for Europe;
quick. Ad nal.
mi"
dress postofflce pox an.
TO LOAN On watches, dla- MONEY.
WANTED
Work.
Have
had
seven
years'
FOll BALE Profitable business, estabnnitm
vnB nA aVerVthlniT Valuable.
continuous service aa railroad station
lished five years; owner wishes to dls-- FlrsL
agent, now working. Have had former Mr. B. Marcus. 213 South first-claspose acoount of having other Interests;
a
real
merchandise. MONEY TO .LOAN, un
For In- experience In general
price very low and a bargain.
$2,000.
1,500,
state
and
11,000,
Please
estate;
Al
salary
particulars.
terview, address postofflce box 695.
Gold
am 42 years old.
and Wood 806 West
Job
Take
Married;
N.
M.
buquerque,
about the 20th. Address C. P. P., care MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
90 PER MONTH rents a good building
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, conthis bulld-h- a Journal.
t' with five hundred loaf oven;
fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st
plate glass front. Is suitable for
RENT
FOR
Storeroom
In
malt bread factory; good opening
t MONEY. Under BankersT beReserve
secur. Gallup for first-claman. Address Qeo. FOR RENT Building at 412 West Cop
System,
per cent loans may
per: suitable for garage. Inquire H. B. ed on city or farm property, to buy, build.
Mlksch, Gallup, N. M.
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and Improve, or pay Indebtedness. Bankers
Reserve Deposit Co., Gas Electrlo Bldg.,
FOR RENT Miscellaneous Trust Company, phone 3.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100 Denver, Colo.
t INtfW R1SM1NGTON and Winchester shot
foot
brick
good
condition;
building:
12V
west
gun! to rent. The Exchange,
WELL CONTRACTOR
opposite Santa Fe shops; reasonable
Gold.
103
terms. Bee or write L.
'
FOR KENT Single garage, rear of 828 North First. Albuquerque. Heyraan.
WELLS DRILLED, driven and repaired;
M.
West Oold, 65 per month. Fearce C
pumps, tanks, towers. J. F. Wolklng,
Tlodey, phone 776.
MATTRESS RENOVATING 493 West Marble, ohim 14SJ--

PERSONAL
jfuvfuais ASFIEDTwRlockanS

150

n

Will pay good wagea to a
good cook, for a small family of three.
Apply Mrs. D. Weinman, 708 West Cop- FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
per.
two rooms and kitchenette, bath ad
WANTED

riiono

14

PLUMBER,

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

Loans.

Gold.

12--

216 North Third,

m

m

THE

surance,

Jas. M. Johnson

Phone
A HOME WORTH WHILE,
right out in Fourth ward,
brick with all the trim-

Martin Co., Realtors
Ileal Estate, Fire and Auto InXV.

he man of worth is he who
does his best,
it is very best lives he in east
or west
F. agor to bo of use In his own
state.
the true alone
Remembering
are great,
E ndui ing disappointments when
they come
A mi, 'spite of loss, preserving
bl uplomb,
Ti iio holds for him no
pleasure
more worth while
Than giving honest service
with a smile.
On his good works the country's weal deuends,
Regit Hi him, then, as one of
your best friends.
T

A, L.

223

YOUR OWN HOME
Anyone would be pleased to
be able to call this beautiful
little
own
thoir
bungalow
home. Four rooms with bath,
everything new and all ready
for occupancy.
Terms can bo
arranged for a very small cash
and the balanco
payment,
would call for no larger payment than the rent you are
paying. Ask to seo It $3,250.
We have several
clients
wanting to borrow money on
well secured first mortgages,
bearing S per cent.
J. 1). KKrEHEII. REALTOR
riiono 410.
I'll . Gold.

REALTOR

LOOK AT THESE

McKinley Land

8c

Lumber Co.

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

BUY

LOT

A

IX TUB NEW

Dreyfuss Addition
And Own Tour Home.
See Them Today,

McMillion & Wood
W. Gold.

20

Realtors

n

Shelley-Brau-

Company

Realtor

Insurance

220 West Gold Avenne

FOll SALE

new frame, modern,
good location, $3,800; terms, $500
cash.
Four-roomodern
stucco,
sleeping porch, bath, close In,
Fourth ward, $4,000; terms.
Five-roomodern stucco, hardwood floors, now; worth the
money; easy terms.
Four-roo-

m

National

Investment Co,
Realtors
Insurance AU Kinds.
Real Estate
List Tour Property With Us.
Phone OSS
20Ui XV. Gold.
FOR SALE
Furnished or unfurnished

shingle bungalow at a
bargain price. Located on South
1405-- J
Phone
Walter.
for
appointment.

LEAVING

TOWN

We are offering
for sal a
modern
home, splendid
location in Fourth ward, four
blocks of Central avenue, fine
shade, convenient terms.
J. P. GILL REAL ESTATE
Pbono 170.
323 W. Central
five-roo-

WANTED

TO RENT

An unfurnished house, with
4 bedrooms, bath, kitchen, dining room, living room and veranda, for not less than one
year. Call on REAL ESTATE
EXCHANGE, 400 West Copper
avenue.

Talk About Your Bargains
Look at 1415
North
street, niftiest new
galow,

city water,

Sixth
bun-

lights, garage,

Immediate possesand fenced.
sion. For price and terms

See Gonce
rhono 411

116 W. Silver.

Two-roo-

FOR SALE
house and sleeping

porch, lot B0xlD6, good location,
$1,150; $300 down, balance $30
WANTED Small house, with enclosed per month. We handle all kinds
of city and ranch property.
yard, for day nursery; best of care
references furnished. P. O. box 35.
J, L, Phillips
TYPEWRITERS
Real Estate and Rentals.
Phone 351-110 S. Third.
All
T YPE

WAN I ED

Houses

make overhauled
WRITERS
and repaired. Ribbon for every maExchine.
Typewrit-Albuquerque
12
South Fourth.
change, phone ""-'- .

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
This seven-roohouse, with fireplace, hot air heat,
basement, garage, sidewalk, lawn, and. trees.
This house was built less than two years ago and la
in good condition.
Is well located in the University
Heights, and is offered at $5,600 for a quick sale.
m

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor.
Phone 110.
City Office University
ii

313

Heights Development

ii.

West Oold.
Co.
,l

i.e.

PEACHES!

PEACHES!

Al.olutely the last car of the season l'or
buquerque has arrived.

STORE,;

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

'

Jil..'.--

m'

Albuquerque's

.

--

J

Worth
While

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY
The Japanese Star

Sessuc Eiayakawa
Supported by

'

"THE SWAMP"
Larry Semon

TI

Still Entertaining the Crowds
A Complete Program of Animal Acting
During Ealancc of Week
No Advance in Prices

LOCAL ITEMS
Mrs. T. G. Winfrey has returned
from a two weeks visit at Dallas,
Tex. Her mother, Mrs. W. B. Morton, of Waxahachie, Tex., accompanied her here for a visit.
Miss llerma G. French hns returned from a month's vacation In
California,
Mrs. Harold Kirkpatriek of Lafayette, I ml., is visiting her moth
er. Mrs. William Henry Long. She
ViM bo here for three months.
K. O. Kartchner, supervisor ot
the Manzano national forest, has
returned from an official trip to
Mountainair.
George M. Tost of the V. S. India irrigation service, was in the
city yesterday from Laguna where
he is in charge of a project.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Ogle have returned homo after a vacation of
sjx weeks, spent in and near Detroit, Mich. They drove back from
Detroit in their automobile,
accompanied by Miss Ruby pCel.
' Dr. D. R. Murruy. Osteopathic and

CITY SCHOOLS

SHOw GROWTH
OF

p

CENT

Largest Increase in Enrollment for Several Years;
Pupils on Half Time Until
Buildings Are Ready.

4

rhones

5.

of Columbus
are requested

to receive communion in a body at
tho
Immaculate Conception
church, Fridas, October 6, at
6:25.
Confession for communion.
Let All Bo There.
You

Lyric
CONTINCOCS

How On

Goldwyn

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 4.
With tho construction of a $125,- to the Union Printers'
Home, authorized by tho board of
trustees, in session here this week,
the homo will be enabled to care
for cases of helpless persons, sufferers from locomotor ataxia, paralysis and like ailments, Superintendent John C. Dailey announced
today. Heretofore the institution,
which is operated by the International Typographical
union, has
barred such cases. The addition
will be three stories In height and
will provide sixty beds.

L. B. Putney

BRICK

1.

Face Brick
Fire Brick
Common Brick Fire Clay
Tile
Floor
Tile
Fireplace
Mortar Colors
Flue Lining
Metal Lath
Sower Pipe
Wall Board
Carey Roofing
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Comont
Plaster
Tel. 1253--

lost, so she came
unbidden. .

Rupeit'Hughes
mi Colleen Moore
ArMvAlfred E. Greene

First thing she found
was that her sweethas promised to
heart
A
meet another girl at
the
.... nriest's.

Corner North First Street and
Marblo Avenue.

'

That was enough to
fgl get her "Irish" up.
It'll cause you
more laughs than
you ever laughed
before.

umij'.-hi-

IS T!

mm jn.

A

GALLUP
WOOD

CEDAR
Split Wood,

Kindling,

i

fj?l

4& SUGARITESWAM IK

P. O. Sorenson Co.

--

I

..rT'"

ft

A

It's human homely
and a howl.

f

":

'

mm

PINION
Fireplace

Logs

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
PHONE 35.
CKy Office, HIS South Second.

Gallup Lump
Omcra Egg
'Large in size,
low in- price)
-

Fire Place Wood
COMPANY
Phone
L.

On Saturday
You Can Buy

AZTEC FUEL
251

Joe Miller, Prop.
DRINKING GLASSES

j

PHONE

2

624 TODAY

CAST! AND DELIVERY
ALL KINDS AND SIZES LUNCH

BASKETS.

PLENTY OP CONCORD GRAPES
BY BASKET
3.V
2 Qts
CRANBERRIES,
BOX
$1,25
APPLES,
S
$1.00
SUGAR,
Breakfast Cup Coffee, lb
25!
Corn Flakes, pkg
Loose Macaroni, lb
loo
Iionse Spaghetti, In
10c
HOME SORGHUM, sal. ...$1.00
Pure Sorghnni, 2 54, 6 and 10 lbs.
Bulk Pcunut Butter. Ib
20c
Honey, pints, 45c; 2 gallon,
$1.5,")
83c; gallon
New Comb Honey
20c
Lima Beans, 7 lbs
$1.00
Black-Eye- d
Pens, Ib
12Hc
Cider Vinegar
, AOci
Sack of Meal
35e
25c.
Pig Bacon, Ib
25c!
Pig Ham, lb
40-L-

7c!

Attend the Majestic
Range demonstration at Raabe and
Mauger, First and FRANK TROTTER;
11 West Gold Avenue.
Copper, this week.
Prof. Becker cooks
CHOCOLATE
from 2 to 4 p. m.

CREAM COFFEE
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good locatfon. See S
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or
terms.

another job he'd

three-poun-

ASK YOUR GROCER.

u

But every letter HE
wrote told of

j

000 addition

FOR SALE
Two nice houses,

On

Distributor

THE PRINTERS' HOME;

P. Ur

ANOTHER RUPERT HUGHES TRIUMPH'

the Market

This Tomato is the Whole Tomato, packed in
A great many
cans.
d
two and
people will remember the extra fine quality
of this New Mexican product. It has the most
delicious flavor, being solidly packed and
being used in some Instances for stuffed tomatoes, coming out of the can whole. These
tomatoes have not been available for a number of years. CAR HAS JUST BEEN UN-

J

11

LAST TIME TODAY

'

TOMATOES

TO

1

9

LAKEWOOD CANNED

LOADED.

Sold At This Store.

twenty-fl- v

205 South First Street.

.

Let our up to the minute truck bring comfort
to your home.

TO

Wiseman

Phone 60.

2f.e

Potatoes

$1.85
lbs. Potatoes..
Carnation or Pet Milk,
10c
can
tall
Free Delivery, $3.00 and Vp.
100

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

Attention, Knights

v

Special Discount

WILLY-NILL- Y

and
MITCHELL LEWIS
Added Attractions:
PATHE REVIEW
CURRENT EVENTS
.
Regular Prices.

--

ADDITION

-.

SKINNER'S

lbs.

10

Supported bv
DAVID POWELL

stove size, also klindinfc
Dry and solid sawed and split to delivered
A
anywhere.
and firepla.-logs. Any quantity,
cheery wood fire is a blessing these cool mornings.

acres, half alfalfa, 6 room
of fruit, on
house, all kinds
boulevard, also 9 acres; soiling on
account health falling; make ofor
Phone owner, 2417-R- 1
fer.
34S.
P. O. Box 192, Old AlbuM.
N.
querque,
20

8U--

Concord Grapes, Basket 55c
"Try the Willy Nilly Cash Way and Hank the
Difference"'
Over
Orders
$5.00 Delivered Free.
'
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c.

Dorothy Dalton

President and Manager

SALE RANCH

FOR

J.

t

TONIGHT

Whole milk or cream, quality
better than city health requireDelivered dally tu any
ments.
quantity lo uny pnrt of tho city.
Phono 2105-HButlers Dairy.

PINS FAITH
ON "13" AND IS
WINNER OF CAR

Michigan'

with

405-.- J

PURE MILK

Meat

MM

ELBERTA PEACHES, BOX $1.50
5 Box Lots, Box $1.45

"THE SIREN CALL"

Com-

in enrollment of 9
per cent over last year is noted in
the city schools, according to
John Milne, city superintendent.
This is the largest increase for
several years.
The increase estimated by thR school board for this
was
10
year
per cent. This mark
Colorado Fonohcs
will probably be reached when the
Daily's Kash and Harry
families arrive in the city, it
shop
Adv.
violet-ra- y
Daily's Gypsy Store.
treatments. Phone 741. is believed.
of
at
the end
Figures compiled
HOUSE ROOMS
the first month of school show an BITTNER
increase of 273 (students over the 819ft Sooth First.
Phone 221-ensame period last year. The
rollments for 1!)21 and 1922 at the
Wedding
Corsages,
bouquets.
several buildings
follows:
First, Ives. Phono 732. Adv.
374, 407; Second. D6,ri, 636; Third.
347, 425; Fourth, 462. D40; UniC. II. CONNER. M. D. D. O.
versity Heights, 50, 91; Central,
Osteopathic Specialist.
331, 218; Library, 213, 463; Spe325-Stern Blrig. Tel. 701-f A firm believer in the theory cial, 12, 22; high school. 744, 560.
Adv.
that there is no "jlnxs" connected Total, 3.0S9, 3,362.
The schools are more crowded
with the number ' 3," Henry G.
FRANK fc. M a cCR ACKEN ,
Galling, 209 Xorth High street, put this year than they were lust be DR.
B. MacCKACKK.i.
his theory into practice last night cause of the fact that the new DR. DAIS
ut the Elks' circus. The result was buildings were not completed for K. I' Osteopathic Physicians.
Building. Phone Office
all that could be desired. He is the opening day, and that the anResidence 80-- J
Adv.
now the possessor of a new Ford nex buildings in use last year were
sedan, one of tho six being dis- moved to the heights. Many of thP
TV
CI
KLKOTBlO
SHOE
SHOP
tributed by the Elks during circus pupils are doing part time class
213 South Becnnd.
I'bime 6S7-work until the new buildings arc
week.
Tree Cull and Delivery. Adv.
Gatling, who is a young attorney completed.
There is a prospect of moving
and has come to Albuquerque on
Public Stenographer,
account of his health, which is trow into the Junior high school in the
Km. 8, Mclini Bids. Ph. 303. Adv.
in three weeks, accord
beginning to need but little atten- highlands
to the promise of the contract
tion, purchased a book of circus ing
Beautiful ferns. Ives Greenors. The Second ward addition is
tickets.
He looked at the book for a while almost, as near finished, it is re houses. Phono 732. Adv.
and then counted down to the thir- ported.
Colorado Peaches
teenth ticket and handed it in at
Daily's Kasli and Hurry.
tho gate. Tho number was &. 3,
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Adv.
Daily's Gypsy Store.
scries "O." It was the ticket drawn
from the thousands contained in
Fresh Milk gallon lots, also
P. O. Sanchez has left the De
the barrel.
Luxe barber shop and is- now Butter rullk anil Cottage cheese.
lies' Dairy Phono 1915-manager of tho Sturges Hotel Sway
CARD OF THANKS.
Adv.
We wish to extend our thanks barber shop. Adv.
to tho people of Albuquerque for
Big Sister's league will meet
their kindness and also for the at The
afternoon at the
beautiful floral offerings, during DayS o'clock this
All Interested are in This week
on Gents'
Watch
tho recent illness and death of vited.Nursery.
Adv.
Chains. We will have a complete
our two babies.
line of Jewelry this Christmas.
Mil, and MRS. S. A. MARTIN,
Factory wood, full truck load,
fedv.
five dollars, llahn Coal company.
Journal Want Ads Grins Results. I'll ono 81. Adv.
Corner Second ana Gold.
An increase

pt

WOOD

Modern furnished apartment,
rooms, 2 large porches, cheap
rent to party willing to care
tor three rooms upstairs, which
are rented.
830 North Fifth, Pliono 1011--

Mountainair, N. M., Oct. 4. A
0
loss of $50,000, with about
Insurance was caused here
early today by a fire thafr destroyed the building occupied by
the J. J. Whito Mercantile comthe
pany and badly damaged
building ndjolning, occupied by a
meat market and pool hall and
Anowned by Charles Weitz.
other building occupied by a restaurant and barber shop operated
by Sam ELsenhart was somewhat
An adobe wall in tho
damaged.
Weitz
building
prevented the
flames spreading farther.
The cause of tho fire is not
H was oMKcovored by
known.
Mrs. White, who, with her husband, lives in an apartment in
the rear of the store.
Volunteer firemen fought the
fire and doubttess saved buildings in tho remainder of tho
block.

$125,000

a big, human picture of the great Northacwest! A tender love story, with thrill-swetion every minute. And the most daring climax
ever filmed.

We have no specials or leadday
These are every
ers.
prices.
85c
10 lbs. Sugar
$1.08
25 lbs. Sugar
W5e
10 lbs. Pinto Beans
10 lbs. Swift's Silver Leaf
"
Lard
M Flour $1.5
r.O lbs. Diamond
GO
lbs. Wolf Premium
'""
Flour

NO DANCE

2167-- J

3

Market Suffer Heavy
Loss; Others Damaged.

AUTHORIZE
COSTING

Phone

325 S. Second.

$30,-00-

"NIGHT IN THE CIRCUS"

1005.

Wm. R. Walton,

Raymond F. Bloom

AT MOUNTAINAIR

At last

Crump's
CASH GROCERY

sanl-torlu-

Auditorium

FOR RENT

Special to The Journal.

REUBEN RAY'S

Walter

Saturday, October 7th
University Heights

Cut Flowers
Phone

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Touring Curs and
Coupes.
New Cars Drive Them Yourself.
The Pioneer People of the
Ktate.
Phone 580
121 North Third

DANCE

R

His Latest and Funniest

Call

Finder Please

Diamonds.
Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality. Lowest Trices.
Postofflce.
Opposite
118 South Fourth.

BUILDINGS

J. J. White Mercantile
pany and Weitz

Cars for Rent

Speedsters,

JVEAT REGULAR

in

"GOLF"

between

grip

FOGG, The Jeweler

FIRE DESTROYS

;

Small

street and Presbyterian

Guy's Transfer is prepared to fill
your bin with either Gallup lump
or Ilagan coal. Leave your or-- ,
ders now and avoid me rush.
323 South Second.
N. Phono 2122-Phone 371

Bessie Love
in

LAST TIME TODAY

COAL

COAL

MTHEATKE

J.

LOST

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Rod
.
1619-J415 North Sixth
Phone

one-stor-

Always

Finest
Theater

C. Thaxton

yesterday com-- !
pleted the purchase of two lots
recently owned by Catherine B.
Battens on west Gold avenue)
directly went o Nie federal build-- .
ins. The deal has been under
negotiation for sonio time.
It is the intention of the pury
chaser to erect a large
office building on the site in the
near future. The building, plans
for which are now being drawn
by local architects, will be so
that additional stories
can be added at a later date.
'"I feci that although several
new office buildings are being
erected or planned, they will not
meet the demand
for modern
office room in the city and that
a
now
and will continue to
there
be a btrong demand for modern
flool
offices, especially
ground
rooms," Mr. Thaxton stated last
night.
The exact size of the new
building has not yet been determined, but it is probable that it
will extend over the entire frontage of hie two lots on Gold avenue.
W.

household

SPECIAL TRIP
Cliff
Rito do los Frijoles
Dwellings October 7 and 8.
Isleta: Regular trips Tuesday.
Thursday, Saturday, at 6:30.
KOSIIAKE TOIRS
311 V. Gold.
Phono 1500.

DYERS AND HATTEKS
Rl'U CLEANING
Phone 453. Uor. btb and Gold

Purchases Two Lots on
West Gold Avenue West;
of the Federal Building;

Phone 28

Chrysanthemums

Snapdragons. Roses, Dahlias at
'THE FLOWER SHOP"
Phono 1)88-118 S. Fourth.

furniture.
MRS DAVID WEILLEIt

of

SQQN

Ground Floor Planned.

CASH

PRIVATE SALE

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

1120 West Tljcras.

BUG

Oct our prices on fruit jars and all canning

''

Let Us Send a Man

IS

TO ERECT

Al-

Large Elberta Yellow Freestone Peaches, from
Grand Junction district, Colorado. Cox, $1.40.

WARD'S

October 5, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Tape Ten.

.BROOMS
GRANITE COFFEE

POT
BREAD

Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Product!.

BOX

SOLID COPPER, NICKLE PLATE
TEAKETTLE
GENUINE AXMINSTER
RUGS, 27x54
HEAVY BLUE STEEL. NICKLE TRIM- MED COAL and WOOD HEATER

15c
50c
...60c
$1.25
$1.75
$4.95
dP7

t5 I

W

A

V.

WcftBre

USUAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS

Prices :
Matinee: Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night:. Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.
(Tax Included)

For .Your Fireplace
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL
or
CLEAN PINON WOOD
SAWED IN ANY LENGTHS DESIRED.

HAHN COAL CO.

PHONE 91

ETA

fUl LIVINGSTON & CO.

UUoME FURNISHERS
West Gold Ave.

JL

tlU

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

Albuquerque, N. M.
IS
HIGHER THAN PRICE"
"WHERE QUALITY
213-21- 5

th highest grade Macaroni,

for

t

Auction Sale
AT

1712

SOUTH EDITH

That was Advertised For Today, Was Called Off
Until a Date Later

J.

L. GOBEE,

Auctioneer

J

f

